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ABSTRACT 
The development of a model capable of predicting the long term (seasonal) . 
distribution of water quality constituents within Great Salt Lake was undertaken as a 
portion of the ongoing Great Salt Lake project at Utah State University. The overall 
goal of the project is the development of a modeling framework to assist relevant 
decision making bodies in the comprehensive management of the Great Salt Lake 
system. Phase I of the project provided the overall structural framework for 
management of the Great Salt Lake system, identified data needs, and established 
priorities for the development of submodels for incorporation into the overall 
framework. Phase II of the project involves the process of developing submodels, and 
Phase III will be concerned with application of the framework of models to specific 
management problems. 
This study provides, as part of the second phase of the Great Salt Lake project, a 
model capable of predicting the long term distribution of quality constituents within 
the lake. This capability is a necessary component of the modeling framework since it 
will allow the investigation of the effects which alternative water quality management 
plans will have on the distribution of water quality constituents within the lake. 
The water quality model of the lake is based on the application of the 
advection-diffusion equation to the three-dimensional transport of a quality 
constituent. The modeling technique is formulated by discretizing the system as a 
network of nodes interconnected by channels in both thf! horizontal and vertical 
directions. This representation of the system allowed the horizontal transport to be 
treated mathematically as one-dimensional. The resulting modeling technique is 
applicable to any lake, estuary, or bay in which the concentration gradients must be 
described in all three coordinate directions. 
In applying the model to Great Salt Lake a two-layered vertical network was 
employed due to the physical characteristics of the system. The model was further 
simplified by describing vertical transport by diffusion alone. Using observed total 
dissolved solids concentrations, a method was developed during the study for 
establishing the vertical diffusion coefficient as a function of depth. 
A unique feature of this water quality modeling technique is that it allows the 
seasonal distribution of a quality constituent to be studied without the necessity of 
developing a hydrodynamic model of the system. The advective transport is designed 
to be input to the model based on observed long term circulation patterns. In the case 
of Great Salt Lake, circulation patterns are not yet well known. However, 
approximate patterns have been established from some observations to date, and 
those were used to provide preliminary tests of the validity and response 
characteristics of the model. These tests have demonstrated that the model will be a 
practical and useful tool for monitoring the distribution of quality constituents within 
the lake. 
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· CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Because of the wide range of effects water 
quality has on the uses of water and related 
resources, it is assuming an increasingly more 
important role in water resources planning. This 
study was undertaken with the objective of 
producing a water quality distribution model of 
Great Salt Lake as part of an ongoing Utah Water 
Research Laboratory project involving the lake. 
The major objective of the Great Salt Lake project 
. is to develop a framework of computer models 
which will aid in the proper management of the 
resources of the entire lake system including the 
lake and its drainage area. This study provides a 
water quality model of Great Salt Lake necessary 
for that framework of models. 
A time varying computer model of the water 
quality component of the lake was developed. The 
technique was modified to simulate the long term 
(seasonal) response by holding the lake constant at 
a specific surface elevation throughout the simula-
tion period and by using lake current patterns, 
inflows, and outflows averaged over a season of 
interest. 
The finite difference modeling technique was 
structured to represent the system as a network of 
nodes, interconnected by channels. This schema-
tization allowed the two-dimensional horizontal 
transport to be treated using a flexible non-
rectangular grid. The resulting modeling technique 
is general in nature and is applicable to the 
simulation of the distribution of both inorganic and 
organic water quality constituents. 
The research presented in this report is unique 
in that the modeling technique allows the 
distribution of a quality constituent to be described 
in all three dimensions. Thus, the modeling 
technique is applicable to systems in which the 
spatial variation of quality constituents in each 
coordinate direction is too large for the system to be 
represented mathematically as a one- or two-
dimensional system. This will allow the technique 
to be adapted to lakes and estuaries in which 
vertical density stratification is an important 
characteristic of the physical system. 
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In a system such as Great Salt Lake, the 
hydrodynamics of flow are quite complex due 
principally to the vertical density stratification. At 
present, no numerical models are available which 
adequately describe the flow in such a system. 
Models which describe the hydrodynamics of flow 
in less complex systems indicate that, even when a 
hydrodynamic modeling technique applicable to 
Great Salt Lake becomes available, it will be costly 
to operate and will require an extensive data base 
for verification. 
A basic feature of the modeling technique 
described in the report is that the technique can be 
used either independently of, or in conjunction 
with, a hydrodynamic model. Circulation patterns 
and velocities can be input to the model based on 
observed data. The advantages of this approach 
are: 
1. The model is not dependent on the 
development of a hydrodynamic model to describe 
flow patterns but may be used in conjunction with 
one if such a model is developed at a later time. 
2. The model provides information on the 
distribution of water quality constituents based on 
observed transport processes. 
3. The modeling technique gives enough 
detail to provide most of the information required 
for management decisions. 
4. The modeling technique allows the identi-
fication of areas where data gathering or data 
refinement is required. 
The water quality model can be used to 
investigate the behavior of the water quality aspects 
of Great Salt Lake in two different modes. 
Independent of other problems, the water quality 
model can be used to investigate the response of 
Great Salt Lake, at a fixed elevation, to the input of 
various levels of water quality constituents from 
different sources and to possible modifications of 
the physical lake system. When the water quality 
model is used in this manner, it is a valuable 
management tool which can provide insight into 
the proper management of the water quality 
aspects of the lake by predicting the fate of 
pollutants which reach the lake. This approach was 
used in this study to demonstrate the applicability 
of the model to the sim ulation of the distribution of 
water quality constituents within Great Salt Lake. 
The water quality model is also applicable, 
when linked with a hydrologic model of the lake, to 
investigations of changes in the hydrology and 
water quality components of the lake in response to 
input alterations or modifications to the physical 
lake system. The water quality model is not 
designed to be independent of a lake hydrology 
model when combined in the framework of 
computer models under subsequent phases of the 
Great Salt Lake project. Over the periods for which 
the water quality model will be applied, the 
hydrologic model will provide information to the 
water quality model relating to the lake stage and 
the exchange of brine through the railroad 
causeway which divides the lake. The United States 
Geological Survey has developed a hydrologic 
model of the lake which will be available for use 
during later stages of the Great Salt Lake project. 
The water quality modeling technique devel-
oped during this study can accommodate both 
conservative and non-conservative constituents, 
including the interactions which may occur 
between non-conservative constituents.! This cap-
ability of evaluating the consequences of inputting 
various levels of water quality constituents to the 
lake is a highly valuable function of the water 
quality model. The model is able to represent the 
distribution of a single constituent or to account for 
interactions between constituents including inter-
actions within the ecosystem. Once appropriate 
data become available, the water quality model can 
be used to study the effects on the water quality 
system which wi!1 result from altering the present 
level of water quality constituents entering to the 
lake. Altering the present level of quality 
constituent inflow or the location of the inflow may 
produce changes in the distribution of water 
quality constituents within the lake which could 
adversely effect some uses of the lake. Since the 
interactions which occur in the ecosystem are a 
major component of the water quality system 
increasing or decreasing the level of input of certain 
constituents to the lake such as nutrients or toxic 
IThe concentration of a constituent within a system is a 
function of the processes which transport the constituent through 
the system and any processes within the system which generate 
or degrade the constituent. The concentration of a non-
conservative constituent is dependent on both the transport 
processes and the internal processes, while the concentration of a 
conservative constituent is dependent on only the transport 
processes. 
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chemicals could significantly alter the present 
ecosystem and change the water quality character-
istics of the lake. 
The water quality model can be used, with 
certain limitations, to investigate the consequences 
of changes to the physical lake system on the 
distribution of water quality constituents. Since the 
flows in the water quality model are determined 
from observed circulation patterns, the use of the 
model in this manner is restricted by the extent to 
which the lake circulation patterns are predictable 
following the change. In many situations, such as 
pumping brine to maintain a specific maximum 
surface elevation in the lake, the effect on the 
circulation pattern would be local if the withdrawal 
were small in comparison to the advective transport 
and the model should provide realistic results. 
However, major alterations to the physical lake 
system, such as diking part of the lake, may 
significantly alter the circulation patterns. In such 
cases, the model could be used to investigate' 
possible consequences the modification may pro-
duce by assuming circulation patterns which might 
result and testing for adverse effects on the 
distribution of quality constituents. The investiga-
tion of alterations to the physical lake system 
could, of course, be aided by the separate 
development of a hydraulic model of the lake. Such 
a model would provide information to the water 
quality model concerning the circulation patterns 
which would result from proposed ali..erations. 
Such information would be used in the water 
quality model to determine the effect the proposed 
alteration would have on the distribution of quality 
constituents. 
The water quality model was applied to the 
south arm of Great Salt Lake to illustrate the type 
of water quality distribution questions which can 
be investigated with the model and to test the 
sensitivity of the model to variations of the model 
parameters. The south arm of the lake was chosen 
because the principal uses of the lake are 
associated with this arm and future data gathering 
efforts will probably focus on this arm. At the 
outset of this study it was realized the data 
presently available for Great Salt Lake were 
limited. Data gathering by state and federal 
agencies concerning the transport processes within 
the lake are in the preliminary stages. Data 
concerning the distribution of water quality 
constituents within the lake and the non-transport 
processes which effect the concentration levels of 
quality constituents are inadequate. However, by 
developing the model at this time it was possible to 
gain valuable insight into various sensitivities 
regarding the Great Salt Lake system. This process 
aided the assessment of relating data needs and 
I 
, 
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importance. The ability of the model to realistically 
simulate the distribution of quality constituents 
within the south arm of the lake was demonstrated 
by approximating unknown parameters from those 
data which are presently available. 
Data which were available on the distribution 
of total dissolved soids within the south arm were 
used to establish the value of the vertical diffusion 
coefficient as a function of depth. Besides using the 
vertical diffusion coefficient to describe vertical 
transport in the water quality model, the vertical 
transport was included in a separate water and 
salinity balance model of the lake. 
The water and salinity balance model was 
formulated by assuming the north arm of the lak~ 
to be a completely mixed unit and dividing the 
3 
south arm of the lake into layers along the vertical 
axis . In the south arm this resulted in a one-
dimensional vertical transport model. The model 
was used to simulate the water and salinity balance 
within the lake over monthly time steps which 
allowed the future trend of brine within both arms 
of the lake to be investigated. The addition of 
vertical transport to the hydrologic model provided 
the refinement of the water and salinity balance 
model which was necessary to properly simulate the 
salinity balance in the south arm. The hydrologic 
model developed by the United States Geological 
Survey is based on a more sophisticated water 
balance of the lake than the water balance used in 
this study. Incorporating the vertical transport 
into the USGS model would result in a model with 
both a refined water and salinity balance of the 
lake. 
~~-=========---------~----------------------------------~----~--~ 

,CHAPTER II 
BACKGROUND 
In general, the development of Great Salt 
Lake has proceeded as a series of uncoordinated 
activities without an overall management plan. 
However, in recent years public concern has 
increased that the resources of Great Salt Lake and 
its surrounding basin be properly managed in order 
to achieve maximum public benefit from these 
resources. A myriad of potential uses exist for these 
resources, and the manner in which the resources 
are eventually allocated and used will have a long 
term impact on the economic and social develop-
ment of the entire State of Utah. The question of 
how the resources of Great Salt Lake can be 
utilized to best meet the needs of the citizens of 
Utah is a real one, and the answer requires a well 
integrated and cooperative approach by all groups 
and agencies concerned with the resources of the 
entire lake system. 
The Great Salt Lake Project 
In early 1973 a study was initiated at Utah 
State University with the goal of formulating an 
integrated approach to the management of the 
entire Great Salt Lake system. The basic con-
sideration of the study was the development of a 
framework of computer models with the capability 
of analyzing and predicting the consequence of 
various development or management alternatives. 
Such a framework of models would aid the 
decision-making process by providing a means to 
develop a management strategy for allocating the 
resources of the region so as to provide for the 
optimal enhancement of environmental quality, 
economic development, and the social well being 
within the region. 
The overall objective of the Great Salt Lake 
project can be broken into subobjectives as follows: 
1. To examine societal, environmental, eco-
nomic, and other activities relating to the Great 
Salt ~ake system, such as oil well-drilling, 
extraction of minerals from the lake and the 
construction of physical structures in th'e lake. 
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2. To examine the positive and negative 
impacts (societal, environmental, and economic) of 
various commercial and economic activities, such 
as land use (including urbanization) and structural 
developments within the tributary basins to the 
lake. 
3. To examine the positive and negative 
impacts (societal, environmental, economic, and 
others) of various exogenous (from outside the 
region) inputs and constraints, such as: 
a. Federal decisions which affect envi-
ronmental quality, appropriation of funds, 
and changing use priorities. 
b. 
region. 
Economic development outside the j 
c. Advances and changes in science and 
technology, such as improvements in mineral 
extraction processes and shifts in demands 
upon particular resources. 
4. To develop a comprehensive planning 
framework for the development of the Great Salt 
Lake and its immediate environment. This 
framework will provide productive assessments of 
alternatives helpful in the decision-making process. 
At the time the project was initiated, it was 
divided into three separate phases as outlined in 
Figure 2.1. Phase I was involved with defining the 
problem and the scope of activities for the 
subsequent model development phase (Phase II) 
and the model operation and application phase 
(Phase III). Depending upon the ultimate stage of 
model development, various aspects of Phases II 
and III could be continued for an extended period 
of time with' considerable overlapping. 
Summary of Phase I 
The completion of Phase I resulted in a report 
(Riley et al., 1975) which basically outlines a 
management framework for the Great Salt Lake 
I~ PHASE I ~I'" PHASE II ·1· I PHASE III~ 
USU Hydrologic & Quality 
Models - Watershed Area 
USU Hydrologic & 
Quality Models of 
University of Utah Lake Salinity the Watershed Sub-
Studies system Development and 
Integration of Sub- System Mana~ement 
system Models of Studies 
USGS Hydrologic Lake Model Various Societal 
.. .. 
Components 
Further Model Devel-
opment, Testing and 
USGS Causeway Model Improvement 
USU High Resolu tion 
(Space) Model of the 
University of Utah Causeway Lake Subsystem 
Studies 
AYailabl~.Jnllumation 
Meteorologic 
Hydrologic 
Umnologic 
Water Quality Activities Associated } Continuation of Continuation of Data Ecologic with Collecting and Data Collection and Collection and· Evaluation Evaluation Activities Activities Evaluating Needed ~ ... Additional Physical Other Information Available and Social Info~ation 
Currently Available 
... 
I Year ~ ... 2 Years ~ Indefinite Time ~ 
Figure 2.1. Schedule of phases In the project to develop a management model of the Great Salt Lake water resource system 
(RUey et a1., 1975). 
system. The specific accomplishments of Phase I 
can be summarized as follows: 
1. The identification and evaluation of the 
previous studies, data, and other information 
pertaining to the lake system. 
2. The identification of the following: 
a. The major present or potential 
societal uses associated with the lake system. 
b. Means by which the physical system 
might be modified to implement these societal 
uses within the environmental constraints. 
c. Potential problems or impacts which 
might occur as a result of the modifications 
suggested under 2(b) above. 
3. The identification of a procedure for 
estimating the relative magnitudes of the impacts 
identified under 2(c) above. 
4. The identification of general information 
needs, model structure, and steps for the model 
development processes of Phase II. 
An important objective of Phase I was the 
development of a procedure to defme the 
management problems and objectives involving the 
Great Salt Lake system. Without this essential 
step, a meaningful and effective management 
strategy obviously could not be formulated and 
implemented. 
A system is managed in order to accommodate 
specific goals and objectives which are identified 
with particular social uses. For the Great Salt Lake 
system the major social uses are: 
1. Recreation and tourism. 
2. Mineral extraction. 
3. Transportation. 
4. Brine shrimp harvesting. 
S. Oil drilling. 
6. Fresh water supply. 
These major social uses were used in preparing 
a chart (Table 2.1) which illustrates how problems 
associated with possible uses of the resources of the 
system can be identified. Table 2.1 lists some of the 
desirable system characteristics for each use and 
the methods or system modifications by which 
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these characteristics might be achieved. Table 2.1 
further identifies problem areas which might result 
from modifying the system and the social use area 
these modifications affect. 
Table 2.2 contains a matrix which is used to 
assign relative magnitUde and importance to each 
of the areas of impact listed in the fourth column of 
Table 2.1. The information which ensues from 
Table 2.2 aids the development of a management 
model by defining critical areas of potential 
impacts. In this way, insight is increased 
concerning the kinds of problems which the 
management model should be designed to solve. 
The long range goal of developing a compre-
hensive management model of the lake system 
requires a model which is sufficiently broad in 
scope to consider the entire lake system, and which 
also has adequate resolution in terms of both time 
and space dimensions to realistically represent the 
system. The development of a comprehensive 
model of a system such as the Great Salt Lake 
system is a difficult and lengthy process. For this 
reason, the problem is being approached by 
decomposing the total system into a number of 
subsystems and considering the subsystems as 
being organized in terms of hierarchies or levels, as 
shown by Figure 2.2. This procedure permits the 
separate identification and subsequent develop-
ment of modds for the various components of the 
total system. In this process, model resolutions 
might be varied from one component subsystem .to 
another, depending upon the requirements of the 
overall model and the available knowledge of each 
particular subsystem. The hierarchical-multilevel 
structure shown by Figure 2.2 is achieved through 
the combination of the models of the several 
subsystems which become submodels in the 
hierarchical structure. 
Two layers are recognized in the hierarchical 
structure (Haimes and Macko, 1973) namely, an 
information layer (first layer) and a prediction and 
optimizing layer (second layer). The first layer 
sub models are used to represent the various 
physical aspects of the system. The second layer is 
composed of two levels: societal and economic 
goals and considerations (first level); and political 
and decision-making considerations (second level). 
The first level of the second layer in the hierarchy 
consists of submodels which consider the societal 
and economic goals of the six earlier named social 
uses of the lake system. Each of the social uses 
must be quantitatively analyzed with respect to its 
benefits and utilities, cost to the public and 
environment, and its impact on hydrological, 
limnological, and ecological aspects of the lake and 
its basin. 
Table 2.1. Identification of problems associated with possible uses of Great Salt Lake (RIley et aI., 1975). 
Possible Uses 
Recreation and Tourism 
Desirable System Characteristic 
Related to Uses 
Stable Water Level 
Fresh Water Bodies for Water 
Based Activities (Skiing, Boating, 
Swimming, Fishing) 
Easy Access 
Some Methods of Achieving 
Desirable System 
Characteristics 
Dike Construction in the Great 
Salt Lake 
Some Possible Problem Areas 
Influenced by Implt'mentation 
of Methods (Impact Area~) 
Some Social Use Areas 
Affected by Problems 
---- - ----- - _._ - - --------
Al teration of Circulation Patterns 
Physical Barrier to Free Access to 
Entire Lake ____ ._ .. 
Maintenance of Dikes 
Al te ra t i 011 0 r th-e-=B"'-i o""'I'-o-gi'-c""'al--:H-=-a--:-b-'-i -ta-t -
Mineral Extraction Industry Rec-
reation 
Recreation 
Water Transportation 
Recreation and Tourism 
Wildlife 
Bring Shrimp Harvesting 
Recreation 
Construction of Tribuary 
Storage Reservoirs 
- -- FIoo(]ing of Dcveli.i,)eJ Lands Recreaction 
Agriculture 
Industry 
_D.~n sp ~rtation _ . ______ _ 
Alteration of Biological Habitat Wildlife 
Transbasin Diversions Interrupted Deliveries During 
Low Flow Periods 
Recreation 
Recreation 
Weather Modific~ti~-n--· - - -.-- -AI;ru-t;-;~ of Biol og~·:J j-:jUbitai -- · Wildlife 
Recreation 
Dike Construction in 
the Grea t Salt Lake 
Construction of Tributary 
Storage Reservoirs 
Road Construction 
Control Procedures not Su fficien tly Agricul ture 
_W_el~ ~s t_ab_lis~~ __ .. ______ -cR...:..e:....::.creation 
(Same as those Usted Under Stable Water Level) 
(Same as those Listed Under Stable Water Level) 
Maintenance Problems 
Obta·ining-Ri~~ t: ~r:Ways··· 
Recreilction 
_ . ___ r,· _ __ • ____________ • 
Agriculture 
WilJlife 
(Same as Those Listed Under Stable W:lter Level) Dike Construction in GSL for 
Road Bed 
::.=.::..::..-=..:...::......--- - - -- - -.--.. - ---
Developmen t of Parks, Resor ts, 
Beaches, and Associated Fea-
tures 
Adverse Ecological Effects 
Aesthetics (Visual) 
Use Regulation 
Interference with Other Possible 
Uses 
Wildlife 
Recrea tion 
-- ------------------
Recreation 
Recreation 
Recreation 
Industry 
Agricultur: 
Table 2.1. Continued. 
Possible Uses 
Recreation and Tourism (cont.) 
Mineral Extraction 
Desirable System Characteristic 
Related to Uses 
Optimum Use Intensity 
Some Methods of Achieving 
Desirable System 
Characteristics 
Some Possible Problem Areas 
Influenced by Implementation 
of Methods (Impact Areas) 
Some Social Use Areas 
Affected by Problems 
Boat Launching, Mooring, and 
service Features 
(Same as Those Listed Under Road Construction) 
Developii'lg Facilities in Accor-
dance to Demand 
Reservation Prucies 
Aesthetics 
Adverse Ecological Effects 
Interference with Other Possible 
Uses 
Reduced Per Capita Recreational 
Opportuni ty 
Charges for Use Some Limitations of Use to Lower 
Recreation 
Wildlife 
Recreation 
Recreaction 
Industry 
Agriculture 
Recreation 
Recreation 
_____________ , _ __ , ____ ______ _ In...::c...:.o-'-'-m...::e_G~r~ _ ", . _____ _ 
Low Health Hazard Adequate Sewage Treatment Installation and Operation of Plants Recreation 
Tourism 
Low Insect Population (Brine 
Fly, Deer Fly, Horse Fly) 
Aesthetic Appeal 
Maintenance of Natural Brince 
Concentration 
Solid Waste Disposal 
Mosquito Control Measures 
Chemical Spraying 
Biological Control 
Implementation and Operation of 
Collection and Disposal Facilities 
Marsh Stabilization 
Operation and Maintenance of Spray 
Equipment 
Adverse Ecological Effects 
(Mainly Through Food l_h_ai_n,--) __ 
Recreation 
Tourism 
Water Supply 
Wildlife 
Recreation 
Wildlife 
Problems Associated With Decaying Recreation 
_, ?!E~~~~1_a~~ _ ______ _ 
__ _ ,~ame a~ Those Listed Under Chemical Spraying) 
Structural Design _____ E_co_n_o_m_i_c Feasibility ____ M_,_E __ , _In_d_u_s_try..!.-_______ _ 
_L_o_w_P_l_an_t_D_e_ns_i..:ty _______ N_Ll_I1_1 b_e_r of Plan ts is Restricted 
Construction of Plants in Access 
Remote Areas 
Provide for Adequate Flow 
Through Causeways (Alter 
Existing Structure and In-
clude in Design of Planned 
Structures) 
Economic Feasibility 
Change in Brine Concentration on 
Both Sides of Existing Dikes 
Objectives Associated With Deve-
lopment of Fresh Water Areas Could 
Not Be Achieved 
, ,~ . E. Industry 
M.E. Industry 
M.E. Industry 
Transportation 
M.E. Industry 
Recreation 
Wildlife 
- - ----------- - - ,----
Table 2.1. Continued. 
Possible Uses 
Mineral Extraction (cont.) 
'Desirable System Characteristic 
Related to Uses 
Maintenance of Adequate Brine 
Concentration for Efficient 
Plant Operation 
Some Methods of Achieving 
Desirable System 
Characteristi cs 
Dikes to Produce Evaporation 
Areas 
Convey Brine From Areas of 
High Brine Concentration 
Some Possible Problem Areas 
Influenced by Implementation 
of Methods (Impact Areas) 
Maintenance of Dikes 
Interference with Other Possible 
Uses of Area 
Economic Feasibility 
Maintenance of Equipment and 
Facilities 
- ------
Construct Plants at Locations Economic Feasibility 
of High Brin~ Concentration 
limit Number of Plants on Lake Regulation 
Limit the Extraction Rate 
of Each Plant 
~conomic Feasi~i!i.!L _____ _ 
Regulation 
------------- - -----
Adequate Transportation 
Facilities 
Roads Maintenance Problems 
- ----
Acquisition of Right-of-Ways 
Interference with Lake Circulation 
Patterns 
Some Social Use Areas 
Affected by Problems 
Recreation 
Tourism 
Recreation 
Water Supply 
M.E. Industry 
M.E. Industry 
M.E. Industry 
M.E. Industry 
M.E. Industry 
M.E. Industry 
M.E. Industry 
M.E. Industry 
Agriculture 
Wildlife 
M.E. Indtlstry 
--- - - ----- ----------------
Minimize Ecological Effects 
Physical Barriers to Free Access to 
Entire Lake 
---------'------ - -- -_ .- -
Appropriate Location of 
Plants and Evaporation Ponds 
limit Extraction Rates so as 
to Maintain Brine Concen-
trations and Constituents in 
the Lake 
Access 
Economic Feasibility 
Adequate Brine Concentration 
at Point of Diversion 
Regulations 
Economic Feasibility 
Transportation 
Recreation 
M.E. Industry 
Wildlife 
Recreation 
M.E. Industry 
M.E. Industry 
M.E. Industry 
M.E. Industry 
Table 2.1. Continued. 
Possible Uses 
Transportation 
Brine Shrimp Harvesting 
Desirable System Characteristic 
Related to Uses 
Stable Road 
Minimum of Obstacles 
Minimum Distance 
Pleasing Surroundings 
Adequate Nutrients 
Some Methods of Achieving 
Desirable System 
Characteristics 
Causeway and Roadbed Con-
struction 
Some Possible Problem Areas 
Influenced by Implementation 
of Methods (Impact Areas) 
Economic FeaSibility 
Aesthetics 
Some Social Use Areas 
Affected by Problems 
Transportation Industry 
Recreation 
- --- ----- - -------------- ------ - -
Disturbance of Lake Circulation M_E. Industry 
Disturbance of Brine Concen- M.E. Industry 
t_r_at_io_n _ ___ __________ Brine Shrimp Harvesting 
Interference with Ecological Brine Shrimp Harvesting 
Habitat Wildlife 
Interference with Other Possible 
Uses 
Recreation 
- ---- - - - -------- -
Water Transpor!a~~?~ __ 
M_ E. Industry Open Channels for Water Interference with Other Possible 
T_ran_sp_o_r_t ___________ U_se_s_ _ _ __ ___ Land Based Transportation 
Flat Road Grades (Such as (Same as Th ose Listed Above Under Causeway and Roadbed Construction) 
Railroad Causeway) 
Smooth Road Surfaces 
Construction Method 
Appropriate Selection of 
Road Location 
Construction Method 
Maintain Conditions Required 
for Algae Growth 
Econ?mic Feasibili~_____ _ _ _ Transportation Industry 
Maintenance (Such as Erosion by Transportation Industry 
Wave Acti~_____ _ _ __ _ 
(Same as Those Listed Above Under Causeway and Roadbed Construction) 
(Same as Those Listed Above Under Causeway and Roadbed Construction) 
__ _ _ __ _ _ (~_~_Jl~~_~_~ Those Listed_ ~bove Under Causeway and Roadbed Construction) _ 
Enhancement of Brine Fly Popu-
lation 
- - -- - --- -- --- -- ----
Interference with Other Possible 
Uses 
Recreation 
Recreation 
M.E. Industry 
- ----------------- --------- ------------ -- -----~--------
Require Brine Concentration 
Level 
Limit Rate of Mineral Economic Feasi~  _ ____ __ _ M.E. Industry 
E_x_t_ra_c~~ _ ____ . ____ ___ l3:egulation _____ _ __ ~ __ __ M.I~~..!.ndustry 
Maintain Natural Circu-
lation Patterns 
Interference with Other Possible 
Uses 
Transportation 
Recreation 
M.E. Industly 
... 
Table 2.1. Continued. 
Possible Uses 
Brine Shrimp Harvesting 
(cant.) 
Desirable System Characteristic 
Related to Uses 
Required Oxygen Level in 
lake 
Maintenance of Conditions Free 
From Harmful Pollutants 
.---------.--- - - ----
Oil Drilling Aesthetic Appeal 
Adequate Transport Facilities 
Maximum Production of Oil 
Minimize Ecological Effect 
Some Methods of Achieving 
Desirable System 
Characteristics 
Create Artificial Cultivation 
Areas 
Natural Processes 
Adequate Sewage Treatment 
Utilize Adequate Control 
Measures 
Stmctural Design 
Construction of Facilities in 
Remote Areas 
Road 
------- - -- --
Pipeline 
Appropriate Location of 
Drilling Facilities 
Some Possible Problem Areas 
Influenced by Implementation 
of Methods (Impact Areas) 
Disturbance of Lake Circulation 
Disturbance of Brine Concen-
tration 
.------
Interference with Ecological 
Habitat 
'Some Social Use Areas 
Affected by Problems 
M .E. Industry 
M.E. Industry 
Wildlife 
----------------
Interference with Other Possible 
Uses 
None 
Installation and Operation of 
Plants 
Interference with Other Possible 
Uses 
Regulation 
Recreation 
Water Transportation 
M.E. Industry 
Oil Drilling 
Recreation 
I f2.~s~'l __ 
Oil Drilling In dustry 
~<:n.umic ~~~S!~!~y __ __ __ ._._ Oil IIl~lJ s try ______ _ . __ ___ 
I?c_onolllic F~asi~)i!i!2' __ __ _ . __ .Q~~I~~~ ___ _ ____ _ 
Access Wildlife 
<?ill ~~s.t..TL. 
(Sa.me as T~lOse ~.i_s_ted ~~l( l e r Mi~c~~ 1 E!~r~c ti~l ! 
Linc Oil Spill Recreation 
Physical Barrier to Free Access 
to L1ke 
Interference with Other Pussible 
M.E. Industry 
Wildlife 
Wildlife 
Recreation 
.M. E. Industry. _ 
Wildlife 
Uses Recreation 
Appropriate Location of 
~~~g F~c~iti~ 
_ . __ _ . _ .. __ _ ~..: E. Indu~t2' __ . _ _ . 
r --~k;fAdeq~ate Oil at Location of Oil Industry 
Drilling Facilitie_s_ _ _ 
Table 2.1. Continued. 
Possible Uses 
Oil Drilling (cont.) 
Desirable System Characteristic 
Related to Uses 
Some Methods of Achieving 
Desirable System 
Characteristics 
Minimize Oil Spill Problem 
Some Possible Problem Areas 
Influenced by Implementation 
of Methods (Impact Areas) 
Some Social Use Areas 
Affected by Problems 
Regulati~ _ __ _________ _ 
_ ________________________________________ A....!p....!p_r_o.:....p_ri_a_[e_T~ansportation of Oil Oil Industry 
Water Supply Fresh Water Storage 
Supplement Natural Supply 
Dike Construction in GSL 
Construction of Tribu tary Storage 
Reservoirs 
, Transbasin Diversions 
Weather Modification 
Recycle Wastewater 
Desalt Flow 
- -- .. ----- --- -- - -------- ----_ ._-------
(Same as Those Listed Under Recreation and Stable Water Level) 
(Same as Those Listed Under Recreation and Stable Water Level) 
Interrupted Deliveries During Water Supply 
Low Flow Periods 
----- --_._------------------
Alteration of Biological Habitat Wildlife 
Recreation 
-- - - ._-- ------- - -.------
Control Processes Not sufficiently 
well established 
Reduced (nnow to GSL 
Agriculture 
Recreation 
------- .-_. ---
Recreation 
M.E. Industry 
Wildlife 
------ ------------- ._._- --.- . 
Reduced Inflow to (JSL Recreation 
M.E. Industry 
Wildlife 
Table 2.2. Information matrix for assessment of environment impacts on the water resource system of the 
of the Great Salt Lake (modified from Leopold et aI., 1971). 
II . CHANGES TO THE PHYSICAL SYSTEM WHICH MIGHT CAUSE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
I. Identify all actions top of the matrix that might 
be part of proposed development plans. 
A. Mud. of 
Regime 
B. Land Transformation Ie. Resour. E. Waste . F. {'hem· 
and Construction xtraction D. Processing Treat. ical G . Oth.." 
, Beneath each proposed action a slash is placed at 
the intersection with each condition (side of 
matrix) if a si[';1ificant impact is considered to 
be possible. 
3. The number above each slasll indicates the 
relative magnitude of the possible impact. with 
10 representing the greatest ma[';1itude and I the 
least. 
4 . The number beneath each slash indicates the 
relative importance llf each possible impa~1 
(c .g. regional versus lucal). 
Proposed Actions 
a. Surface streams '9' V. Ya %' ~ % .Yt 
a. T rces ~ 19: 
b. Grass 9~ 
C. Crops 
d Mkrntl o ra 
c. Aquatic plants 
a. Birds 
b. Land "nlmals . reptiles 
c. Fish . shrimp 
d. Benthic organisms 
e. Insects 
f. Microfauna 
a. Hunting 
b. Fishing 
c. Boating 
d. Swill ·wing 
k. Forks & reserves 
I. Monuments 
m. Rare ecosystems 
n. Picnicking 
o. Historical sites 
a. Dike maintenance 
~ ru d . Pollution control requirements % 
..; b. Access to sites % M 
~-a: a. Freshwaterreservoirs %~~~.~ ~,,~ .~" 
Others 
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reo 
Recreation 
& 
Tourism 
Lake 
Mineral 
Extraction 
HIGHER LEVEL COORDINATION 
and 
MULTIOBJECTIVES ANALYSES 
Oil 
Drilling 
Near shore 
Brine 
Shrimp 
Transpor-
tation 
Second Level 
Political and Decision 
Making Considerations 
Water 
Supply 
First Lev el 
So cietal and Eco-
nomic Goals and 
Considerations 
Lake watershed 
First Layer 
Hydrological -
Geographical 
'--____________ --' De compo sition 
.. , 
In particular, all the information needed for 
analyzing and evaluating the trade-offs among all 
the social uses is provided at this level of the 
hierarchy. The trade-off analysis is conducted at 
the second level of the second layer by means of the 
Surrogate Worth Trade-Off Method (SWT) 
(Haimes and Hall, 1974). A major feature of the 
SWT method is its capability to quantitatively and 
systematically evaluate non-commensurable multi-
objective functions in terms understood and 
acceptable to the decision-maker. 
Modeling the Physical System 
As indicated in Figure 2.2, the physical system 
is divided into three separate subsystems, namely, 
the lake watershed , the nearshore area, and the 
lake itself. A management model of the Great Salt 
Lake system is necessarily based on the realistic 
and adequate representation of these physical 
subsystems. 
The lake watershed is composed primarily of 
the drainage basins of the Jordan, Weber, and 
Bear Rivers. Under previous Utah Water Research 
Laboratory (UWRL) projects , hydrologic models of 
these three basins already have been developed 
(Israelsen and Riley, 1968; Hill et aI.., 1970; and 
Wang et aI., 1973). In a subsequent study, the 
salinity dimension was added to the Bear River 
model (Hill et aI., 1973). Two recent projects at the 
UWRL have produced multi-dimensional hydro-
logic-quality simulation models for portions of the 
three river drainage basins (Grenney et aI., 1974). 
These models cover the Weber-Ogden system from 
Park City and Kamas to Great Salt Lake, the 
Jordan River from the Jordan Narrows to Great 
Salt Lake, and the Bear River from the Utah-Idaho 
border to Great Salt Lake. 
The near shore area is included in the 
decomposition uf the physical system to represent 
the transition zone between the watershed and 
lake. At this point it is anticipated, depending on 
circumstances, that this transition zone can be 
included in the submodels of the other two spatial 
units. For example, Willard Bay Reservoir might 
be contained in 'the watershed submodel, while the 
effects of the mineral extraction industries might 
be included in the lake submodel. 
Great Salt Lake has not been modeled to the 
same extent as the lake watershed. However, the 
United States Geological Survey (USGS) has 
developed a water and salinity balance model of the 
lake system. Initial work by the USGS resulted in 
the development of equations which predict the 
flow of brine through the railroad causeway which 
separates the north and south arms of the lake 
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(Waddell and BoIke, 1973). These flow equations 
were included in the USGS water and salinity 
balance model of the lake. The USGS model 
basically treats the two arms of the lake as 
completely mixed units interfaced at the causeway. 
The model accounts for the inflow and outflow 
(evaporation) of water to the lake system and the 
exchange of brine between the two arms of the lake 
via the causeway. 
Significantly lacking, however, is a model with 
the capability to predict the distribution of water 
quality constituents within the lake. The purpose of 
this study is to fill this gap by developing a model of 
the water quality component of the lake with the 
ability to predict the spatial distribution of quality 
constituents. 
The following factors were considered in 
choosing a technique and formulating the capabili-
ties of the model. 
1. The model should allow vertical and 
horizontal stratification to be investigated, which is 
not possible if complete mixing is assumed. 
2. The model should have a spatial and 
temporal resolution necessary for a management 
model. 
3. The model should be relatively inexpen-
sive to operate in terms of computer time. 
4. The model should be compatible with 
existing models and available data. 
Based on the above considerations and the 
needs of the management model, it was determined 
that the model should have the capability to predict 
the long term (seasonal) trends of the distribution 
of water quality constituents within the lake. This 
allowed the model to be relatively inexpensive in 
computer time, but still allowed sufficient resolu-
tion (accuracy) for the model to be a useful 
management tool. 
Several basic assumptions were made in 
formulating the model for Great Salt Lake: 
1. The model would be developed for 
studying the long term trends of quality constituent 
distribution given: 
a. A fixed lake surface elevation. 
b. A fixed elevation of the pycnocline. 
2. Initial emphasis would be placed on 
modeling the complex south arm of the lake. 
3. Current (velocity) patterns within the lake 
would be input to the model based on observed 
data. 
4. The inflows and current patterns would be 
averaged over the season of interest. 
The above assumptions do not restrict the 
model to simulating any particular time period. 
Since the model was formulated as a time varying 
model it can be applied to any time period for 
which constant lake conditions provide the user 
with sufficiently accurate information for his 
particular needs. The assumption of a constant 
lake elevation, constant inflow, and constant 
circulation pattern during the simulation period 
were made so that the complexity of the model 
could be reduced by taking advantage of the 
natural seasonal variations in lake conditions. 
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,CHAPTER III 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Background of the Advection-
Diffusion Equation 
The distribution of a water quality constituent 
within a natural water body is dependent on the 
processes which transport the constituent through 
the system and the processes within the system 
which concentrate or dilute the constituent. The 
three-dimensional advection-diffusion equation, 
alternatively the conservation of mass equation, 
which describes the distribution of a constituent in 
turbulent incompressible flow is given by Harleman 
(1966) as: 
ac = 1- e ac + 1- e ac + .2.... e ac 
at ax x ax ay y ay az z az transport 
_ u ac _ v ac _ w ac 
terms 
ax ay az 
+ LS 
in which 
c 
u,v,w 
t 
l:S 
J summation of sources and sinks term .... ... . (3.1) 
local concentration 
time averaged velocity compo-
nents associated with turbu-
lent flow 
turbulent or eddy diffusivities 
time 
summation of sources and 
sinks ofC 
The transport terms of Equation 3.1 represent 
the advective and diffusive processes in the three 
spatial dimensions. The terms of the first line of 
Equation 3.1, with the exception of ac/ at, 
represent the transport of the constituent by 
turbulent or eddy diffusion. The second line of 
Equation 3.1 contains the advective mass transport 
terms which are associated with the fluid flow 
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velocities. The summation of sources and sinks 
term encompasses all the nontransport terms which 
either increase (source) or decrease (sink) the 
constituent concentration. The source and sink 
processes may be biological, physical, or chemical 
in nature. 
The eddy diffusivities which appear in the 
transport terms of Equation 3.1 arise from the 
random processes associated with the turbulent 
flow of a fluid [a detailed discussion is given in 
Ippen (1966)]. By analogy with Fick's law of 
diffusion, it is assumed that the mass flux is 
proportional to the concentration gradient. Thus, 
the random transport in the x - direction is 
described by 
e ac 
x ax 
in which ex is the eddy diffusivity and ac/ ax is the 
spatial gradient of C in the x - direction. Similar 
terms exist for the y - and z - directions. 
Equation 3.1 represents the fundamental 
equation governing the distribution of a water 
quality constituent within a natural water body. 
The form of Equation 3.1 is actually a simplifica-
tion of the general advection-diffusion equation, in 
that molecular diffusion has been eliminated due to 
the empirical fact that in most natural systems the 
transport by molecular diffusion is much smaller 
than by turbulent diffusion. This simplification 
still results in a form of the advection-diffusion 
equation which is generally insolvable with existing 
analytical mathematical techniques. The complex-
ity of Equation 3.1 can be simplified by reducing its 
effective dimensionality. 
In many shallow lakes and estuaries the 
vertical variation in constituent is small compared 
to the variation in the horizontal dimension. For 
such systems, the vertical dimension can be 
eliminated in Equation 3.1 without significant 
losses in the accurate prediction of the distribution 
of constituent concentrations. The vertical dimen-
sion is eliminated by integrating Equation 3.1 from 
the bottom to surface of the water body. The 
vertically integrated advection-diffusion equation is 
aCD = 1...- DE ac + ~ DE ac _ Du ac 
at ax x ax ay y ay ax 
-ov ac + LOS 
ay 
with 
c = 1 
D 
1 
D 
v =~ 
D 
S = 
D 
and 
js 
do 
................. (3.2) 
Cdz 
udz 
vdz 
S dz 
D = d
s 
- do = depth of integration 
The turbulent diffusivities, ex and ~, are 
redefined as effective diffusivities, Ex and ~. The 
effective diffusivities differ from the turbulent 
diffusivities in that, in addition to representing the 
diffusive effects of turbulent velocity fluctuations, 
they also represent all other random diffusive 
processes resulting from sources such as vertical 
shear in the current and wind induced mixing. 
The advection-diffusion equation can alterna-
tively be expressed as the mass transport equation. 
This form of the equation is more convenient for 
certain numerical solution techniques. The three-
dimensional mass transport equation is 
aM = -uA C - v A_C - wAC + E A ac 
at x -~ . ~ x·~ ax 
+ E A ac + E A ac + LSV 
y y ay z z az .......... (3.3) 
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in which M is mass of constituent in the volume 
element, V, and Ax, Ay' and Az' are the cross-
sectional areas in the x -, y -, and z - coordinate 
directions respectively. All other terms are pre-
viously defined. As with Equation 3.1, the effective 
dimensionality of Equation 3.3 can be reduced 
through integration. 
AppUcation of the Advectlon-
Diffusion Equation 
The application of the advection-diffusion 
equation to the study of the distribution of water 
quality constituents within natural systems has 
resulted in the development of a number of 
mathematical modeling techniques. A review of the 
procedures which actually have been applied to the 
study of natural systems resulted in the identifica-
tion of three modeling techniques, which were 
developed to study the San Francisco Bay-Delta, 
Galveston Bay, and Jamaica Bay. These techniques 
have been applied only to systems which can be 
considered vertically well mixed and thus are 
represented spatially as two-dimensional. 
San Francisco Bay-Delta 
Model 
The San Francisco Bay-Delta model (Feigner 
and Harris, 1970) was developed in connection with 
a comprehensive study of the system formed by San 
Francisco Bay and the delta at the confluence of 
the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers. The 
numerical hydraulic-water quality model for this 
system was developed principally by Water 
Resources Engineers, Inc., (WRE) under contract 
from the Federal Water Quality Administration. 
The model was structured conceptually to represent 
the two horizontal spatial dimensions and is 
applicable to systems which are well mixed 
vertically. 
The unique approach used in the Bay-Delta 
model was that of representing the system as a 
network of volumetric units or nodes connected by 
flow channels or links. This link-node technique 
allows a two-dimensional system to be treated 
mathematically as one-dimensional. In the Bay-
Delta model, the quality constituents were asso-
ciated with each node and were assumed to be 
evenly distributed through the node's volume. The 
surface area of each node was formed by the 
perpendicular bisectors of the associated links. The 
function of the links was the transport of quality 
constituents between nodes. Each link was 
assumed to have the properties of a broad open 
channel; length, depth, width, and velocity. Figure 
3.1 illustrates how a link-node network is used to 
represent one- and two-dimensional components of 
a system and identifies the important components 
of the network. 
WRE employed an advection-diffusion equa-
tion based on a form of the mass transport 
equation adapted to the link-node representation 
of the system. In the link-node system, provision 
was made for a variable number of channels to 
enter and leave a node. This provision is reflected . 
in the advection-diffusion equation used in the 
Bay-Delta model: 
n 
aeVC)j =-L 
at i=l 
in which 
1· 1 
A· 1 
n 
(QC)i + l~-l CAE a C) + LS, 
al 1 J (3.4) 
mass of quality constituent 
carried in node j 
algebraic sum of advective 
mass transport rates for links 
i connected to node j 
flow in link i 
concentration of quality con-
stituent in link i 
algebraic sum of diffusional 
mass transport rates for links 
connected to node j 
length of link i 
cross-sectional area of link i 
\ 
\ 
\ Polygon area 
Figure 3.1. Typical Unk and channel elements. 
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E· 1 
S· J 
effective diffusion coefficient 
for link i 
source and/or sinks of mass in 
nodej 
The versatility of the modeling technique is 
evident from the fact that it has been successfully 
applied to other systems, including Lake Washing-
ton , San Diego Bay, and the Columbia Riv'er. 
The Galveston Bay Model 
The Galveston Bay project was undertaken by 
the Texas Water Quality Board in order to produce 
a practical and detailed understanding of Galves-
ton Bay upon which alternative plans of water 
quality management for the system could be 
evaluated. The responsibility for development of 
mathematical models for the project was delegated 
to TRACOR, a consulting firm from Austin, Texas. 
The mathematical models developed by TRACOR 
(Espey et at., 1971) included both a hydraulic 
model , which describes hydrodynamics interac-
tions in the bay, and the water quality models. 
Both time dependent and steady state models for 
various water quality parameters were developed, 
including temperature, salinity, biochemical oxy-
gen demand , and dissolved oxygen. 
Galveston Bay is typical of many of the 
estuaries along the Gulf Coast in that the bay is 
shallow with an average depth of 8 feet with, in 
general, negligible vertical variation of constituent 
concentration. Due to the vertically well mixed 
nature of Galveston Bay, TRACOR based the 
development of the computerized mathematical 
model of the distribution of water quality 
constituents within the bay on the vertically 
averaged conservation of mass equation, which is 
restated here as 
ac = ~ E ac _ uac + ~ E ac _ v ac 
at ax x ax ax ay y ay ay 
+LS ............... (3.5) 
All terms in Equation 3.5 are previously 
defined (see Equations 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3). The 
vertically averaged continuity equation formed the 
basis for nearly all the water quality models 
developed for the Galveston Bay system. 
The model was applied by superposition of a 
computational grid upon Galveston Bay. The grid 
was composed of a system of square cells, with the 
cell dimension designed for the required spatial 
resolution. Unlike the Bay-Delta model, the cells 
were treated as both flow and volume elements. 
The grid network ' and cell parameters are 
illustrated in Figure 3.2. 
Flexibility in adapting the grid to the system 
was provided by the use of a "flag field." The flag 
field was simply a coding procedure which 
controlled the type of computation that was 
performed at each grid point and was used to 
prevent flow and the transport of quality constitu-
erits across impermeable boundaries or into the 
land areas surrounding the bay. 
In the finite difference solution of Equation 
3.5, C, u, v, and S were taken as being at the center 
of each cell and Ex and Ey were defined at the 
walls, as illustrated in Figure 3.2. Several 
differencing techniques have been employed in the 
computer solution of Equation 3.3. 
The Galveston Bay model has been success-
fully applied to other Gulf Coast estuaries 
including San Antonio Bay and Matagordo Bay. 
The modeling technique provides a useful method 
for studies involving the management of shallow 
vertically well mixed estuaries subject to salt water 
intrusion. 
The Jamaica Bay Model 
Leendertse (1970) and later Leendertse and 
Gritton (1971a, 1971b) developed a water quality 
simulation model which allowed the investigation 
of the effects of various management alternatives 
involving fluid waste discharge into well mixed 
estuaries and coastal seas. The original model 
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Figure 3.2. Parameter definition for the finite-
difference representation of the Gal· 
veston Bay system (Espey et a1., 1971). 
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development was sponsored by the Rand Corpora-
tion. Subsequent refinement of the model and 
application of the model to the study of Jamaica 
Bay, Long Island, New York was performed by 
Rand under contract with the City of New York. 
A unique feature of the model was that the 
hydrodynamics and water quality segments of the 
model were incorporated directly into a single 
simulation model. The quality segment of the 
model was based on the mass balance equation for 
two-dimensional transport of quality constituents 
in a vertically well mixed system and is given as 
a (HP) + a (HUP) + a (HVP) 
a t ax ay ax 
a HD ap 
y ay -HS
A ay 
in which 
H 
o ......... (3.6) 
h +, the sum of the water 
level elevation, ,relative to 
the reference plane and the 
distance, h, from the refer-
ence plane to the bottom of 
the lake 
source function 
dispersion coefficients 
The variables U and V are vertically averaged fluid 
velocity components and P is the vertically 
averaged quality constituent mass concentration 
given by 
r 
P = ~ J PA dz 
-11 
in which 
......... (3.7) 
P A mass density of substance, A 
Equation 3.6 was expanded in the Jamaica 
Bay study to represent a vector of quality 
constituents composed of salinity, dissolved oxy-
gen, biochemical oxygen demand, and coliform 
bacteria. The distribution of these constituents was 
computed simultaneously. Thus, the quality 
segment of the simulation model has the capability 
of predicting the distribution of both conservative 
and non-conservative quality constituents. 
The physical system was represented in the 
Rand model as a two-dimensional grid, similar in 
certain respects to the grid employed in the 
Galveston Bay study. Both the hydrodynamic and 
quality components of the model were formulated 
on the same grid system which is illustrated in 
Figure 3.3. The set of quality equations repre-
k+2 + - + - + - + - + 
I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 
k+1 + - + - + - + - + 
I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 
k + - + - + - + - + 
I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 
y k-1.+-;+-i - + - t J-2 :-1 ~ ~+1 j +2 
x 
sented by Equation 3.6 was solved in finite 
difference form by an alternating direction 
implicit-explicit technique written in a staggered 
scheme over the grid space. The simulation model 
is general in nature and could prove useful in the 
study of other vertically well mixed estuaries and 
coastal seas. r " 
+ Water level (n, mass concentration (P), & 
mass density (p A) 
0 Water depth (h) 
-
U velocity (u) & dispersion coefficient (Dx) 
V velocity (v) & dispersion coefficient (Dy) 
Figure 3.3. Space-staggered grid (l.eendertsen and Gritton, 1971). 
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. CHAPTER IV 
THE GREAT SALT LAKE PHYSICAL SYSTEM 
The review and evaluation of previous studies 
and available data for a water resource system is an 
important step in understanding the system. 
Various studies and data collection projects have 
been undertaken which describe aspects of the 
physical components of Great Salt Lake. During 
this study, these previous investigations of the lake 
provided much of the necessary insight and data 
required for formulating and testing the water 
quality distribution model of the lake. 
Description of Great Salt Lake 
Great Salt Lake (Figure 4.1) is the largest salt 
water lake in the United States. The lake lies at the 
bottom of a closed basin and is fed principally by 
flow from the Bear, Weber, and Jordan Rivers. 
Because it is a terminal lake, the only outflow from 
the lake is by evaporation. At a surface elevation of 
4,200 feet the lake has a surface area of 
approximately 1,600 square miles and an average 
depth of 13 to 16 feet. 
The natural features of the lake have been 
significantly affected by the construction of dikes 
and causeways. The construction of evaporation 
ponds to facilitate the recovery of minerals from the 
lake brine has altered the natural surface area of 
the lake. Other causeways have altered the natural 
hike circulation patterns and induced local changes 
in salinity levels. For example, previous efforts at 
constructing a causeway from the mainland to a 
state park on the north end of Antelope Island have 
indicated that a permanent structure will impound 
the inflow from the Jordan River. This situation 
will cause a dilution of the brine in Farmington Bay 
which may create a fresh water environment in the 
bay (Utah Division of Water Resources, 1974). 
A semi-permeable, rock-fill railroad causeway 
was completed across the lake in 1959 by the 
Southern Pacific Railroad Company. As a result 
the lake was divided into two arms with the south 
arm containing approximately twice the volume of 
the north arm. The causeway has altered the 
concentration of brine within the lake and changed 
the hydrology of the lake. 
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Since the completion of the railroad causeway, 
the north arm has contained a well mixed 
concentrated brine. South of the causeway the lake 
is vertically stratified with a relatively dilute brine 
overlying a more concentrated brine. The lower 
brine represents about 10 percent of the total 
volume of the south arm. 
A positive consequence of the alterations 
caused by the construction of the railroad causeway 
has been renewed interest in proper management 
of the entire lake system. This has led to data 
collection programs and research aimed at 
understanding the various components of the 
physical lake system. 
" Lake Hydrology 
j 
Data on the elevation of the surface of Great 
Salt Lake has been gathered since 1951. The 
historic fluctuation of the surface elevation of the 
lake is given in Figure 4.2. The lake has varied 
from a high of 4,211.5 feet in 1873 to a low of 
4,191.6 feet in 1963. 
Other hydrologic data related to the lake are 
not as well documented as the variation of the 
surface elevation. Several investigators have per-
formed water budget analyses of the lake in order 
to establish the magnitude of the various inflows 
and the outflows. Steed (1972) performed a 
monthly water budget analysis on the lake for the 
1944-1970 water years. The study was undertaken 
to provide a sound hydrologic background of the 
lake by identifying the terms which comprise the 
water budget; namely, surface inflow, groundwater 
inflow, precipitation input, and the outflow by 
evaporation. Steed was able to obtain an excellent 
yearly water budget for the lake, but the monthly 
budgets were subject to wider fluctuations. Average 
annual inflows to the lake for this period were 
found to be 1,756,000 acre-feet of surface inflow, 
206,000 acre-feet of groundwater inflow, and 
685,000 acre-feet of precipitation. The mean 
annual outflow by evapotranspiration was found to 
be 2,644,000 acre-feet. 
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Figure 4.1. Map of Great Salt Lake. 
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Under present lake conditions the south arm 
receives 9S percent of the surface inflow to the lake, 
while the major inflow to the north arm is brine 
from the south arm. This inflow pattern has 
created a head difference across the causeway, with 
the south arm elevation being greater than the 
north arm. 
Hahl and Handy (1969) , Madison (1970) , and 
Whelan (1972) all reported a net movement of salt 
from the south to the north arm of the lake since 
the completion of the causeway. Since 1963 the 
south arm has freshened while the north arm has 
remained at a concentration at or near salt 
saturation. This net movement of salt northward 
has resulted in the complete dissolving of a salt 
crust which was known to exist on the bottom of the 
south arm in 1963. During the summer of 1969, 
Hedberg (1970) sampled the remaining salt crust 
on the bottom of the south arm and estimated that 
it contained 100 million tons of essentially pure 
halite. By 1972, measurements indicated that the 
salt crust had dissolved (Whelan, 1973). The 
dissolving of the salt crust in the south arm was 
accompanied by an increase of the salt crust on the 
bottom of the north arm. Cores taken from the salt 
crust in the north arm in 1970 and 1972 showed 
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that up to S feet of salt had accumulated (Goodwin, 
1973). The rapid rise of the lake after 1970 caused 
a slight dissolving of the layer. Whelan (1973) 
estimates that about 2 million metric tons of salt 
re-dissolved in the north arm from 1970 to 1972. 
The reduced concentration of the sauth arm 
brine resulted from the causeway flow conditions. 
As early as 1963 (Hahl and Handy, 1969) it was 
observed that brine flows northward through the 
upper portion of the causeway fill and culverts due 
to the head difference between the two arms, and 
that a more concentrated brine flows southward 
through the lower portion of the causeway due to 
the density difference. 
During 1970-1972, the U.S. Geological Survey 
(USGS) in cooperation with the Utah Geological 
and Mineral Survey (UGMS) carried out an 
investigation to establish (1) the net movement of 
dissolved solids load through the causeway 
for the 1971 and 1972 water years, (2) salt load 
movement through the causeway for simulated 
rising and falling lake stages, and (3) the effects on 
salt movement patterns of enlarging the present 
culverts through the causeway. Flow through the 
causeway presently occurs through the semi-
1860 1870 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 19S0 1960 1970 1980 
YEAR 
Figure 4.2. Historic surface elevation of Great Salt Lake. 
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permeable fill and two 15 foot wide concrete 
culverts which breach the causeway. The results of 
the USGS study are reported by Waddell and 
BoIke (1973). A major contribution of this study 
was the development of a procedure for predicting 
the flow of salt through the culverts and fill for 
various head and density differences across the 
causeway. The equations were developed mainly 
from regression analyses based on fill and culvert 
flow data gathered for the study. 
In order to complete the objectives of their 
study , Waddell and BoIke (1973) included the 
equations of flow through the causeway in a 
preliminary water and salinity balance model of the 
lake. Using this model they found that the net 
movement of dissolved solids load through the 
causeway reversed under various rates of rising or 
falling lake stage. These simulated results are 
supported by their analysis of data which indicated 
that the salt balance between the two parts of the 
lake was near equilibrium for the 1972 water year. 
The USGS subsequently has refined the water 
balance portion of the model (Waddell, 1974). The 
present USGS water and salt balance model treats 
the two arms of the lake as completely mixed units. 
The model was developed under the assumptions 
that the deep layer of brine in the south arm 
contains a constant dissolved solids load and that 
the north-to-south flow is about the same as the 
rate of diffusion or mixing between the layers of 
brine in the south arm. Thus, all changes of 
concentration in the south arm were assumed to 
occur within the upper layer. The USGS model has 
been tested and verified. These tests have 
demonstrated the capability of the model to 
simulate the response of the lake to various inflow 
conditions. To date, the USGS model has been 
used mainly to investigate the feasibility of diking 
portions of the lake to form freshwater storage 
areas. 
Water Quality Aspects 
The UGMS has had, since 1963, an ongoing 
program of sampling the brine and determing its 
ionic composition. Figure 4.3 shows the sampling 
stations presently used by the UGMS. The UGMS 
sampled on a monthly basis until 1973 when 
sampling was reduced to four times yearly. 
Presently when a station is sampled, samples are 
taken at the surface and at each 5 foot interval to 
the bottom. For the purpose of this study, a 
complete set of data giving the total dissolved solids 
concentration on an ionic composition basis was 
obtained from the open files of the UGMS. 
Two reports have been published by the 
UGMS which analyze the chemical and physical 
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variation of the brine (Hahl and Handy, 1969, and 
Whelan, 1973). The study by Hahl and Handy 
was the first major effort designed to study the 
spatial and temporal variations in the brine 
characteristics of the lake. Based on data gathered 
from 1963 to 1966, Hahl and Handy identified four 
types of brine in the lake by location, concentration 
of total dissolved solids, and concentration of 
specific ions. The north arm was characterized by a 
typical saturated brine. The brine in the south arm 
was divided into three categories, namely; (1) a 
zone from the surface to a depth of about 16 feet, 
(2) a zone below 16 feet south of the causeway, and 
(3) a zone below 16 feet in the south end of the lake. 
The various brine zones are illustrated in Figure 
4.4. The upper zone of the south arm was found to 
be the most dilute of any brine in the lake. The two 
deep brines of the south arm (zones 2 and 3) were 
about the same in concentration of total dissolved 
solids but varied in concentration with respect to 
certain specific ions. However, the averaging 
concentration of total dissolved solids in these two 
zones of the south arm deep brine was found to be 
less than that of the north arm brine. 
Whelan (1973) performed a similar analysis of 
the brine characteristics for data gathered from 
1966 to 1972, and identified three major brine 
types in the lake; (1) a brine near saturation in the 
north arm, (2) a relatively less concentrated brine 
occupying the upper portion of the south arm, and 
(3) a dense brine occupying the deeper portion of 
the south arm and originating from return flow 
through the causeway. Whelan attributed the 
fourth brine type identified by Hahl and Handy to 
alterations of the ioniC compostion of the brine due 
to dissolving of the salt crust in the south arm. 
Whelan estimated the interface between the 
two brine layers in the south arm to be 20 feet 
below the lake surface. He suggested that the 
interface remains fixed at this depth below the 
surface, and that the volume of the lower brine 
layer increases as the lake elevation rises. This 
assumption does not entirely support the findings 
of Hahl and Handy (1969) which establish the 
average interface depth at 16 feet below the lake 
surface. An alternate conclusion is that the 
interface is fixed at a particular elevation. With 
vertical sampling of the lake at only 5 foot intervals 
the exact location of the interface is difficult to 
establish. The UGMS could help resolve the 
question of whether the interface fluctuates with 
changes in surface elevation of the lake by 
expanding data collection to include close interval 
sampling near the location of the interface. 
Prior to the construction of the causeway, the 
concentration of the brine in the lake was directly 
related to the lake stage (Glassett, 1974). As shown 
GREAT SALT LAKE 
Figure 4.3. UGMS brine sampUng sites within Great Salt Lake. 
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in Figure 4.5 the lake brine was diluted during 
periods of increasing lake stage. Dilution still plays 
an important role in the brine concentration for 
both arms of the lake. The rapid rise of the lake 
after 1970 reduced the mean concentration of both 
the north and south arms. 
arm of the lake and, thus, the current trend of the 
lake to freshen is reversible. The theory is 
supported by the near equilibrium exchange of 
dissolved solids load through the causeway which 
occurred under 1972 hydrologic conditions (Wad-
dell and BoIke, 1973). Glassett (1974) performed 
an analysis of the trends in brine concentration in 
the upper south ann brine layer and concluded 
that the south arm brine had not reached 
equilibrium and will continue to become more 
dilute each year. He recognized that predicting 
future salinity trends in the south arm could be 
Waddell and BoIke (1973) concluded that the 
net movement of dissolved solids load through the 
causeway was effected by the rate of rise and fall of 
the lake stage. Depending on the conditions, the 
net movement could be either to the north or south 
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improved if information on the diffusion of 
dissolved solids between the south arm brine layers 
were available. 
Currently there is no systematic gathering of 
water quality data within the lake except for total 
dissolved solids and its ionic components. A few 
short term data collection projects are reported in 
the literature which were concerned mainly with 
obtaining information on other parameters of the 
lake. Lin et al. (1972) reported on detailed vertical 
profiles of temperature, dissolved oxygen, conduc-
tivity, and pH values measured at 17 south arm 
stations during the summer of 1972. This was the 
first detailed study of the vertical variation of these 
parameters. The authors reported typical values of 
dissolved oxygen for the upper brine layer as 3.5 
ppm to I.S ppm and "invariably" zero for the lower 
brine layer. 
Three studies have been directed toward 
gathering data on the distribution of coliform 
bacteria in the Farmington Bay or Antelope Island 
Estuary. Before construction of the Antelope 
Island causeway, Sudweeks (1965) investigated the 
bacterial contamination. A student oriented study 
by University of Utah (Carter, 1971) and an 
investigation by Meide and Nicholes (1972) also 
examined the degree of bacterial contamination in 
the estuary. 
The water quality constituents of the three 
major lake in flowing streams (Bear, Weber, and 
Jordan Rivers) are relatively well documented at 
stations in the lower portions of the rivers but 
upstream from the lake. Figure 4.6 illustrates the 
water quality characteristics of the major influents 
to the lake, as summarized by the Utah Division of 
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Water Resources (1974). However, much of this 
flow subsequently passes through the marshland 
area around the lake and information on any 
alterations of the water quality which occurs within 
the marshlands is not available. 
Information also is lacking on the biological 
and chemical processes within the lake and how 
such processes affect the concentration of quality 
constituents. Of particular importance are the 
components of the unique lake ecosystem and the 
manner in which the various components of the 
ecosystem interact with each other and with 
inorganic quality constituents. Stephens and 
Gillespie (1972) identified the basic components of 
the ecosystems for both the north and south arms. 
They also were able to identify the basic 
interactions between the components of the 
ecosystem. The authors express concern that the 
toxic effect of many substances presently inflowing 
to the lake may reach concentrations where they 
effectively eliminate the flora and fauna of Great 
Salt Lake. 
Porcella and Holman (1972) studied the 
nutrients in Great Salt Lake and the influence of 
these nutrients on algal growth. The relation 
between food supply (algae) and the growth of 
brine shrimp also was studied. The study results 
indicate the relation between inorganic nutrients, 
algae, and brine shrimp. This type of interaction 
needs to be identified for all the components of the 
lake's ecosystem. 
The ecosystem studies cited above indicate 
that basic information concerning the water quality 
of the lake is beginning to be available. However, 
most of the basic interactions and biological 
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Figure 4.6. Water quality characteristics of major Influents to Great Salt Lake (Utah Division of Water 
Resources, 1974). 
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processes, including growth and decay rates for 
organisms within the lake, have not yet been 
investigated. 
Circulation and Diffusion 
Programs to study the circulation patterns and 
diffusion within Great Salt Lake have been 
initiated by the Utah Division of Water Resources. 
This represents the first effort to systematically 
gather data on circulation and diffusion within the 
lake. Presently, data on general circulation 
patterns are available from observations made 
during previous studies of the lake and field data 
gathered during the past few years. 
Mechanisms which produce current within 
Great Salt Lake are Coriolis forces, water inflows, 
wind, density gradients, and evaporation. In the 
northern hemisphere, Coriolis forces are known to 
produce counterclockwise circulation within large 
water bodies. Observed currents within Great Salt 
Lake indicate the Coriolis forces influence long 
term circulation patterns. Figure 4.7 shows the 
general circulation pattern in the lake inferred by 
Hahl and Handy (1969) from observations made 
during trips on the lake during 1965 and 1966. This 
circulation pattern is supported by the spits which 
have formed along the west edge of the lake. Hahl 
and Handy concluded that circulation due to 
Coriolis forces are reinforced by the tangential 
entry of flow from the Bear, Weber, and Jordan 
Rivers. No circulation velocities are reported by 
this reference. 
More recent observations of the circulation 
patterns and velocities within Great Salt Lake 
suggest the pattern show in Figure 4.8 (Katzenbur-
ger, 1974). While there is general agreement 
between the circulation pattern shown in Figure 4.7 
and 4.8, Figure 4.8 shows more refinement. This is 
apparent at the south tip of the lake where a 
clockwise current, probably resulting in part from 
the inflow of the Goggin Drain, has been observed. 
Surface flow velocities in the south arm under the 
circulation pattern of Figure 4.8 were observed to 
vary from 0.3 to 1.0 ftlsec., depending on the 
season. 
Temporary interruptions of the long-term 
circulation patterns are produced by winds. Winds 
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produce wave action which may temporarily shift 
or interrupt the general circulation patterns. 
Additionally, the wind produced wave action is 
primarily responsible for the well mixed condition 
of the upper layer of brine in the south arm (Hahl 
and Handy, 1969). 
Preliminary data related to establishing 
horizontal diffusion coefficients were gathered 
during an investigation of the lake by the Utah 
Division of Water Resources, Wildlife Resources, 
and Geological and Mineral Survey in July, 1974. 
The diffusivity was then measured by releasing 40 
plastic bottles into the lake and tracing their 
location with time. On the basis of this study, the 
investigators established a value of .35 m2/sec for 
the horizontal diffusion coefficient. 
o 5 10 15 20 
, I I ! I 
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Figure 4.7. Inferred directions of currents in Great 
Salt Lake during October 1965 and 
May 1966 (BahlandHandy, 1969). 
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,CHAPTER V 
PRINCIPLES OF THE GREAT SALT LAKE MODEL 
~odelFonnuladon 
The application of the advection-diffusion 
equation to Great Salt Lake required a finite 
difference grid which was capable of representing 
the three special dimensions. In Chapter III two 
basically different grid systems were presented 
which have been used to represent a system in two 
horizontal dimensions ; the tranditional square grid 
network and the link-node network. Either method 
can be extended to the vertical dimension by 
dividing the vertical into a finite number of layers. 
The link-node grid network was chosen for the 
representation of Great Salt Lake because of the 
following advantages: 
1. The grid network allows the easy incor-
poration of islands and natural and man-made 
barriers. 
2. The grid network is flexible in allowing a 
smaller grid network in areas of specific interest. 
The advection-diffusion equation can be 
developed from either the conservation of mass 
equation or the mass transport equation. For the 
link-node, or what shall be referred to as the 
channel-node, grid representation of a system it 
was found that development of the advection-
diffusion equation based on the mass transport 
equation was more convenient for numerical 
solution. 
Figure 5. 1 shows a typical node in the 
channel-node grid network. The node results from 
establishing a channel-node representation of the 
system in the horizontal plane and then dividing the 
vertical dimension into a finite number of horizon-
tal layers . The mass transport between nodes in 
both the orizontal and vertical dimensions occurs 
thro gh connecting channels. The vertical node sys-
tem can be visualized as a " Stack" of nodes with the 
same surface configuration , but variable depth, 
extending from the water surface to the lake 
bottom. The vertical movement of quality constitu-
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ents between horizontal layers is restricted to the 
nodes directly above and below the layer of interest. 
The advection-diffusion equation for a given 
node in the channel-node representation of a three-
dimensional system is given by: 
A+D o 
A.f.D o 
+----+-
o 
A+ D 
A+D 
---. 
A = ADVECTION 
D = DIFFUSION 
Figure 5.1. Typical vertical nodes in channel-node 
network. 
a CVC)jk = _ £ CQC)l"k + £ CAE aC}k 
at i=l i=l al 1 
in which 
l:(QC)ik 
l:(QC)mk 
n 
mass of quality constitu-
ent in node j of layer k 
volume of node j of layer k 
concentration of quality 
constituent in node j of 
layer k 
sum of advected mass 
transport rates for hori-
zontal channels i con-
nected to node j of layer k 
flow in channel i (positive 
out of node) 
concentration of quality 
constituent carried in 
channel i 
sum of diffusional mass 
transport rates for hori-
zontal channels i con-
nected to node j of layer k 
length of channel i 
cross sectional area of 
channel i 
effective diffusion coeffi-
cient of channel i 
sum of advected mass 
transport rates for vertical 
channels m connected to 
node j oflayer k 
sum of diffusional mass 
transport rates for vertical 
channels m connected to 
node j of layer k 
number 
channels 
nodej 
of horizontal 
connected to 
sum of sources and sinks 
of mass in node j of layer k 
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t time 
Equation 5.1 is the advection-diffusion equa-
tion which describes the three-dimensional mass 
transport in a system represented by a channel-
node grid network. Only one spatial dimension is 
required to represent the horizontal dimension due 
to the channel-node representation of the system. 
Equation 5.1 is general in nature and can be 
applied to the study of the variation of quality 
constituents over either large or small time and 
space units. The spatial and temporal averaging of 
the channel flows and the effective diffusion 
coefficients directly influence the time and space 
scales to which Equation 5.1 should be applied. 
For example, with the proper temporal averaging 
of the flows and diffusion coefficients, Equation 
5.1 is applicable to the study of either the short 
term transcient variation of quality constituents or 
the long term (seasonal) variation. 
Figure 5.2 shows the variation of total 
dissolved solids with depth for both the south and 
north arms of Great Salt Lake. The north arm and 
the shallow portion of the south arm of the lake 
show little variation of total dissolved solids with 
depth. However, data from the deeper portions of 
the south arm indicate the presence of an interface 
between a vertically well mixed upper brine and a 
vertically well mixed but more concentrated lower 
brine. This natural layering indicated that the lake 
could be represented as a two layered vertical 
network interfaced at the pycnocline with the 
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Figure 5.2. Typical variation of total dissolved 
soUds with depth for south and north 
arm brines. 
vertical exchange of quality constituents occurring 
across the pycnocline. 
All vertical transport mechanisms were 
assumed to be represented by the diffusion 
coefficient thus eliminating the vertical advection 
term. The elimination of the vertical advection 
term should not imply that all vertical transport is 
due to vertical diffusion alone, but rather that, as 
an approximation, all vertical transport mechan-
isms are expressed in the diffusion coefficient. This 
assumption is supported by the lack of physical 
evidence of any strong vertical currents within the 
lake. 
With the lake represented as two vertical 
layers and the vertical transport described by 
diffusion alone, Equation 5.1 reduces to the 
following form for application to Great Salt Lake: 
a (VC)jk 
at 
+ (AE ac) + ~s. az vk Jk . ............. (5.2) 
in which (AE ac/ a Z)vk represented the diffu-
sional mass transport rate across the interface. 
Due to the exchange of salt and other quality 
constituents between the lake bottom and the 
overlying brine, it was necessary to include a grid 
network to represent the lake bottom. The lake was 
therefore represented as three layers: 
1. A channel-node network representing the 
brine above the pycnocline. 
2. A channel-node network representing the 
brine below the pycnocline. 
3. A node network representing the bottom 
ch aracteristics . 
With the absence of flow in the bottom node 
network, the mass transport equation reduces to: 
in which 
= 
~Sjb . .. .. .... . . .... .. (5.3) 
mass of quality constituents 
associated with node j of the 
lake bottom 
area associated with node j of 
the lake bottom 
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mass of constituent C per unit 
area of the lake bottom associ-
ciated with node j. 
Effective Diffusion Coefficients 
A general method for predicting the "diffusion 
coefficients for a natural body based on the 
theoretical consideration does not presently exist. 
Rather, empirical methods have been deveJoped for 
predicting the effective diffusion coefficients. The 
empirical methods generally contain parameters or 
coefficients which are based on the physical 
characteristics of the system or the measurements 
of the distribution of a tracer over time. Tracers 
used for this purpose can be of two types, natural 
or introduced. The natural tracer is a quality 
constituent naturally present in the system. Any 
natural constituent can be used as a tracer but a 
conservative constituent is more convenient due to 
the absence of internal sources and sinks. Tracers 
which are introduced into the system, such as dye 
and floating objects, are often chosen because they 
are conservative and the possibility of error due to 
undefined sources and sinks is eliminated. 
An inherent assumption in this approach to 
the determination of the effective diffusion 
coefficients is that the diffusion rates for all quality 
constituents are assumed to be of the same 
magnitude. This is a basic assumption in most 
models involving the spatial distribution of quality 
constituents including the three models discussed 
in Chapter III. 
Horizontal diffusion coefficients 
Data gathered in July 1974 (Utah Division of 
Water Resources, 1974) indicated the following 
"(1) the horizontal diffusion rates was isotropic, 
that is, the diffusion rate was of equal intensity in 
all (horizontal) directions; and (2) the eddy 
diffusivitv was not time dependent and had a value 
of .35 m2/sec." The diffusivity was established by 
releasing plastic bottles into the lake. This 
procedure actually determines what is referred to in 
this report as the effective diffusion coefficient in 
the horizontal plane. 
The diffusion coefficient calculated from the 
1974 data does not necessarily indicate the absence 
of spatial or temporal variation of the diffusion 
coefficient. Since the diffusion coefficient was 
measured at the surface, it does not reflect any 
variation of the horizontal diffusion coefficient with 
depth. Rather, the value indicates the magnitude 
of the horizontal diffusion coefficient which can be 
expected to be found in Great Salt Lake. This 
knowledge allowed the importance of horizontal 
diffusion in the transport process to be assessed 
during the model operation. 
Vertical diffusion coemcients 
No suitable method for predicting the vertical 
diffusion was available. Water Resources Engineers 
Inc. (WRE) (1968) developed a procedure for 
determining the effective vertical diffusion from 
temperature profiles within a reservoir. This work 
suggested that a procedure could be developed for 
determining the vertical diffusion coefficient from 
vertical profiles of total dissolved solids gathered by 
the UGMS. 
The first step in developing the technique was 
to conceptualize the system as a series of horizontal 
slices. Thus, the water body was segmented only 
along the vertical axis. Figure 5.3 shows the one-
dimensional representation of the system in which 
only the vertical transport of salinity was allowed 
within the system and illustrates the transport, 
inflow and outflow terms which were included in 
the mass balance. For a slice of constant volume, 
k 
k-I 
D = Diffusive Transport 
Between Layers 
Figure 5.3. One-dimensional representation of the south arm with vertical diffusion. 
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the equation for the rate at which mass is stored in 
the volume is given by: 
Ak+1 + Ak 6Ck 
2 6Zk M 
[Qink Cink -Qoutk Ck +RDkJ 
in which 
Ak+1 + Ak 
2 6Zk 
Ak+l, Ak 
......... (5.4) 
volume of the slice 
= area of water plane 
at the associated 
elevation 
thickness of layers 
k+l, k, and k-l 
rate of accumula-
tion of constituent 
C in layer k 
rate of mass inflow 
to layer k 
rate of inflow to 
layer k 
concentration of 
constituent C in 
the inflow 
rate of mass out-
flow from layer k 
rate of outflow 
from layer k 
= concentration con-
stituent C in layers 
k+l, k, and k-l 
= rate of mass dis-
solving from lake 
bottom into layer k 
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effective diffusion 
coefficients at the 
associated eleva-
tion 
The first term on the right side of Equation 5.4 
represents the flows which cross the physical 
boundaries of the system. These flows determine 
the rate of mass input and extraction from layer j 
by external sources and sinks. The last two terms 
on the right side represent the diffusive transport 
between layers based on Fick's law of diffusion. 
Dividing through Equation 5.4 by AZk and 
rearranging terms yields: 
1 
rink Cin -Qout Ck + RD~ --6Zk k k k 
'--
+ 1 tk+l Ek+l G Ck+l - Ck ~ 6Zk ~(6Zk+l + 6Zk) 
+ Ak Ek G Ckl - Ck J) ' ~(6Zk_l + 6Zk) ...... (5.5) 
By taking Equation 5.5 to the limit as AZk 
approaches zerb, the parameters with subscript 
k + 1 will merge to the parameters with SUbscript k, 
and 
and 
6t 
1 
6Z 
-+ a 
az 
1 
6Zk 
at 
[Qink Cink -Qoutk Ck + RDkJ 
[Qink Cink -Qoutk Ck + RDkJ 
Substituting the above reductions into Equa-
tion 5.5 and rearranging terms results in 
a ~ aCk] _ aCk 
- AkEk - - Ak -az az . at 
aa
z 
fink Cink ·Qoutk Ck + RDJ . (5.6) 
Integrating Equation 5.6 with respect to z by a 
forward integration technique from z = Zo to 
Z = zK yields 
K 
- ~ (Qin Cin -Qout Ck + RD ) .. (5.7) k=l . k k k k 
Assuming there is no diffusive transport across the 
lake bottom eliminates the diffusion at zOo 
Rearranging Equation 5.7 under this assumption 
produces 
Zu EK = _______ .,----________ _ 
I ZK . . . . . . . (5.8) 
The effective vertical diffusion rate, EK can be 
evaluated for a given time and place by a finite 
difference approximation 
K 6Ck K 
1: Ak --;:-t 6zk - k~ l (Qink Cink -Quutk ck + RDk ) E(zK , t) = _k=_l __ u ____________ _ 
6CK AK -
6zK • • ••••• (5.9) 
All the necessary terms in Equation 5.9 are to be 
taken as mean values during the time period. 
The numerical solution for the effective 
vertical diffusion coefficient for the south arm of 
Great Salt Lake required information pertaining to 
two successive vertical profiles of total dissolved 
solids, flows through the causeway, and the rate of 
dissolving of salt from the bottom of the south arm. 
The data available on the vertical distribution of 
salinity in the south arm restricted the estimation 
of the vertical diffusion coefficients to the temporal 
and spatial averaged form. 
Since 1966 the UGMS has sampled the south 
arm periodically along the three lines shown in 
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Figure 4.3. During the early stages of this program, 
samples were taken monthly at 13 stations along 
the three lines. Since 1969 the UGMS has reduced 
the number of stations sampled to six. The six 
stations include the four stations along the 
Antelope-Carrigton line, one station in the deeper 
portion of the lake for the Fremont-Bird line and 
for the Antelope-Stansbury line. The data from 
these stations were used to develop concentration 
profiles of the south arm for the various sampling 
dates. Data for the years 1970 and 1971 were used 
in developing the diffusion coefficient due to the 
availability of causeway flow data (Waddell and 
BoIke. 1973) and the approximate monthly time 
spacing between sampling dates. 
During most of the 1970-1971 period only one 
station was sampled by the UGMS on the 
Antelope-Stansbury line and one station on the 
Fremont-Bird line. The single station data were 
extended to represent the entire line by correlation 
coefficients developed between the single station 
and the entire line for data gathered from 1966 to 
1968. The concentration profiles for each date used 
in the analysis were obtained by averaging the 
various stations to produce a single profile of the 
variation of the south arm concentration with 
depth . Several sampling dates during the 1970 to 
1971 period could not be used in the analysis due to 
either the lack of data or the extended time period 
between sampling. Six sets of data were identified 
and used in the analysis . 
The following assumptions were made in 
applying Equation 5.9 to the calculation of the 
spatial and temporal averaged vertical-diffusion 
coefficients: 
1. The pycnocline was fixed at an elevation 
of 4,175 feet. 
2. All flow south through the causeway 
entered the south arm below the pycnocline. 
3. All flow north through the causeway was 
from the south arm brine above the pycnocline. 
4. Salt dissolving from the bottom only 
entered the bottom brine layer . 
S. Inflow of total dissolved solids from 
streams was negligible. 
Under these assumptions, Equation 5.9 was 
applied to the south arm of the lake by dividing the 
lake into one 6-foot layer to represent the concen-
trated brine below the pycnocline and approxi-
mately twenty I-foot layers to represent the upper 
less concentrated brine. The determination of the 
vertical diffusion coefficient was complicated 
because the rate at which salt dissolves from the 
bottom of the lake was unknown. This rate was 
represented by the following equation: 
RD = K A (Cs - C) V . . ..... . ... (5.10) 
in which 
v 
rate of salt dissolving (mass/unit 
time) 
dissolving constant (time-1) 
concentration of total dissolved 
solids in overlying layer 
saturation concentration of total 
dissolved solids 
volume of overlying layer 
The dissolving rate was estimated by performing a 
mass balance on the south arm of the lake . 
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For each time period the vertical diffusion 
coefficient and the salt dissolving rate were 
determined from the mass balance equation and 
Equation 5.9 and verified with a water and salinity 
balance model of the lake. The water ano salinity 
balance model was based on the water budget of 
the lake by Steed (1972) and the causeway flow 
equations developed by Waddell and BoIke (1973). 
This model is detailed in Chapter VI. 
Figure 5.4 shows the variation of the vertical 
diffusion coefficient with depth as predicted by 
Equation 5.9 for a typical time period. The 
variation of the diffusion coefficient above the 
pycnocline is associated with a very small variation 
(less than one gram per liter per foot of depth) of 
total dissolved solids with depth. The well mixed 
nature of the upper brine layer suggested that the 
diffusion coefficient above the pycnocline might be 
approximated by a constant as shown in Figure 
5.4. The calculated values of the vertical diffusion 
coefficients above the pycnocline are summarized 
in Table 5.1. The channel-node simulation study 
required only the vertical diffusion coefficient 
6/16/70 to 7/24/70 
"l 
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Figure 5.4. Typical calculated variation of the vertical diffusion coemclent with depth. 
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associated with transport across the pycnocline. 
The diffusion coefficients which were calculated at 
the pycnocline also are summarized in Table 5.1. 
The water and salinity balance model was 
used to verify the results obtained for the salt 
dissolving rate and the effective vertical diffusion 
coefficients. Figure 5.5 compares the simulated 
and observed concentration of both south arm 
brine layers for the 1967 to 1969 water years. After 
minor adjustments the dissolving constant, KA, 
was identified as .0061 day and the ~ffective vertical 
diffusion coefficients as 3.8 x 10-6 ft2/sec at the 
pycnocline and 2.5 x 10-4 ft2/sec above the 
pycnocline. These values were used to simulate the 
1971 water year as a check and the results are given 
in Figure 5.6. 
In both the calculation and verification of the 
vertical diffusion coefficient, the bottom brine layer 
was assumed to be a single 6-foot thick layer. 
Under this representation, the change in concen-
tration of total dissolved solids across the 
pycnocline was essentially constant and indepen-
dent of the spatial step used above the pycnocline. 
This condition resulted from the well mixed nature 
of the upper brine layer. In order to maintain the 
same mass transport across the pycnocline when 
the spatial step was varied above the pycnocline the 
vertical diffusion coefficient was related to the 
spatial step as follows: 
(.6z t + .6z) ' E
t
' = E
t (& ~ + &2) 
in which 
I 
.......... (5.11) 
E1 = vertical diffusion coefficient associ-
ated with spatial layering (~1 + 
~2)' 
E1 v~rtical diffusion coefficient associ-
ated with spatial layering (~1 + 
~2) 
Table 5.1. Summary of the calculated vertical 
diffusion coefficient for various time 
periods. 
Time Interval 
6/16/70 to 7/29/70 
7/29/70 to 8/25/70 
8/25/70 to 9/10/70 
9/10/70 to 11/12/70 
6/09/71 to 7/28/71 
7/28/71 to 8/19/71 
E (Ft2 /Sec) at 
Pycnocline 
4.3 x 10-6 
7.6 x 10-6 
6.7 x 10-6 
6.5 x 10-6 
1.3 x 10-6 
4.1x1O-6 
Identified in verification 
Runs for 1967-68-69 3.8 x 10-6 
E (Ft2 /Sec) Above 
Pycnocline 
3.4 x 10-4 
2.1 x 10-4 
4.2x10-4 
2.0 x 10-4 
2.6 x 10-4 
3.1 x 10-4 
2.5x1O-4 
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~1 thickness of bottom brine layer 
(layer 1 was 6 feet throughout study) 
~2 = thickness of second brine layer 
In the application of Equation 5.9 to the south 
arm of Great Salt Lake ~2 was 1 foot. During 
verification ~2 was set at 5 feet. All values reported 
in Table 5.1 and in the above discussion are related 
to a ~2 of 1 foot. 
The dissolving constant, KA, (Equation 5.10) 
was developed for the south arm using the 
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Figure 5.5. Simulated and observed brine concen-
trations and surface elevations for the 
1967,1968, and 1969 water yean. 
concentration and volume below the pycnocline. A 
saturation concentration for total dissolved solids 
of 340 gil was used in developing the dissolving 
constant. Whelan (1973) used a value of 350 gil to 
represent the saturation concentration. However, a 
review of the UGMS salinity data from the north 
arm indicated precipitation of salt probably occurs 
below the 350 gil concentration, and for this 
reason, 340 gil was used as the saturation concen-
tration in this study. The verification run for the 
1969 water year indicated that 130 million metric 
tons of salt dissolved in the south arm. This 
amount compares extremely well with 135 million 
metric tons of salt estimated by Whelan (1972) to 
have dissolved during the same period. 
The Summation of Sources 
and Sinks Term 
The summation of sources and sinks term of 
Equation 5.2 and 5.3 can be considered to be 
composed of external and internal components. 
The summation of sources and sinks term may then 
be represented as two terms 
............. (5.12) 
in which 
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LSE summation of external sources and 
sinks ofC 
LSI summation of internal sources and 
sinks ofC 
The inflow (source) and outflow (sink) of quality 
constituents across the physical boundaries of the 
systems represent external sources and sinks. 
Internal sources and sinks are processes within the 
system which generate or degrade the quality 
constituent. Examples of internal sources and sinks 
are precipitation and dissolving of salts and the 
decay of biological substances. Constituents which 
do not have internal sources or sinks are termed 
conservative constituents. Non-conservative con-
stituents, therefore, are constituents with internal 
sources and sinks. 
All quality constituents can enter or leave the 
system across the physical boundary of the system. 
Therefore, there is a summation of external sources 
and sinks term for each component. This term is 
expressed for node j as 
LSE jk (Q. c. ) -(Q t C·k) .. (5.13) Injk Injk ou jk J 
G 
G G 
OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP 
1971 
Figure 5.6. Simulated and observed brine concentrations and surface elevations for the 1971 water years. 
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in which 
C' J 
rate of external mass inflow to 
node j brine layer k 
rate of inflow to node j brine 
layer k 
concentration of constituent C 
in inflow 
rate of external mass outflow 
from node j brine layer k 
rate of outflow from node j 
brine layer k 
concentration of constituent C 
in node j 
Because external sources and sinks are 
associated with the flow, Q, across the boundaries 
they exist only for the brine layers. For the lake 
bottom Equation 5.12 reduces to 
................... (5.14) 
Unlike the external sources and sinks, the 
internal sources and sinks term is associated with 
the particular constituent. Thus! this is the only 
term in Equation 5.2 which must be specified for 
each constituent. The horizontal advection and 
diffusion, the vertical diffusion, and the summa-
tion of external sources and sinks term are applied 
to each quality constituent in the same manner. 
If the components of the sources and sinks 
term are properly described and represented, 
Equation 5.2 is capable of representing any 
important quality constituent. Thus Equation 5.2 
could be used to model constituents which vary 
from inorganic compounds to brine shrimp. This 
capability depends upon the proper representation 
of the sources and sinks for each particular 
constituent. The term in Equation 5.2 which 
represents the summation of sources and sinks for 
each constituent cannot, however, be generalized 
because of the wide variation in the types of sources 
and sinks between the various quality constituents. 
Rather, it is necessary to consider and evaluate this 
term for each specific constituent. 
Three constituents, namely, total dissolved 
solids (TDS), biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), 
and dissolved oxygen (DO) were included in the 
Great Salt Lake model and those are used to illus-
trate the procedure for estahlishing the internal 
sources and sinks term for both coupled and un-
coupled constituents. The internal sources and 
sinks of an uncoupled constituent are independent 
of other constituents in the system. With coupled 
constituents the depeletion or replenishing of one 
constituent directly affects the depletion or 
replenishing of the other coupled constituents. For 
example, in the case of BOD and DO, the decay of 
BOD depletes DO. 
The summation of internal sources and sinks 
for total dissolved solids is composed of terms 
representing the rate of precipitation and dissolv-
ing of salt. In shallow portions of the lake the 
pycnocline is not present and the grid network 
reduces to a system comprised of one brine layer 
and the lake bottom. For this configuration, the 
summation of internal sources and sinks term for 
the brine layer is stated as: 
........ (5.15) 
and for the lake bottom as 
in which 
and 
....... (5.16) 
rate of salt precipitation from the 
lake brine to the lake bottom 
(mass/unit time) 
rate at which salt is dissolved 
from the lake bottom into the 
overlying brine layer (mass/unit 
time) 
In deep portions of the lake the pycnocline is 
present and the lake is represented as two brine 
layers and the lake bottom. In this configuration, 
the salt exchange between the lake bottom and 
overlying brine layer still is given by Equation 5.16. 
However, the salt which precipitates from the top 
brine layer enters the lower brine layer. The 
summation of sources and sinks term for the two 
I brine layer system is given by: 
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.............. (5.17) 
for the top brine layer, and by 
~SI = - RpPT + RDIS + R PPT .. (5.18) TDS 
for the lower brine which overlies the lake bottom. 
RpPT represents the rate of salt precipitation from 
the top brine layer. 
The dissolving rate of salt from the lake 
bottom is given by: 
RDIS = KA (C - C-k) V"k jk S J J ........ (5.19) 
in which 
rate of salt dissolving (mass/ 
unit time) 
dissolving constant (time-1) 
saturation concentration for 
total dissolved solids 
concentration of TDS in node j 
of the layer overlying the lake 
bottom 
volume of node j of the layer 
overlying the lake bottom 
Equation 5.19 is applicable only when Cjk ~ Cs' 
Biochemical oxygen demand is a measure of the 
concentration of unstablized organic waste present 
in a system. BOD is removed from the system by 
bacterial consumption at a rate proportional to the 
concentration of unstabilized organic waste. For 
the grid configuration composed of one brine layer 
and the lake bottom, the summation of internal 
sources and sinks term for BOD within the brine 
layer is stated as: 
~SI = - KCBOD V"k - R ... (5.20) BOD jk J S 
and for the lake bottom by 
In Equations 5.20 and 5.21 
K 
= 
BOD decay rate for the brine 
layers (time-1) 
BOD decay rate for the lake 
bottom (time-1) 
concentration of BOD associ-
ated with node j of brine layer k 
concentration of BOD associ-
ated with node j of the lake 
bottom 
settling rate of BOD (mass/ 
unit time) 
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In the grid configuration composed of two 
brine layers and the lake bottom, the summation of 
sources and sinks term for the top layer is given by: 
~SI = - KCBOD V"k - R ' ... (5.22) BOD jk J S 
and for the lower brine layer by 
~SI = - KCBOD VJ"k - RS + R 's ... (S.23) BOD jk 
in which 
Rs' settling rate of BOD from the top 
-brine layer and is assumed equal to 
-Rs 
The relationship for the lake bottom is given by 
Equation 5.21. 
The BOD settling rate, Rs (or R~) represents 
the rate at which BOD settles out of the brine. The 
rate of settling is given by: 
Vs 
Rs = Mjk - ............... (5.24) 
Djk 
in which 
Mjk mass of BO D in node j brine layer k 
V s settling velocity 
== average depth of node j, brine 
layer k 
The dissolved oxygen in a body of water is 
depleted by the decay of organic material and the 
uptake by benthic (channel or lake bottom) 
deposits. Dissolved oxygen is replenished by 
reaeration across the water surface. In the grid 
configuration composed of one brine layer and the 
lake bottom, the summation of sources and sinks 
term for DO within the brine layer is represented 
by: 
~SI = -KCBOD" V"k - BUR"b + K2 (CS - cDO" ) VJ"k DO Jk J J Jk 
. ............ (5.25) 
and for the lake bottom by 
In Equations 5.25 and 5.26 
BURjb benthic uptake rate by node j of 
the lake bottom from the over-
lying node in the brine 
CS 
reaction coefficient for DO 
saturation concentration of DO 
concentration of DO in node j of 
layer k 
and the rest of the terms are as previously defined. 
The summation of sources and sinks term for 
the grid configuration composed of two brine layers 
and the lake bottom is given by: 
LSI = - KCBOD V·k + K (CS - CDO ) V·k DO jk J 2 jk J 
.......... (5.27) 
for the upper brine layer, and by 
LSI = - KCBOD V· k - BUR·b DO jk J J ... (5.28) 
for the lower brine layer. The relationship for the 
lake bottom is given by Equation 5.26. 
It is well documented in the literature that the 
solubility of oxygen in water decreases with 
increasing temperature, increasing concentrations 
of total dissolved solids and increasing elevations. 
Data reported by Green (Metcalf and Eddy, Inc., 
1972) and form uIas such as those developed by 
Gameson and Robertson (1955) indicate this 
typical variation of the solubility of oxygen in sea 
water. Formulas which have been developed for 
predicting the effects of total dissolved solids on the 
solubility of oxygen have been formulated for 
seawater with total dissolved solids concentrations 
less than 40 gil. The formula developed by 
Gameson and Robert~on predicts a complete 
absence of dissolved oxygen when the concentra-
tion of total dissolved solids exceeds 180 gil. 
However, this prediction did not seem realistic for 
the Great Salt Lake, and dissolved oxygen 
saturation values were obtained by laboratory 
experiments. These experiments were conducted 
with Great Salt Lake brine at concentrations of 
total dissolved solids which varied between SO gil 
and 340 gil. The brine samples were bubble aerated 
with compressed air and then held at a constant 
temperature in contact with the atmosphere. 
Temperatures of 6.0°C and 16.5°C were used in the 
study. After 24 hours of contact with the 
atmosphere the oxygen concentration was deter-
mined by the azide modification of the Winkler 
Method in "Standard Methods" (APHA, 1971). 
The results of the experiment indicated that 
the dissolved oxygen saturation concentration 
remained above zero as the concentration of total 
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dissolved solids approached saturation. The data 
were fit by regression analysis so that the variation 
of the saturation concentration of dissolved oxygen 
could be predicted for various temperatures and 
salinities. The resulting equation for the saturation 
concentration of dissolved oxygen as a function of 
temperature and total dissolved solids and at an 
elevation comparable to the surface elevation of 
Great Salt Lake is given by: 
CS = 7.73 - .0155T - .0311 CTDS + .353 x 10-
4 CTDS2 
........ (5.29) 
in which 
CS 
T 
dissolved oxygen saturation con-
centration (mg/l) 
temperature (OC) 
concentration of total dissolved 
solids (gil) 
The correlation coefficient (R 2) for the fit of the 6°C 
and 16.5°C data was 0.994. Figure 5.7 compares 
the observed and predicted (Equation 5.29) 
saturation concentration. 
Considerable amount of research has been 
directed toward the determination of the reaeration 
coefficient, K2, for various systems. In these studies 
the reaeration coefficient has been related to the 
depth and velocity of the fluid. During a study of 
the Delaware River estuary O'Connor and Dobbins 
(1958), proposed the following relationship for 
predicting the reaeration coefficient. 
K = 12.9 V~ 
2 H% .............. (5.30) 
in which 
K2 reaeration coefficient (day-1) 
v = velocity (ftl sec) 
H depth (ft) 
An empirical equation of the same form was 
developed by Churchill, Buckingham, and Elmore 
(1962) for various tributaries of the Tennessee 
River: 
V·969 11.5 --H1.673 . ........... (5.31) 
All terms in Equation 5.31 are as previously 
defined. Both of the equations give the value of K2 
at 20°C and yield essentially the same result. The 
O'Connor and Dobbins equation was chosen for 
use in this study due to the closer physical 
similarity between the Delaware River estuary and 
Great Salt Lake. 
Both the reaeration coefficient for dissolved 
oxygen, K2, and the first-order decay rate for 
biochemical oxygen demand, K, are temperature 
dependent. The equation which was used to adjust 
these rates for temperatures other than 20°C was 
derived from the Van't Hoff-Arrhenius equation 
(Metcalf and Eddy, Inc., 1972) and is given as: 
k = k e(T-20) 
20 
............ (5.32) 
-
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in which 
k rate at any temperature 
e temperature correction constant 
T temperature (OC) 
A value of e = 1.024 was used in the study for 
correcting the reaeration coefficient. This value 
was established by Churchill et al. (1962) and same 
value appears in Metcalf and Eddy, Inc. (1972). 
The value of e applicable to the biochemical 
oxygen demand was chosen as 1.03 as suggested by 
O'Connor (1964). 
o OBSERVED 6 0 C 
8 OBSERVED 16.5 0 C 
Equation 5.29 
TOTAL DISSOLVED SOLIDS (g/I) 
Figure 5.7. Variation of cUssolved oxygen saturation with total cUssolved solids. 
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· CHAPTER VI 
THE WATER AND SALINITY BALANCE MODEL 
A water and salinity balance model of Great 
Salt Lake was developed initially to provide a 
means of verifying the vertical diffusion coefficients 
identified in the study. The model subsequently 
was used to provide information for the channel-
node model and to investigate the long term 
concentration trends of the lake. 
The salinity and water balance model of the 
lake was developed by treating the lake as two 
separate units or arms interfaced at the railroad 
causeway. As shown in Figure 6.1, the north arm 
was treated as a single well-mixed unit while the 
south arm was treated as a finite number of well 
mixed layers in the same manner as was used in 
developing the vertical diffusion coefficients (Figure 
5.3). Exchange of total dissolved solids between 
layers within the south arm was assumed to occur 
by diffusion alone. The mass transport equation for 
a particular slice of the south arm thus is given as: 
_a (_C_V)_k - (AE aC~k + (AE aC)k 1 + (Q . C. )k 
at az az - in in 
in which 
North Arm 
. ............ (6.1) 
" "-
... '-....-
Flow South 
(QinCin)k 
(QoutC)k 
Ck 
t 
mass of quality constituent in 
layer k 
diffusional mass transport 
rate between vertical layers k 
and k+1 
mass inflow rate to layer k 
mass outflow rate from layer k 
concentration of total dissolv-
ed solids in layer k 
volume of layer k 
cross sectional area between 
layers k and k + 1 
effective vertical diffusion co-
efficient between layers k and 
k+1 
summation ofintemal sources 
and sinks of total dissolved 
solids in layer k 
time 
South Arm 
k+n 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
k ... , 
10 er k 
Figure 6.1. Representation of the Great Salt Lake physical system In the water and -salinity balance model. 
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Because the north arm of the lake was assumed to 
be a single well mixed unit, the vertical diffusion 
terms of Equation 6.1 were eliminated in applying 
the equation to this body of water. 
The following assumptions were made in 
applying Equation 6.1 to the calculation of the 
vertical distribution of salinity within the south arm 
of the lake: 
1. The pycnocline is fixed at an elevation of 
4,175 feet. 
2. All flows south through the causeway 
enter the south arm below the pycnocline. 
3. Based on velocity profiles presented in 
Waddell and BoIke (1973), flow north through the 
causeway fill is evenly distributed with depth above 
the pycnocline. 
4. Based on velocity profiles presented in 
Waddell and BoIke (1973), flow north through the 
causeway fill is evenly distributed with depth above 
the culvert bottom. 
5. All inflow to the south arm from streams 
and groundwater enters only the upper brine layer. 
6. Salt dissolving from the bottom of the 
south arm enters the bottom brine layer. 
7. Inflow of total dissolved solids from 
streams is negligible. The original source of most 
salts within the Great Salt Lake was the inflowing 
tributaries. However, within a comparatively short 
study period of 20 years or less, salt contributions 
from this source are negligible in terms of the total 
salt volume within the lake. 
The model was designed to simulate a monthly 
time period. This was accomplished by inputting 
the basic data to the water and salinity balance 
model in monthly form and dividing the data into 
smaller time units suitable for the numerical 
solution of Equation 6.1. The numerical solution of 
Equation 6.1 was accomplished by expressing the 
equation in the following finite difference form: 
M1 
_k = (AE 11C )k + (AE 11C)k 1 + (Q. C. )k 11t & & - III m 
....... . .. (6.2) 
in which Mk = (VC)k, and all other terms are 
detined in Equation 6.1. 
The numerical solution of Equation 6.2 was 
performed by an explicit solution technique which 
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calculated the change of mass within a layer, using 
the volume and concentration at the beginning of 
the time step. At the end of the time step the 
volume was updated and a new concentration 
calculated. Variations in water volume are 
assumed to occur for the entire water body of the 
north arm and for only the top layer of the south 
arm. The maximum time step for solution stability 
of Equation 6.2 was estimated from experience 
using the model, and was found to be: 
11t ~ (&)2 ............... . . (6.3) 
E 
Water Balance 
The water balance portion of the model was 
formulated by accounting for the inflow and 
outflow to the lake and the exchange of brine 
between the two arms of the lake through the 
railroad causeway. The water balance for either 
arm of the lake for a given time period (At) is given 
by: 
Change in storage = (rate of inflow - rate of outflow) 11t 
............ (6.4) 
The inflow to either arm of the lake is composed of 
precipitation, surface and groundwater inflow, and 
flow through the causeway. The outflow from 
either arm of the lake is restricted to evaporation 
and exchange through the causeway. 
A water budget analysis of the lake by Steed 
(1972) provided information on the basic com-
ponents of the water balance; namely, the rate of 
precipitation, the surface and groundwater inflow 
rates, and the rate of evaporation. Steed performed 
a monthly water budget of the lake covering the 
years 1944-1970, and estimated missing data for 
this period through correlation techniques. He 
accounted for surface inflows to the lake from the 
Jordan, Weber, and Bear Rivers, the ' Salt Lake 
sewage canal, Kennecott drain, Goggin drain, and 
the North Point Consolidated canal. The inflows, 
all of which enter the south arm, amount to well 
over 95 percent of the total surface inflow to the 
lake. For the study reported herein, the surface 
inflow to the north is assumed to be negligible. In 
addition, the water budget was extended to the 
1971-1974 period by following the procedure 
outlined by Steed. 
The groundwater inflow to the lake was 
estimated by Steed as being 6 percent of the surface 
flow with a small additional contribution from the 
Great Salt Lake Desert. In the model of this study, 
Steed's groundwater inflow rates were adopted. 
Steed related the 6 percent quantity to contribu-
tions principally from the groundwater basins to 
the east and south of the lake. Since this inflow 
would enter the south arm and the contribution 
from the Great Salt Lake Desert is very minor, all 
the groundwater inflow was assumed to enter only 
the south arm of the lake. 
Steed obtained the monthly rate of precipita-
tion for the lake as a Thiessen weighted average of 
the precipitation at Corinne, Lake Point, and 
Farmington. The precipitation input to a particu-
lar arm of the lake for a given time increment is 
calculated in the model as the weighted rate of 
monthly precipitation times the surface area of the 
arm at the beginning of the time step. Thus, the 
precipitation input is given as: 
............... (6.S) 
in which 
Pin = volume of precipitation input to an 
arm during time At 
P monthly precipitation rate 
surface area of arm 
At time increment 
All of the gaging stations on the major surface 
inflows to the lake are above major phreatophyte 
areas bordering the lake. The phreatophyte areas 
of concern include Bear River Migratory Bird 
Refuge, Farmington Bay Water Fowl Management 
Area, and private duck clubs located at the mouth 
of the Jordan River. Steed calculated evapo-
transpiration for these areas from the Blaney-
Criddle equation, and this same procedure was 
used in this study. The calculated values subse-
quently were input to the model. 
Evaporation is the only outflow from the lake. 
This process is probably the least understood of the 
components which make up the water balance for 
the lake. Steed estimated the monthly rate of 
evaporation from the lake by a Thiessen weighted 
average of the pan evaporation at Midlake, Saltair, 
and the Bear River Refuge. Two adjustments 
are made to the pan evaporation data in order to 
obtain an estimate of the lake evaporation. The 
first adjustment involves differences in character-
istics between the pan and the lake. Steed used a 
pan coefficient of 0.61 for spring months and 0.66 
for the fall months. The second adjustment is 
necessary because of the suppressing effects of 
water salinity on evaporation from the lake. An 
equation describing the effect of salinity on 
evaporation was developed by Waddell and BoIke 
(1973). The factor for correcting the evaporation 
rate is given as: 
KE = 1. - 0.778 X 10-3 Clp ........ (6.6) 
,. 
in which 
K E salinity correction factor for evapor-
ation 
C total dissolved solids concentration 
(gil) 
p density of brine (g/m!) 
An empirical relationship between density and 
concentration of total dissolved solids is given by 
Waddell and BoIke (1973) as: 
p = 1.00 + C (6.3 X 10-4) ......... (6.7) 
On the basis of the above discussion, the 
general equation for lake evaporation used in the 
model of this study is as follows: 
............. (6.8) 
in which 
Eout volume of evaporation from an 
arm during time At 
E = adjusted (by pan coefficient) 
monthly evaporation rate 
As surface area of arm 
At time increment 
The monthly potential evaporation rate reported by 
Steed was developed for the entire lake. This rate 
was adjusted for application to each arm by a 
weighting of the evaporation stations which 
indicated the rate determined by Steed was 
appropriate for the south arm but should be 
increased by a factor of 1.2 for the north arm. The 
surface area involved in calculating the evaporation 
included the major areas of the lake which have 
been diked by salt companies for evaporation 
ponds but did not include the near shore 
evaporation ponds. Such areas were excluded 
because the withdrawals are small and much of the 
brine withdrawn is returned to the lake. 
Equations which describe the exchange of 
brine through the Southern Pacific Transporation 
Company causeway were developed by Waddell 
and BoIke (1973). The equations were developed 
largely from data collected during the 1971-1972 
water years and represent empirical relations which 
predict flow through both culverts and the fill. The 
culvert flows are given by: 
Q 1 C = B . Y 1 [V---[Y-l---y-l---Y2-_-C-F-S-(V-2-C-)2~] 
2g 
2g + (CFS (V2C)2) _ CFS (V2C)] .. (6.9) 
(1 + CFS) 1 + CFS (1 + CFS) 
and 
Q2C = B'y2 [ -J[Y2-y2-y 1 . .§l 
S2 
_CFS,(VIC)2]. 2g 
2g (1 + CFS') 
+ (CFS' (VIC)2] . CFS'(VIC)] 
1 + CFS' (1 + CFS') 
...... (6.10) 
in which 
Q1C 
Q2C 
B 
y1 
y2 
ES 
EC 
4210 
4200 
.... 
ILl 4190 ILl 
u... 
4180 
4170 
south-to-north discharge through 
culverts (cfs) 
north-to-south discharge through 
culverts (cfs) 
width of culvert (15 feet) 
-6.30Y2 - 5:84 (S2-S1) . Y1 + 
7.09Y1 
6.39Y2 + 5.94 (S2-S1) . Y1 -
6.23Y1 
altitude of water surface in south 
part (feet) 
altitude of bottom of east or west 
culvert (feet) 
LAKE 
BOTTOM 
Y1 
Y2 
CFS 
CFS' 
VIC 
V2C 
:" 
S1 
S2 
ES-EC 
Y1- Mi 
{3.SS [y1 - (y1 + y2)]lYl - Y2)o 
- 1.02 
{3.83 [y1 - (y1 + y2)]I(Yl - Y2)} 
- 1.19 
mean velocity of south-to-north 
flow through culverts (feet/second) 
= mean velocity of north-to-south 
flow through culverts (feet/second) 
specific gravity of brine in south 
part 
specific gravity of brine in north 
part 
difference between altitude (stage) 
of south and north parts of lake at 
causeway (feet) 
Figure 6.2 illustrates the physical meaning of 
the various terms involved in the culvert flow 
equations. Values ofQ1C and Q2C are obtained by 
the simultaneous solution of Equations 6.9 and 
6.10. 
The equations for flows through the causeway 
fill are given by Waddell and BoIke (1973) as: 
Q1F = [6.9835 -1675.0 6S+ 158.97 m+ 
45535.6S2 -3773.36S6H+ 14.0106I-f-
429070. 6S3 + 34904. 6S 2 6H - 631.20 
6S 6H 2 +48.556 6H 3 + 1302000. lfi4 
- 105270 6S3 6H - 176.07 ~ 6H3 - 5.4593 
6H 4 + 3352.1 6S 2 6H 2 ] 69.3963 
............. (6.11) 
SECTION FOR DISCHARGE AND SPECIFIC 
GRAVITY MEASUREMENTS 
ARM 
DATUM IS MEAN SEA LEVEL 
Figure 6.2. Culvert cross section with a representation of the terms Involved In the culvert flow equations 
(modified from Waddell and Boike, 1973). 
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and 
Q2F [2 .1629 + 1290.3 6S - 113 .24 6H - 19649. 
6S 2 - 912.81 6S 6H + 186.17 6H2 + 
195100. 6S 3 +20974. 6S 2 6H -1861.6 
6 S 6H 2 - 18.802 6H 3 - 629690. ffl4_ 
66502. 653 6H + 308.06 6S 6H 3 - 15.187 
6H4 + 2865 .3 6S 2 6H 2 ] • [1. - (4199.5 -
ES)/y2 F) . 1.312] 69.3936 
........... (6.12) 
in which 
Q1F 
Q2F 
y2F 
south-to-north discharge through 
fill (cfs) 
north-to-south discharge through 
fill (cfs) 
19.307 + 242.23 as - 35.429 m -
4339.9 as2 + 407.50 as m + 
14.332 m 2 + 19021. aS3 - 1466.8 
as 2 MI - 45.647 as m 2 - 3.8069 
Ml3 
as 52-S1 
During early operation of the water and 
salinity balance model an initial volume error was 
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being produced in both arms of the lake at the 
beginning of each simulation period which was 
propagated through the entire simulation period 
(Figure 6.3). The error was traced to the simulated 
causeway flows and was observed to incfease with 
increasing head difference across the causeway. 
The volume error was removed by adjusting the 
head difference across the causeway as f?llows: 
6H' = .6H - .35 (.6H)l.S 
....... (6.13) 
in which 
Mi' 
head difference across the causeway 
adjusted head difference across the 
causeway 
MI I was used in place of MI for calculating the 
causeway flows in the water and salinity balance 
model. As shown in Figure 6.3, the inclusion of 
. Equation 6.13 in the model had little effect on the 
calculation of lake volume or the causeway flows 
after the first month. 
The simulation results for 1974 conditions 
(Figure 6.3) indicate that during periods of large 
head differences across the causeway the model has 
0 
brine 
0 
APR MAY JUN JUl 
1974 
Figure 6.3. Simulations of the 1974 water year showing the improved results obtained by adjusting the 
head difference across the causeway. 
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a tendency to calculate higher than observed 
concentration in the south arm upper brine. This 
tendency is present only when the head difference 
across the causeway is greater than the maximum 
observed head difference during the period in 
which the data were gathered for the development 
of the causeway flow equations. As is evident from 
Figure 5.5 this problem did not occur for low head 
differences across the causeway. 
Salinity Balance 
The total salt load in Great Salt Lake consists 
of the dissolved load in the brine and the 
precipitated salt on the lake bed. The total salt load 
for the lake is estimated to be approximately 4.2 
million metric tons using the UGMS data on total 
dissolved solids and the precipitated salt load on 
the lake bottom as estimated by Hedberg (1970). 
The annual inflow of total dissolved solids (Hahl 
and Handy, 1969) and the annual extraction of salt 
by the salt industries (Madison, 1970) is small 
compared to the total load in the lake. For this 
reason, the inflow of total dissolved solids to the 
lake was assumed to be negligible during the study 
period and was excluded from the salinity balance. 
The salt balance for Great Salt Lake thus is a 
function of the exchange of brine through the 
causeway, the vertical diffusion of salt within the 
south arm, and the exchange of salt with the lake 
bottom. 
Salt exchange with the lake bottom occurs 
through the processes of salt precipitation and 
dissolving. In the south arm of the lake this 
exchange is assumed to occur between only the 
brine layer below the pycnocline and the lake 
bottom. This assumption was supported by data 
contained in an isopach map of the haltic deposit in 
the south arm of Great Salt Lake which indicated 
the entire salt crust was located below the 4,175 
foot contour in 1969 (Whelan, 1973). In the model, 
the saturated concentration for total dissolved 
solids is used as an indicator to establish which 
process, precipitation or dissolving, occurs. When 
the concentration of total dissolved solids in the 
brine layer overlying the lake bottom is less than 
saturation the dissolving of salt occurs at a rate 
given by Equation 5.10. This process occurs, of 
course, only when salt is available on the lake 
bottom. When the concentration within the brine 
layer overlying the bottom reaches saturation, 
precipitation of salt is assumed to occur. If the 
concentration exceeds saturation during a time 
period, the entire salt mass in excess of the 
saturation concentration is assumed to precipitate 
during that time period. 
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Concentration Trends in Great Salt Lake 
The water and salinity balance model was 
applied to simulate the response of Great Salt Lake 
over a falling and rising lake stage in order to gain 
insight into possible future salinity trends of the 
lake. The important questions which were 
addressed by the model are as follows: 
1. Is the present tendency of the lake to 
freshen reversible? 
2. Will a relationship between stage and 
concentration be established for the upper brine 
layer in the south arm? 
Beginning with the lake conditions which 
existed in October, 1972, a decreasing lake stage 
was simulated by using hydrologic data for the 
1954 to 1960 water years. The lake conditions at 
the end of this seven year simulation period then 
were used to simulate a ten year period of 
increasing lake stage using hydrologic data from 
the 1964 to 1973 water years. The simulated 
response of the lake under these hydrologic 
conditions is given in Figure 6.4 for the south arm 
and Figure 6.5 for the north arm. During the 17 
year study period the water surface elevation of the 
south arm varied between 4,190 and 4,199.75 feet, 
while the total dissolved solids concentration of the 
upper brine layer varied between 248 gil and 
136 gil. It is apparent from the simulated results 
that the trend of the south arm of the lake to 
freshen during the rising lake stage since 1963 is 
reversible. However, it also is apparent that the 
simulated concentration limits in the south arm are 
much different than those of pre-causeway 
conditions. For example, when the south arm 
dropped below a water surface elevation of 4,191 
feet, average concentrations in the lower layer 
reached approximately 265 gil, which is con-
siderably less than saturation (340 gil). During the 
pre-causeway period such a lake elevation would 
have produced saturation conditions in the south 
arm, such as those which produced the salt 
deposits over the entire lake bottom prior to 1963. 
Concentrations in the north arm were con-
siderably higher than those of the south arm over 
the same simulation period (Figure 6.5), and varied 
between a low of 305 gil and saturation at 340 gil. 
The north arm brine reached saturation for 14 of 
the 17 years simulated. The variations in the 
concentration of the north arm brine and the 
length of saturation time played an important role 
in the formation and dissolving of the bottom salt 
deposit in the north arm. Figure 6.6 is a simulated 
time plot which shows the variation of the mass of 
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salt deposit in the north arm during the study 
period. The salt deposit steadily accumulated 
during the seven year downward trend of the 
simulated lake stage. Though the lake stage trend 
is upward after the seventh year the salt deposit 
continued to accumulate until the twelfth simu-
lated year. After this year a continuous dissolving 
of the deposit began to occur. At no time during 
the last three years of the study did the brine 
concentration reach the saturation level, and 
during this period dissolving occurred with no 
reversal in trend. 
The results suggested by Figures 6.5 and 6.6 
emphasize the complexity of the salinity balance in 
the lake which has resulted from the construction 
of the railroad causeway. Although brine concen-
trations within both the north and south arms 
apparently have reached equilibrium and will 
fluctuate with lake stage in the future, concentra-
tion levels in both arms will be quite different than 
those of pre-causeway conditions (Figure 4.5). 
An attempt was made to further examine the 
relationship between the lake stage in the south 
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arm and the average concentration of the upper 
brine layer. The points in Figure 6.7 represent the 
high and low water elevations of each yearly cycle 
from the simulation study and actual lake data 
after 1971. Although there is scatter in the points of 
Figure 6.7 it is apparent that the concentration of 
the upper brine layer will tend to fluctuate with 
lake stage in the future. The curve shown in Figure 
6.7 represents an adjustment of Glassett's pre-
causeway curve (Figure 4.5) in which the slope of 
the line was maintained but the intercept reduced. 
This comparison with the pre-causeway curve 
suggests that the south arm brine will fluctuate in 
much the same manner as under pre-causeway 
conditions. However, for a given elevation the 
upper brine in the south arm will be at a 
concentration of total dissolved solids approxi-
mately 160 gil less than under pre-causeway 
conditions. Additionally, the south arm does not 
approach saturation at elevations which produced 
saturation under pre-causeway conditions. Two 
factors contribute to this difference. The main 
factor, of course, is the exchange of brine through 
the causeway. The other related factor is the 
exchange of total dissolved solids between the north 
arm brine and the north arm salt deposit. 
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Figure 6.6. Simulated fluctuation of the north arm salt deposit. 
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.CHAPTER VII 
NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE.CHANNEL-
NODE WATER QUALITY MODEL 
As discussed in Chapter v, the basic 
relationship which is used in the channel-node 
water quality model to describe the distribution of 
a quality constituent within a two layer stratified 
system is Equation S.2. This equation, which is the 
advective-diffusion equation expressed in partial 
differential form, is solved by the method of finite 
differences. Applying this solution technique to 
Equation S.2 requires two basic steps: 1) 
discretizing the system into a channel-node grid 
network, and 2) expressing the partial differential 
equation in finite difference form. 
The Channel-Node Grid Network 
The channel-node grid network was used to 
represent the physical system in the numerical 
solution of the advection-diffusion equation. This 
procedure allows considerable flexibility in laying 
out the network. The grid spacing can be reduced 
in areas where more detail is required and nodes 
can be located where water quality information is 
specifically desired. When advantageous, the 
channel can be oriented in the direction of natural 
flow. The nodes are the storage elements in the grid 
network. The concentration of quality constituents 
is associated with the nodes and is assumed to be 
uniformly distributed through the volume. The 
channels are the flow elements of the grid system 
and transport the constituents between nodes. 
In applying the grid network to Great Salt 
Lake, the lake brine was represented as a system of 
channels and nodes and the lake bottom was 
represented by only nodes. The brine was divided 
into two layers in the deeper portion of the lake 
where the pycnocline or interface was present. The 
location of the interface between the two layers was 
fixed at a specific elevation. In the portions of the 
lake where the depth was not sufficient to intersect 
the pycnocline, the brine was represented as a one 
layer system. 
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Node parameters 
The physical parameters associated with nodes 
of the brine layers are surface area, depth, and 
volume (Figure 7.1). Insofar as possible, the 
polygons surrounding each node were constructed 
in accordance with the Thiessen method. This 
method requires that the polygon boundaries be 
perpend icular bisectors of the connection channels. 
The area formed around the node by the polygon is 
the surface area or area of influence of the node. In 
certain cases, such as where the connection channel 
forms a triangle with one angle of 90 degrees or 
more, the Thiessen method would not provide 
realistic results. In such cases, the polygon was 
formed by using the center of gravity of the surface 
area formed by the connection channel. 
The node depth was considered to be the 
average depth of the node. As illustrated in Figure 
7.1 (b), the node depth in the single layer portion of 
the system was taken as the average depth from the 
lake surface to the lake bottom. In the two layer 
portion of the lake, the node depth for the upper 
layer was the depth from the lake surface to the 
pycnocline. The node depth for the lower layer was 
the average depth from the pycnocline to the lake 
bottom. Bottom elevations for the south arm of the 
Great Salt Lake were determined from a naviga-
tional chart (Utah Geological and Mineral Survey, 
1974) and Eardley's (1961) map of the lake. 
The surface configuration of the nodes is 
assumed to extend through all underlying grid 
layers, including the lake bottom. Thus, it is only 
necessary to establish the surface area for the top 
layer, which is defined by the geometry of the 
polygon which forms the node. The surface areas of 
nodes which adjoin a land boundary are found by 
planimetering the area. The U.S. Geological 
Survey (1974) map of the lake is used to establish 
the location of land boundaries. Node volumes are 
found for both layers by mUltiplying the average 
node depth for the layer by surface area. The only 
node parameter associated with the lake bottom is 
area. 
Channel parameten 
Channels are concerned with the movement of 
the lake brine, and thus do not involve the bottom 
layer. The physical parameters associated with 
channels are length, width, depth, and cross-
sectional area (Figure 7.2). The length of horizontal 
channels is simply the distance between two 
adjacent nodes which are connected by a channel. 
The horizontal channel width is given by the length 
of the perpendicular bisector of the channel used in 
establishing the boundary of the node. When the 
center of gravity method is used to establish a node 
boundary, the boundary is not perpendicular to the 
channel. In these cases, the horizontal channel 
width is considered to be that component of this 
line which is perpendicular to the channel. The 
(0.) HORIZONTAL GRID 
(b.) VERTICAL GRID 
Figure 7.1. Node parameten. 
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channel depth is defined as the arithmetic average 
of the depths of the two nodes it connects. The 
cross-sectional area of a channel was then found by 
mUltiplying the channel depth by the channel 
width. 
Vertical channels exist only when there are two 
brine layers, and represent the flow path for 
vertical movement between the two layers. The 
physical parameters associated with vertical chan-
nels are channel length and cross-sectional area. 
The cross-sectional area of a vertical channel is 
identical to the surface area of the vertical nodes it 
connects. The vertical channel length, Az in 
Equation 7.2, is the distance between vertical 
nodes and is calculated as: 
& = ~ (depth of layer 1) 
+ ~ (average depth of layer 2) ....... (7.1) 
o 
Node 
'*.0 
o 
Node 
Loyer J 
Loyer 2 
Loyer 3 
The Finite Difference Equation 
The finite difference form of Equation 5.2 
applicable to the lake brine layers is 
6.M·k n n I\C ~= - ~ (QC). + ~ CAE_u ). ~t i= 1 lk i= 1 6. 1 lk 
6C + CAE -) + ~S'k &v J ......... (7.2) 
in which 
= mass of quality constituent in node 
j of brine layer k 
The finite difference form of Equation 5.3 
applicable to the lake bottom is: 
.............. (7.3) 
" 
length 
'/ /' 
For a brine layer, the change of mass within a 
node over a time step is then given by: 
n n 6C 
M1'k = - ~ CQC).k 6t + ~ CAE -).k llt J i= 1 1 i= 1 61 1 
+ CAE 6C) ~t + ~S &v .......... (7.4) 
Similarly, the change of mass for the lake bottom is 
expressed as: 
. " ............. (7.5) 
When the summation of external sources and 
sinks term is included Equation 7.4 becomes 
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Figure 7.2. Channel parameters. 
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o 
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o __ -+-__ ----L.....;;Length 
n n.6.C 
.6.M·k = - L (QC).k.6.t + L (AE-).k.6. t J i= 1 1 i= 1 .6. 1 1 
.............. (7.6) 
The channel node model was designed to 
investigate the long term (seasonal) trends within 
the lake on a specific lake surface elevation. Under 
this assumption, the circulation patterns and 
velocities, lake inflows, and lake outflows are 
averaged over the season of interest, and thus 
remain constant. For a particular season, Equation 
7.6 is used with constant coefficients in predicting 
the distribution of quality constituents by the 
computer model. The equation is solved in the 
computer program by using an explicit step 
forward solution technique. 
Equation 7.6 is general in nature and is 
applicable to both brine layers and to all quality 
constituents. The equation is adapted to a specific 
constituent by specifying the components of the 
summation of the internal sources and sinks term 
for the constituent. For a conservative constituent 
the summation of internal sources and sinks term 
reduces to zero. Due to the variety of summation of 
sources and sinks terms which can exist for non-
conservative quality constituents, this term must be 
considered separately for each quality constituent. 
As indicated earlier, three quality constituents 
were selected to illustrate the use of the water 
quality model. Total dissolved solids was included 
because it is a major quality component of the lake 
and because of its effect on other quality 
constituents. The other quality constituents used in 
the model were the coupled parameters of 
biochemical oxygen demand and dissolved oxygen. 
In the numerical solution, salt precipitation is 
assumed to occur only when the concentration of 
total dissolved solids is above the saturation 
concentration. When the saturation concentration 
within a node is exceeded, all the total dissolved 
solids above the saturation concentration are 
precipitated. In other words, the rate of salt 
precipitation is assumed to be instantaneous. Salt 
dissolving is assumed to occur when (1) salt is 
available on the lake bottom, and (2) the 
concentration of total dissolved solids in the 
overlying brine layer node is less than saturation. 
Un stabilized organic waste is known to decay 
at different rates under aerobic and anaerobic 
conditions. Because of the naturally low concentra-
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tion of dissolved oxygen in Great Salt Lake, there is 
the possibility that anaerobic conditions will occur 
in sections of the lake under various inflow rates of 
organic wastes. In order to account for this 
possibility, both the aerobic and anaerobic decay 
rates are included in the model. When the supply 
of dissolved oxygen is sufficient to maintain aerobic 
conditions over a complete time step, the decay rate 
takes on the value of the aerobic decay rate. In the 
complete absence of dissolved oxygen, anaerobic 
conditions exist and the anaerobic decay rate is 
used. In nodes in which the available dissolved 
oxygen is not sufficient to maintain aerobic 
conditions during the entire time step, the decay 
rate is determined from a straight line interpolation 
between the aerobic and anaerobic decay rates 
based on the available dissolved oxygen. This 
approach, eliminates the problem of negative 
dissolved oxygen concentrations which occur if only 
the aerobic decay rate were used. 
The numerical solution of the summation of 
sources and sinks term for dissolved oxygen 
requires no special considerations. The equation 
representing the summation of sources and sinks 
term for dissolved oxygen simply is substituted into 
Equations 7.5 and 7.6. 
In the model, the dissolved oxygen reaeration 
coefficient is calculated from the formula devel-
oped by O'Connor and Dobbins (1958). A 
comparison between the O'Connor and Dobbins 
formula and the formula developed by Churchill et 
al. (1962), however, indicated essentially no 
difference in the prediction of the reaeration 
coefficient. The velocity used in calculating the 
reaeration coefficient for a particular node is taken 
as being the average of the absolute values of the 
velocities in the channels entering or leaving the 
node. 
Numerical Stability and Accuracy 
The numerical behavior of the link-node 
technique for a one layer system has been 
investigated extensively by Orlob (1972) and 
Feigner and Harris (1970). Since the channel-node 
technique for a two layer system can be viewed, for 
numerical stability purposes, as a one layer system 
with an extra horizontal channel, the work done on 
the stability of the link-node technique provided a 
great deal of insight into the numerical behavior of 
the channel-node procedure. The important differ-
ence, of course is the effect of vertical diffusion on 
the numerical behavior of the channel-node 
technique. 
Orlob (1972) reported a criterion for stability 
of the link-node technique as 
1· ~t ~-~ 
v 
in which 
At time step 
.................... (7.7) 
Ii channel length 
v channel velocity 
In the numerical solution, the transfer of 
quality constituents through a channel occurs only 
between the two nodes it connects. If the time step 
exceeds the above condition (Equation 7.7) the 
actual fluid displacement along the channel is 
greater than the actual channel length and an 
unstable condition may result. An additional 
restriction is placed on the maximum time step in 
the study. The mass outflow from a node during a 
time step is not allowed to exceed the mass present 
in the node at the beginning of the time step. This 
results in a criterion related to the characteristics of 
the node 
in which 
v 
.................... (7.8) 
volume of the node 
total outflow from the node due to 
advection and external sinks 
The validity of these restrictions on the 
maximum time step was confirmed using a set of 
test data to investigate the numerical stability and 
accuracy of the channel-node model. The Farming-
ton Bay estuary, which was considered to be that 
portion of the lake lying south of the Antelope 
Island causeway (Figure 4. 1) was used in 
developing the test data. These data were 
developed to represent a system similar in 
characteristics to the entire south arm and were not 
based on observed characteristics of the estuary. 
However, such a stratified system could develop in 
the estuary as a result of the Antelope Island 
causeway and the test data indicate the adaptability 
of the model to such a system. The grid network 
used to represent the estuary with a surface 
elevation of 4,200 feet and an interface at 4,195 feet 
is illustrated in Figure 7.3. 
The maximum time step predicted by Equa-
tion 7.8 was found to be the limiting time step for 
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the test data. The maximum time step based on the 
channel flows (Equation 7.7) was found to be 
approximately three times larger than the maxi-
mum allowable time step based on the node 
volumes (Equation 7.8). When the smaller ime 
step was exceeded numerical instability was 
produced. This result was not unexpected since 
both Equations 7.7 and 7.8 produce necessary but 
not sufficient conditions for numerical stability. It 
is noted that in some systems the diffusion 
coefficient is an important stability criterion in 
determining the maximum time step. However, for 
the Great Salt Lake system this is not the case 
because of the low contribution the diffusive 
process makes to the total transport process. 
Figure 7.4 illustrates a typical channel from 
the channel-node network in which the transport 
through the channel is given in finite difference 
form as 
Cb-C M1 = (Ave. - EA __ a) ~t 
lk ~l ....... (7.9) 
in which 
A 
v 
mass transport through the 
channel connecting node a and 
nodeb 
cross-sectional area of the 
channel 
velocity in the channel 
representative concentration 
advected in the channel 
node concentrations 
. and all other terms are as previously defined. The 
magnitude of the node concentrations is repre-
sented symbolically in Figure 7.4 
The optimum combination of time and space 
steps is found when 
~t= M 
v 
..................... (7.10) 
Under this condition the fluid is displaced by a 
distance which is exactly the length of the channel. 
Obviously, this criterion cannot be met for each 
channel in the system and the fluid will be 
displaced less than the channel length in many 
channels. This creates a difficulty in determining 
exactly what concentration is brought into a node 
during a time step. The simplest assumption is to 
require the concentration carried in the channel to 
be the concentration of the node of origin or up-
stream node. However, Orlob (1972) and Feigner 
and Harris (1970) found that when the concentra-
tion of the upstream node was used the accuracy of 
the solution was significantly affected by what 
Orlob termed "numerical mixing." Numerical 
mixing is simply the numerical propagation of 
quality perturbations created by not accurately 
representing the concentration of the quality con-
stituent carried in the channel and was given this 
name because it exhibited the same numerical 
characteristics as diffusive transport. The numeri-
cal mixing problem was reduced, and thus the 
solution accuracy increased, in both of the above 
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studies by defining the incoming channel concen-
tration, Cik' as a weighted value of the concentra-
tions in the two nodes of each end of the channel. 
Various procedures can be used to compute 
Cik as a function of the concentrations in the 
upstream, Ca, and downstream, Cb, nodes. Table 
7.1 compares the numerical characteristics of four 
possible procedures for estimating Cik. Orlob 
(1972) and Feigner and Harris (1970) found that 
the quarter point method provided the best 
combination of numerical stability and accuracy. 
For the channel shown in Figure 7.4 the quarter 
point method yields 
Figure 7.3. Schematic representation of the Farmington Bay Estuary at a surface elevation of 4,200 feet. 
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... ...... .. . (7.11) 
The quarter point method was found to 
restrict the time step when the downstream 
concentration was larger than the upstream 
concentration. This problem was overcome by 
employing the technique suggested by Feigner and 
Harris (1970) for the proportional method, namely 
the upstream advection procedure in which Cik = 
Ca (Table 7.1). The model allows this method to be 
selected when the upstream concentration is larger. 
.. 
The network representing the Farmington Bay 
estuary was used to test the basic components of 
the program. The results of a test run used to 
evaluate the numerical accuracy of the program are 
presented in Figure 7.S. A concentration of 300 gil 
of a conservative constituent was input to the model 
and assumed to flow through the system at a rate of 
2,640 cfs along the path shown by the figure. After 
a simulation period of 400 hours the concentration 
within the nodes throughout the flow path 
approached the concentration of the inflow. These 
results indicated that the model was performing 
properly and maintaining numerical accuracy. 
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Figure 7.4. Channel elements used in deftnlng Clk. 
Table 7.1. Comparison of advection methods (after Reigner and Harris, 1970). 
Method Definition of C Numerical Mixing Accuracy Stability 
UPSTREAM Cik = Ca High Poor Excellent 
SIMPLE AVERAGE 
_ Ca + Cb Cik - -2-- Low Good Very Poor 
QUARTER POINT 
_ 3Ca + Cb Cik - -4-- Moderate Good Acceptable 
PROPORTIONAL 
Ca + Cb (Ca-Cb) · Moderate Moderate Good c.k = ---+¢ --,ife ~ Cb (one-way) 1 2 2 a 
Note: 
C
a
, Cb are as indicated in Figure 7.4. 
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· CHAPTER VIII 
MODEL APPLICATION 
The channel-node model was applied to the 
south arm of Great Salt Lake. Due to the present 
limited data on circulation patterns and associated 
velocities for Great Salt Lake. the results obtained 
are of a preliminary nature. However, even with the 
limited data available the application did demon-
strate the utility of the model in representing the 
temporal and spatial distribution of quality 
parameters within the lake system and in providing 
valuable insight into the relative importance of the 
processes which affect these distributions. This 
insight pointed out areas where further data 
collection and analysis are needed. 
In applying the model to Great Salt Lake only 
three quality constituents (TDS, BOD, and DO) 
were considered. However, the model is capable of 
predicting the distribution of a wide range of 
quality constituents associated with the lake. The 
distribution of a conservative constituent is 
dependent on only the advective and diffusive 
transport. The modeling of a particular non-
conservative constituent is accomplished by the 
proper definition of the internal sources and sinks. 
Thus, the model is applicable to: 
1. Predicting the distribution of quality 
constituents presently in the lake. 
2. Predicting the distribution of quality 
constituents introduced into the lake. 
3. Accounting for the interactions between 
quality constituents. 
4. Tracing the consequences of alterations to 
the present physical system on the distribution of 
quality constituents within the lake. 
Because the model is capable of simulating the 
distribution of both inorganic and organic com-
ponents within the lake, it will become increasingly 
more useful for investigating the impacts of various 
possible management alternatives upon the lake 
ecosystem. For example, the model is capable of 
predicting the im pacts on the water quality of the 
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lake from the input of specific water quality 
constituents to the lake at various levels and 
locations. This capability could be used in 
evaluating the effects on the lake of the inflow of 
various water quality constituents from the 
tributaries. 
The model is applicable to a wide range of 
water quality distribution questions. As already 
stated , three quality constituents were chosen to 
demonstrate the use of the model, namely, total 
dissolved solids, biochemical oxygen demand, and 
dissolved oxygen. Additionally, the distribution of 
a single conservative constituent was modeled to 
demonstrate the application of the model to the 
type of constituent which might represent a toxic 
compound or a specific ion. Biochemical oxygen 
demand and dissolved oxygen were chosen because 
they are coupled, jnon-conservative constituents 
and are important indications of pollution level and 
the ability of the brine to support a healthy state for 
important living organisms, such as brine shrimp. 
Basic Lake Conditions and Assumptions 
Used in the Simulation Phase 
A surface elevation of 4,200 feet was selected 
for testing the model. The location of the 
pycnocline was set at an elevation of 4,175. This 
surface elevation was selected because it represents 
a typical elevation during the period when the 
general circulation pattern shown in Figure 8.1 was 
observed. 
The general long term circulation pattern 
shown in Figure 8.1 was used in testing the model. 
The problem in applying this pattern to the south 
arm of the lake was that information concerning 
the temporal and spatial variations of circulation 
velocities were not available. Preliminary informa-
tion (W. M. Katzenburger, 1974) indicated that 
point rates of movement vary throughout the year 
from a high of 1.0 ft/sec to a low of 0.3 ft/sec. In 
testing the model these surface velocities were 
assumed to be representative of the average (with 
depth) velocities for the upper brine layer. Figure 
8.1 shows the velocities which were assumed with 
the various loops of the circulation pattern for the 
upper brine layer. Note that a velocity of 0.3 ftlsec 
was associated with the main circulation loop. No 
information was available on either the circulation 
pattern or the associated rates of movement for the 
lower dense brine layer. As shown in Figure 8.2, 
the long-term circulation pattern of the lower brine 
layer was assumed to be like that of the upper brine 
layer but at approximately two-thirds of the 
velocities of the upper layer. 
The ability of the model to simulate long-term 
seasonal water quality distribution trends was 
demonstrated by using a three month simulation 
period. Based on inflow to the lake it appeared that 
the yearly lake cycle could be divided into four 
segments corresponding approximately to the 
seasons of the year. During the season being 
simulated the inflows and circulation velocities are 
assumed to be constant and representative of the 
time period under consideration. It is emphasized 
that the model is not restricted to simulating a 
three-month seasonal trend. Rather, the model can 
be applied to a simulation period of any length for 
which average lake conditions will produce the 
desired information on the distribution of water 
quality constituents. 
Other basic data assumptions which were 
made in simulating the south arm included: 
1. The exchange of brine through the 
railroad causeway fill is evenly distributed along 
the causeway. 
2. Horizontal diffusioll coefficients are con-
stant within a layer and do not vary spatially. 
3. Vertical diffusion coefficients do not vary 
spatially. 
Figure 8.3 illustrates the grid system used to 
represent the south arm of the lake and indicates 
the boundary of the lower brine layer. The grid 
system used to represent the south arm consisted of 
373 nodes with 746 connecting channels for the 
upper brine layer, while 144 nodes and 254 
channels were used to represent the lower brine 
layer. The considerable flexibility which is possible 
in laying out the channel-node grid network is 
evident from Figure 8.3. A grid spacing of one mile 
was used in the eastern portion of the lake where 
the inflows occur, and recreational and industrial 
developments are centered. In the western portion 
of the lake the grid spacing was increased to two 
miles. 
In an effort to test the reliability of the model 
the test runs were performed over a period during 
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which inflow and outflow conditions for the south 
arm could be determined. Based on the following 
criteria, the months of January, February, and 
March 1974 were selected as the test simulation 
period: (1) the average lake surface elevation was 
4,200 feet for this period, (2) information was 
available from UGMS sampling stations on the 
distribution of total dissolved solids in the lake, 
(3) data on inflows to the south arm were available, 
and (4) sufficient information was available to 
enable an estimate to be made of the exchange of 
brine through the causeway from the water and 
salinity balance model. The use of the average data 
from this period allowed the model to be roughly 
verified, and thus to demonstrate the capabilities of 
the model. 
Model Verification 
The verification run was performed using the 
inflow and outflow data given in Table 8.1. The 
causeway flows were determined from the simula-
tion of the 1974 water year using the water and 
salinity balance model. The exchange of brine 
through the causeway fill was assumed to be evenly 
distributed along the length of the causeway. 
The initial value of the horizontal diffusion 
coefficient for the upper layer was assumed to be 
that reported by the Utah Division of Water 
Resources (1974), for the horizontal diffusion 
coefficient at the surface, namely 3.8 ft2/sec. 
Bec;l.Use no information was available on this 
coefficient for the lower brine layer, as an 
approximation, the same value was assumed. The 
lack of information on lake circulation patterns 
made it impossible to verify this assumed value of 
the horizontal diffusion coefficient for either brine 
layer. 
Table 8.1. Inflow and outflow data used in 
model verification and demonstration. 
Source Flow (CFS) TDS Concentration 
of Inflow (gIl) 
Inflow: 
Bear River 2600 20. 
North Fork Weber 
River 260. 5. 
South Fork Weber 
River 520. 5. 
Jordan River 415. 10. 
Goggin Drain 335 20. 
Kennecott Drain 120 20. 
Causeway Fill 2200. 312. 
Causeway Culverts 187.2 312. 
Outflow: 
Cau seway Fill 2863.2 
Causeway Culverts 1294.2 
Figure 8.1. Circulation pattern and associated velocities (ft/sec) 
assumed for the upper brine layer. 
Figure 8.2. Circulation pattern and aSsociated velocities (ft/sec) 
assumed for the lower brine layer. 
The value of the vertical diffusion coefficient 
was identified earlier in this study. During model 
verification minor adjustments were made to the 
value of this coefficient to obtain the best fit 
between the observed and predicted distributions 
of total dissolved solids. The adjustment required 
the vertical diffusion coefficient to be reduced from 
a value of 1.68 x 10-5 to 1.50 X 10-5 ft2/sec. This 
value was based on a depth elevation difference, 
ilz, of 15.5 feet. 
Total dissolved solids (TDS) was the only 
quality constituent for which sufficient data were 
available to roughly verify the model. The UGMS 
sampling stations provided information on the 
spatial distribution of TDS within the south arm 
for the verification period (Figures 8.4 and 8.5) . 
The TDS concentrations associated with the lake 
inflows were not available at the points of inflow to 
the south arm . These concentrations were esti-
mated from the data reported by the Utah Division 
of Water Resources (1974) for the closest locations 
to the lake. The estimated TDS concentrations 
associated with the inflows to the south arm during 
the verification period are given in Table 8.1. 
Concentrations associated with the north to south 
causeway flows were determined from observed 
north arm concentrations and simulation of the 
1974 water year using the water and salinity 
balance model. 
The observed TDS concentrations at the 
UGMS sampling sites and the inferred distribution 
at the beginning of the verification period for the 
upper and lower brine layers are shown in Figures 
8.4 and 8.5, respectively. All observed TDS 
f i l l f low Sout h to North 
North to South 
Br ine 
Figure 8.3. Schemltlzation of the south ann including the boundary of the lower brine layer. 
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Figure 8.4. Inferred initial TDS (gIl) distribution In the upper 
brine layer. 
Figure 8.5. Inferred initial TDS (gIl) distribution In the lower 
brine layer. 
concentrations for the upper brine layer which were 
used to check the verification run were adjusted to 
a volume corresponding to a lake surface elevation 
of 4,200 feet. 
Figures 8.6 and 8.7 show the distribution of 
TDS for the upper and lower brine layers simulated 
by the model for the three-month verification 
period. Also shown are the corresponding observed 
TDS concentrations at the UGMS sampling 
stations. The results of the verification run, while 
not excellent, do demonstrate the capability of the 
model for simulating long term distribution 
patterns of quality constituents within the lake. 
The results show good mixing in the center of the 
upper brine layer where the UGMS data indicate 
little spatial variation of the TDS concentration. At 
present there are no data available to check the 
accuracy of the simulated TDS concentrations in 
the north and east portions of the south arm. 
Simulated TDS concentrations within the 
lower brine layer agree well with observations by 
the UGMS. Because circulation patterns and 
associated movement rates were assumed for this 
layer the simulation results may not reflect the 
actual spatial variation of concentrations. How-
ever, the results do suggest that the model will be 
capable of realistically simulating the transport 
and distribution of quality constituents once 
circulation data are available. 
The simulated TDS concentrations in the 
center portion of the upper brine layer are 
approximately 10 gil higher than the observed 
concentratiQns. The higher simulated concentra-
tions can be traced, in part, to the exchange of 
brine through the causeway. The water and salinity 
balance model indicates that the causeway flow 
equations developed by Waddell and BoIke (1973) 
predict higher than observed south arm brine 
concentrations fer high lake stages. This trend is 
evident from the simulation results of the water and 
salinity balance model using data from the 1974 
water year. During this period the lake stage was 
higher than that of the 1971-1972 water years when 
data were gathered to develop the causeway flow 
equations. As Waddell and BoIke (1973) discussed 
in their report, sources of error in predicting 
causeway flows may be related to: (1) uncertain 
flows in the causeway's west culvert which often is 
restricted by debris, and which could not be 
accounted for in the equations, and (2) the fact that 
the data used to develop the causeway flow 
equations were collected over a relatively short time 
span. The results of both the water and salinity 
balance model and the water quality model 
indicate the need to better defme the causeway flow 
equations for periods of high lake stage. 
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Demonstration of the Ability of the Model 
to Predict the Distribution of 
Quality Constituents 
The ability of the model to predict the 
distribution of quality constituents was demon-
strated by using total dissolved solids (TDS) , 
biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), dissolved 
oxygen (DO), and a conservative constituent. The 
modeling of TDS and the coupled constituents 
BOD and DO involve the utilization of internal 
sources and sinks terms. While the parameters 
contained in the sources and sinks terms for these 
non-conservative constituents could be identified, 
little information was available concerning their 
numerical values. Thus, it was necessary that the 
values . of many of the parameters be either 
developed or assumed in order to demonstrate the 
capability of the model for predicting the 
distribution of these non-conservative constituents. 
The modeling of any non-conservative con-
stituent requires information on the internal 
sources and sinks for the particular constituent. 
The summation of internal sources and sinks terms 
for a particular constituent may involve a simple 
decay rate or the complex interactions between 
several quality constituents. The identification of 
(1) all internal sources and sinks for individual 
constituents and (2) interactions between quality 
constituents represent data which must be 
acquired if the water quality system of Great Salt 
Lake is to be properly simulated and managed. The 
gathering of information related to the interactions 
which occur within the lake's ecosystem is 
encouraging. However, to date such studies have 
centered on identifying the interactions and has not 
progressed to the point of quantitatively defining 
these interactions. This lack of information was 
found to exist not only for components of the 
ecosystem, but for most of the lake's quality 
constituents, including the non-conservative con-
stituents chosen for demonstrating the capability of 
the model. 
The summation of the internal sources and 
sinks terms for TDS involved only the rates of salt 
precipitation and dissolving from the lake bottom. 
The rate of salt dissolving was identified during the 
study and is given by Equation 5.19. Because the 
water quality model was designed to simulate the 
long term distribution trends, the rate of salt 
precipitation was taken as instantaneous once the 
TDS saturation concentration was exceeded. 
The results of the 17 year simulation of future 
salinity trends within the lake using the water and 
salinity balance model (Chapter VI) indicated that • 
salt will not precipitate from the south arm brine 
o U G M S Sampling Stations 
Figure 8.6. Simulated TDS (gIl) distribution In the upper brine 
layer after three months. 
oUGMS Sampling Stations 
Figure 8.7. Simulated TDS (gIl) distribution In the lower brine 
layer after three months. 
unless the surface elevation of the lake drops 
substantially below the minimum recorded eleva-
tion of 4,196.6 feet. In the north arm salt is 
continuously precipitating and dissolving from the 
lake bottom. The ability of the model to simulate 
the precipitation and dissolving of salt will be fully 
utilized when the model is applied to the north 
arm. 
The absence of salt on the lake bottom and the 
fact the south arm brine did not approach 
saturation during the simulation period allowed 
TDS to be treated as a conservative constituent 
during most ofthe simulation runs. For one run the 
distribution ofTDS in the south arm was examined 
under the assumption that a salt layer existed on 
the bottom of the lake. This simulation was 
performed to illustrate the effect of the presence of 
a salt layer on the distribution of TDS within the 
south arm. It was assumed that the salt layer was of 
sufficient mass that it would not completely 
dissolve during the three month simulation period. 
Figures 8.8 and 8.9 illustrate the predicted effects 
of the presence of a bottom salt layer on the 
distribution of TDS in the upper and lower brine 
layers, respecitvely, of the south arm. The increase 
in TDS concentrations within the upper brine layer 
was a maximum of 2.5 gil at individual nodes. For 
the lower brine layer the predicted changes were 
more substantial, with individual node concentra-
tions increasing by as much as 25 gil. 
The continuously increasing use of water in 
the tributary basins by agricultural, municipal, 
and industrial users has the potential of increasing 
the TDS load of the inflow which reaches the lake. 
A simulation of the south arm was performed to 
demonstrate the use of the water quality model in 
predicting the effects of increased salt inflows on 
the distribution of TDS within the lake. In 
performing the analysis the TDS concentration 
associated with the inflows were assumed to be 
increased by ten times the values given in Table 
8.1. The results indicated that the increased inflow 
concentrations raised the average concentration of 
the upper brine layer in the south arm by 1.55 gil, 
and the concentration of the lower brine by 0.45 
gil. The major increases occurred at those nodes 
which receive the inflows. A maximum increase in 
the TDS concentration of 8.9 gil occurred at the 
inflow point of the Bear River. Except in the 
immediate proximity of the inflows, the increased 
TDS concentration was evenly distributed through 
the upper brine layer. In the lower brine layer, the 
increased TDS concentration also was evenly 
distributed among the nodes. This well mixed 
nature of the brine is evident in Figure 8.10 which 
presents the simulated TDS distributions in the 
upper brine layer under the high salinity inflow 
conditions. 
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The modeling of the distribution of the 
coupled constituents BOD and DO graphically 
illustrate the ability of the model to predict the 
distribution of specific quality constituents under a 
variety of conditions. The modeling of BOD and 
DO requires specific knowledge of the sources and 
sinks of these constituents; namely, the BOD decay 
rates, the benthic uptake rate of DO, the 
reaeration rate of DO, and the DO saturation 
concentration as a function of the TDS concentra-
tion. 
During the course of the study, the DO 
saturation concentration was developed experi-
mentally as a function of TDS concentration and 
water temperature. This test was conducted over 
the range of TDS concentrations found in Great 
Salt Lake. Because of limited time and finances, 
values for the other parameters involved in the 
internal sources and sinks terms for BOD and DO 
were not determined. In order to enable the 
application of the model to be illustrated, 
appropriate values for these parameters, therefore, 
were used. 
The range of values which are associated with 
the aerobic and anaerobic BOD decay rates for low 
salinity waters are well documented in the 
literature. Metcalf and Eddy, Inc. (1972) sum-
marize the aerobic decay rates which have been 
identified for polluted water as ranging from 0.05 
day-l to 0.30 day-lor higher, with a typical value of 
.10 day-l (base 10, 20°C). 
The anerobic decay rate of organic waste is 
reported in the literature at values of approximately 
a tenth the aerobic decay rate (Chen et aI., 1975) 
and (Espey et al., 1971). The relationship 
developed between the aerobic and anaerobic decay 
rates during the Galveston Bay study (Espey et aI., 
1971) was used to estimate the anaerobic decay rate 
for this study. This relationship was given as: 
Ka = 0.15 K 
in which 
.................. (8.1) 
Ka anaerobic decay rate 
K aerobic decay rate 
For demonstrating the model, the aerobic and 
anaerobic decay rates were given values of 0.10 
day-l and 0.015 day-I, respectively. It is recognized 
that these "typical" values from the literature 
might not be typical for the harsh saline 
environment of Great Salt Lake. However, the use 
of these values did allow the model to be 
demonstrated, and also emphasized the need to 
identify and quantify many of the basic water 
quality parameters of Great Salt Lake. 
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Figure 8.8. Equal contours of TDS (gIl) in the upper brine layer 
simulated under the assumption a salt deposit existed 
beneath the lower brine layer. 
Figure 8.9. Equal contours of TDS (gIl) 10 the lower brine layer 
simulated under the assumption a salt deposit existed 
beneath the lower brine layer. 
Data on BOD concentrations of inflowing 
streams generally are not available at points of 
entry to the lake. Data presently available are from 
stations upstream of the lake and, in the case of the 
major tributaries , upstream of the marshland 
areas. Information on any changes in BOD 
concentrations which occur within the marshlands 
is not available. The water quality model was tested 
assuming an ultimate BOD load of 20 gil 
associated with all inflows at their point of entry to 
the lake. This approximation was based on data 
reported by the Utah Division of Water Resources 
(1974). Although this value probably is high for 
inflows from the Bear and Weber Rivers, it is 
within a realistic range, and reflects the observed 
BOD concentrations of the Jordan River. 
A simulation of the distribution of BOD and 
DO within the south arm was performed for the 
inflow conditions given in Table 8.2. The analysis 
utilized the same transport processes, time period, 
and TDS conditions as were applied during the 
model verification. Figure 8.11 shows the predicted 
distribution of BOD within the upper brine layer 
under these conditions. The BOD load in the lower 
brine layer is not presented since it did not exceed 
0.1 mgll at any node. 
Figure 8.12 presents the associated DO 
distribution in 'the upper brine layer. The DO 
distribution is effected by both mixing with the 
in flowing streams and depletion by the influent 
BOD. Under the inflow conditions used in the 
simulation analysis, nowhere does the DO concen-
tration reach zero. Figure 8.12 also shows the DO 
.depletion caused by the input of BOD. The DO 
depletion does not reflect the entire DO deficit 
from DO saturation but rather the contribution to 
the DO deficit attributed to the BOD decay. 
Because of mixing with the inflowing streams 
Figure 8.10. Equal contours of TDS (gIl) with an Increased TDS load In the Inflows to the upper brine 
layer. 
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Figure 8.11. Equal contoun of ultimate BOD (mall) simulated in 
the upper brine layer. 
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Figure 8.12. Equal contours of DO (mall) and DO depletion (mall) 
simulated in the upper brine layer. 
which were assumed to have a DO concentration of 
zero (Table 8.2), low DO concentrations were 
simulated near the inflow points. Figure 8.13 shows 
the DO concentrations within the lower brine layer 
and the DO deficit attributed to the BOD input to 
the upper layer. The low predicted DO concentra-
tions near the causeway are due to the inflow of 
brine from the north ann with a DO concentration 
of zero. 
The water quality model is capable of holding 
the TDS concentrations constant while simulating 
the distribution of other quality constituents which 
are dependent on the distribution of TDS. By 
utilizing this capability, the BOD and DO 
distributions again were simulated for the same 
inflow conditions given in Table 8.2 but with the 
TDS concentrations held constant. This test 
produced predicted distributions of BOD and DO 
depletion that were similar to those of the earlier 
nm in which the TDS concentration was allowed to 
vary (compare Figures 8.12 and 8.14). Since the 
DO saturation concentration and the rate of DO 
reaeration are functions of the TDS concentration, 
the simulated DO distribution was affected 
slightly. The effect was even less pronounced in the 
lower brine layer. The option of holding the TDS 
concentrations constant was used in all the 
simulations of BOD and DO in the following 
discussion. 
Model Sensitivity Studies 
Those basic data on circulation velocities and 
inflows to the south ann which were used in 
verifying the model also were applied in perfonning 
sensitivity analyses and in conducting demonstra-
tion simulations. In addition, unless otherwise 
stated, the values of all parameters were set at 
those used and lor established during verification. 
Table 8.2. Inflow conditions of BOn and no. 
Ultimate BOD DO Concen-
Concentration tration of 
Source of Inflow (mg/l) Inflow (mg/l) 
Inflow: 
Bear River 20 0 
North Fork Weber 
River 20 0 
South Fork Weber 
River 20 0 
Jordan River 20 0 
Go ggin Drain 20 0 
Kennecott Drain 20 0 
Causeway Fill 20 0 
Causeway Culvert 20 0 
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The sensitivity studies provided a test of the 
relative importance of the horizontal transport 
terms (advection and diffusion) in detennining the 
distribution of water quality constituents within the 
south ann of the lake. Horizontal advection and 
diffusion are used in the model to describe 
transport within a brine layer. For the verification 
run the magnitude of the horizontal diffusion 
coefficient as reported by Utah Division of Water 
Resources (1974) was assumed. Due to the present 
lack of data on circulation velocities (patterns and 
rate of movement) , the validity of this value could 
not be checked. However, by means of the model it 
was possible to examine (1) the relative importance 
of the horizontal transport tenns and (2) the 
sensitivity of the model to the value of the diffusion 
coefficient. Hopefully, this insight will be useful in 
determining the priorities of future data gathering 
efforts for the lake. 
The sensitivity analysis for the horizontal 
transport processes was conducted by simulating 
conditions within the upper brine layer with various 
assumed values of the horizontal diffusion coeffi-
cient. This analysis indicated that the system is very 
insensitive to changes within a nonnal range of 
values for the diffusion tenn. For example, 
comparisons between the results with the value of 
the diffusion tenn at 3.8 ft2/sec and at zero 
(exclusion from the model) indicated that the 
exclusion of the horizontal diffusion process altered 
the simulated TDS concentrations associated with 
the nodes by less than 0.5 percent or 0.4 gil. The 
exclusion of the horizontal diffusion tenn altered 
the node concentrations of a conservative constitu-
ent introduced into the system by less than 3 
percent. This higher effect was due to the increased 
gradients which developed between nodes in the 
absence of diffusion. 
The model was not sensitive to small decreases 
in the horizontal diffusion coefficient since at a 
value of 3.8 ft2/sec, diffusion (as compared with 
advection) plays a minor role in the horizontal 
transport process. Raising the value of the 
diffusion coefficient above 3.8 ft2/sec increased the 
importance of diffusion in the transport process, 
and thus increased the sensitivity of the model to 
variations of the coefficient. As shown in Figure 
8.15, increasing the diffusion coefficient by a power 
of ten to 38 ft2 I sec significantly altered the 
distribution of a conservative constituent intro-
d uced into the system. 
Advection probably also dominates the trans-
port of quality constituents in the lower brine layer. 
For this reason, it is suggested that data collection 
programs should proceed under this assumption 
until the ability of advection alone to describe the 
DO Depletion (mg/l) 
DO (mg/l) 
Figure 8.13. Equal contours of DO (mg/l) simulated in the lower 
brine layer holding the TDS concentrations constant. 
Figure 8.14. Equal contours of DO (mg/l) simulated in the upper 
brine layer holding the TDS concentrations constant. 
distribution of constituents in the lower brine layer 
can be tested. 
Experience with the model indicated either a 
natural or introduced tracer other than TDS would 
provide better information for comparing the 
contribution advection and diffusion make to the 
horizontal transport of constituents. A tracer which 
developed larger concentration gradients than TDS 
would be more sensitive to variations of the 
horizontal diffusion coefficient and would allow 
better comparisons to be made between the 
advection and diffusion terms. 
Transport between brine layers by the vertical 
movement of constituents is described in the model 
by diffusion alone. The sensitivity of the model to 
variations in the vertical diffusion coefficient was 
quite interesting. A 13 percent variation of the 
Horizontol Diffus ion 
of 38 F t 2/Sec 
Hor izonta l Diff usion 
of 3 .8 Ft2/Sec 
vertical diffusion coefficient produced a marked 
alteration of the TDS concentration in the lower 
brine layer. Figure 8.16 compares the simulated 
TDS concentration for the lower brine layer when 
the vertical diffusion coefficient was varied from 
1.5 x 10-5 to 1. 7 X 10-5 ft2/sec. This change in the 
vertical diffusion coefficient produced approxi-
matelya 10 gil variation of the TDS concentrations 
at the nodes in the lower brine layer. The increased 
vertical diffusion coefficient increased the average 
TDS concentration of the upper brine layer nodes 
by less than 0.5 gil. Because of this small 
difference, the results are not compared graphically 
for the upper brine layer. 
The sensitivity analysis of the transport terms 
indicated not only the sensitivity of the model to 
variations in the value of the diffusion coefficients 
but also provided information on the relative 
Figure 8.15. Comparison of equal contoun of a conservative constituent (gIl) Introduced Into the upper 
layer with the horizontal diffusion coemclent varied from 3.8 ft2/sec to 38.0 ft2/see. 
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im portance of each of the transport terms in 
describing the distribution of a quality constituent. 
Horizontal advection was found to be the principal 
transport process within a brine layer. In the upper 
brine layer, both horizontal and vertical diffusion 
had minor effects on the distribution of quality 
constituents and the model was very insensitive to 
small (10 percent to 20 percent) variations of their 
values. However, the distribution of quality 
constituents in the lower brine layer was quite 
sensitive to small variations of the vertical diffusion 
coefficient. 
The sensitivity of the model to the initial DO 
concentrations within the lake was tested by 
varying this value from zero to saturation. This 
analysis was conducted for the south arm of the 
lake with the input conditions given in Table 8.2. 
The results indicated no differences from initial DO 
VERTICAL DIFFUSION 
COEFFICIENT 
---- 1.5x10-s Ft2/Sec 
-- 1.7 x 10-s Ft2/Sec 
level in BOD and DO distribution for the three 
month simulation period. During this analysis it 
was found that steady state was obtained during 
the simulation period and the simulated BOD and 
DO distributions actually represented stead), state 
distributions. 
The simulated results with a zero concentra-
tion of DO in the inflowing streams indicat~d that 
the model might be sensitive to the concentration of 
DO in the inflow due to mixing at the inflow points. 
A simulation was performed with the conditions 
given in Table 8.2 but with a DO concentration of 5 
mg/l associated with the inflows to the upper layer. 
Because the available DO in the lake was sufficient 
to maintain aerobic conditions under either DO 
inflow level, increasing the DO concentration of the 
inflow had no effect on the distribution of BOD in 
either brine layer. However, the increased DO 
Figure 8.16. Comparison of equal contours ofTDS (g/I) in the lower brine layer with the vertical dlffuslon 
coefficient varies from 1.5 x 10-5 ft2/sec to 1. 7 X 10-5 ft2/sec• 
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concentration in the inflow streams did signifi-
cantly alter the distribution of DO near the inflow 
points to the lake in the upper brine layer. This 
increase is evident when Figure 8.17 is compared 
with Figure 8.14. The increased DO concentration 
of the inflow had little effect on the lower brine 
layer, with a maximum increase of 0.1 mg/l 
produced at any node. 
The simulated DO distribution in the lower 
brine layer using the conditions given in Table 8.2 
did not produce the absence of DO below the 
pycnocline reported by Lin et al. (1972) (see Figure 
8.1S). If their observations are correct, there is 
probably some mechanism utilizing the available 
DO in addition to the inflow of BOD. A possible 
sink for the available DO in the lower lake levels 
would be the uptake of DO by benthic deposits. A 
study was conducted to examine the possible effects 
of a benthic layer of organic material on the 
distribution of dissolved oxygen within the waters 
of the lake. The lack of data required that an 
assumption be made of the benthic uptake rate of 
oxygen. Some benthic uptake rates reported from 
laboratory measurements are 2.0 gm/day/m2 
(O'Connor, 1966), 2.2 gm/day/m2 (Knowles et aI., 
1962), and 1.7 gm/day/m2 (Hanes and Irvine, 
1968). The above benthic uptake rates were 
reported at a temperature of 20°C. Using the 
conditions outlined in Table 8.2 an initial 
simulation was performed with a benthic demand 
on the available DO of 2.0 gm/day/m2. This 
demand was placed on the nodes of both layers 
which were in contact with the lake bottom. As 
shown in Figure 8.18 the benthic uptake rate 
placed a significant strain on the available DO in 
both brine layers. The available DO was completely 
depleted in the lower brine layer and, as shown in 
Figure 8.18, at several points in the upper brine 
layer. 
Figure 8.17. Equal contours of DO (mg/l) simulated in the upper brine layer with 5 mg/l of DO in the 
inflows. 
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The DO concentration observed in the lake by 
Lin et al. (1972) indicated an absence of oxygen 
below the pycnocline but the authors did not report 
areas of zero DO concentrations above the 
pycnocline. Therefore, simulations were performed · 
with lower benthic uptake rates than 2.0 gm/day/ 
m2• A benthic uptake rate of 0.5 g/day/m2 
prod uced the same absence of DO within the lower 
brine layer, but brought the level of DO within the 
upper brine layer more in accordance with the 
values observed by Lin et al. (1972) (see Figure 
8.19). Additonally, these results indicate the DO 
distribution within the lake is sensitive to variations 
of the benthic uptake rate. 
The above results suggest that the benthic 
uptake of oxygen may be a major factor in 
determining the distribution of dissolved oxygen 
within the lake. The results of the simulation runs 
which incorporated the effects of the benthic 
uptake rate and the sensitivity analyses involving 
variations of the DO concentrations in the 
in flowing streams again emphasize the need for 
basic data relating to the water quality aspects of 
Great Salt Lake. With specific reference to the 
benthic uptake of oxygen, laboratory and field 
investigations are needed to identify uptake rates 
and the extent of benthic deposits. 
Management Examples 
As indicated earlier, an important feature of 
the model is its ability to test the effects on the lake 
system of implementing various water quality 
management alternatives. This capability was 
demonstrated in previous demonstration runs 
which simulated the distribution of TDS, BOD, 
and DO under a variety of conditions. The results 
of these simulation runs have indicated that once 
the necessary data become available, the model is 
capable of predicting the distribution of many 
water quality constituents under a variety of 
possible conditions. Thus, the model will be able to 
provide the decision-maker with the information 
necessary for predicting and evaluating the impacts 
on the lake system of proposed water quality 
management plans. 
A simple study was conducted to demonstrate 
the use of the model as a management technique. 
The demonstration was performed by assuming 
that the waste discharge from an industrial 
development could be restricted to entering either 
the Goggin drain or the Kennecott drain. It was 
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further assumed that the industry would increase 
the BOD load input to the lake and would 
introduce a conservative constituent into the lake, 
such as a specific chemical compound. Simulations 
under these constituents were performed so that 
the resulting constituent distributions could be 
examined. 
The industry in the example was assumed to 
produce a BOD inflow to the lake of 4743 g/sec. 
All other input conditions assumed for the study 
are given in Table 8.2. Figure 8.20 presents the 
predicted DO distributions resulting from the 
inflow of the assumed BOD load at (a) the Goggin 
drain and (b) the Kennecott drain. Only the 
southern portion of the south arm is shown by 
Figure 8.20 since this is the area of greatest impact. 
A comparison of Figure 8.20 (a) and (b) indicates 
that the input of the BOD load to the lake at each 
of th e two points prod uced distinctly different DO 
distributions. The Goggin drain produced less DO 
depeletion than the Kennecott drain in the 
southwest portion of the lake, but also caused a 
considerable DO depletion near the inflow point. 
The rather low predicted DO concentrations in the 
southwest corner of the lake for both drains 
emphasize the important role of the transport 
processes in providing the DO necessary for BOD 
decay. 
The distribution which resulted from the input 
of a conservative cohstituent into the lake from the 
Goggin and Kennecott drains is presented in 
Figure 8.21. The constituent was input to the lake 
at an assumed rate of 9486 g/sec. The results 
shown by Figure 8.21 indicate that the constituent 
was assimilated into the system much more quickly 
from the Kennecott drain than from the Goggin 
drain. Given this kind of information, the 
decision-maker could select an industry site so as to 
produce minimum adverse effects based on specific 
criteria. 
The various demonstration runs reported in 
this chapter indicate that the model has the 
capability to represent the distributions of water 
quality constituents under a variety of conditions, 
and to account for the source and sinks of the 
constituents. The use of the model in this mode is 
limited only by the availability of data. Such data 
are essential if the water quality aspects of the lake 
are to be properly considered in the overall basin 
planning. 
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Figure 8.18. Equal contours of DO (mgll) simulated In the upper 
brine layer with a benthic uptake rate of 2.0 gl day I 
sec3• 
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Figure 8.19. Equal contours of DO (mg/l) simulated In the upper 
brine layer with a benthic uptake rate of.5 g/day lsec2• 
500 mg/I 
(0) Goggin Drain 
1396 mg/I 
(b) Kennecott Drain 
Figure 8.20. Equal contours of DO (mg/l) simulated for Inflow from the Goggin drain and the Kennecott 
drain. 
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(o) Goggin Drain 
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( b) Kennecott Drain 
Figure 8.21. Equal contoun of a conservative constituent simulated for Inflow &om the Goggin drain and 
. the Kennecott draln. 
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,CHAPTER IX 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
Modeling-a management 
technique 
The study has resulted in the development of a 
channel-node modeling technique applicable to 
determining the three-dimensional transport and 
subsequent distribution of water quality constitu-
ents in a natural system. Although a computer 
model was developed specifically for application to 
Great Salt Lake, the modeling technique could be 
applied to any system in which both the horizontal 
and vertical transport must be considered in order 
to properly describe the distribution of quality 
constituent. 
The main effort of the study was developing 
the channel-node modeling technique and demon-
strating its applicability to the prediction of long 
term seasonal distribution trends for some of the 
water quality constituents associated with Great 
Salt Lake. Because circulation patterns within 
Great Salt Lake are not yet well defined, 
calibration and testing of the model for the lake 
system could be accomplished in only a somewhat 
gross manner. Further verification of the model 
will be possible once reliable data become available 
on the spatial variations of water velocity and 
quality constituents within the lake. However, even 
in the absence of adequate data, the exercise of 
developing the channel-node model at this time 
provided valuable insight into the operation of the 
Great Salt Lake system. Hopefully this insight will 
be useful in identifying those areas in which 
additional information is required and in establish-
ing data needs and priorities. 
Some specific ways in which the study 
provided insight into the operation of the dynamic 
system of Great Salt Lake are listed as follows: 
1. A procedure was developed for determin-
ing the vertical diffusion coefficients from observed 
concentration profiles for total dissolved solids 
(TDS). 
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2. A relationship was proposed and tested 
for estimating the dissolved oxygen saturation level 
for high salinity brines. 
3. A relationship was proposed and tested 
for estimating the dissolving rate of salt accumula-
tions on the lake bottom . 
4. A procedure was developed for predicting, 
on the basis of assumed input conditions, future 
salinity concentrations (TDS) within the Great Salt 
Lake brines. 
Sensitivity analysis 
A sensitivity analysis for horizontal transport 
within the south arm of the lake indicated that 
advection is the dominant process involved in the 
movement of brines witpin a layer. The distribution 
of a quality constituent In the upper brine layer was 
not sensitive to small variations, 10 percent to 20 
percent, of either the horizontal or vertical 
diffusion coefficient. However, within the lower 
brine layer, constituent distribution was found to 
be very sensitive to small variations in the value of 
the vertical diffusion coefficient. It is emphasized 
that additional data on the spatial variation of 
velocity patterns within the lake will enable the 
importance of both the horizontal anp vertical 
diffusion terms to be investigated further. This 
investigation will indicate whether additional 
studies are needed to better define both the vertical 
and horizontal diffusion coefficients for either 
brine layer. 
The capability of the model was demonstrated 
in the study by applying it to (1) the distribution of 
total dissolved solids, (2) biochemical oxygen 
demand, (3) dissolved oxygen, and (4) a conserva-
tive constituent within the south area of the lake. 
The demonstration results with these constituents 
indicate that the model is a valuable management 
tool for examining the impacts of various possible 
management alternatives on individual water 
quality constituents and their interactions within 
the lake. A capability to predict management 
I ~ 
impacts in advance provides an opportunity for 
possible adverse effects on the system to be ave.rted 
or minimized. This kind of management techmque 
is especially important for Great Salt Lake, 
because as Stephens and Gillespie (1972) point out, 
the simple nature of the lake ecosystem makes it 
very susceptible to changes brought about by man. 
) 
Recommendations for Data 
Collection and Research 
An important result of this study was the 
identification of areas where data gathering 
projects and specific studies should be undertaken. 
Data needs 
Several important data gaps relating to basic 
physical information became apparent during the 
model development process. The results suggested 
for example, that the causeway flow equations 
developed by Waddell and BoIke (1973), while 
giving good results at low lake stages, might not 
accurately predict causeway flows when south arm 
surface elevations are greater than 4,200 feet. The 
present flow equations were based on data which 
were gathered over a short time span and Waddell 
and BoIke themselves suggested that additional 
data be gathered in order to refine the equations. 
The present high lake stage would afford an ideal 
opportunity to obtain the needed data to improve 
the equations. The lake stage is continuously 
changing and this same opportunity might not be 
available again for some time. 
The water quality model emphasized the need 
to obtain data pertaining to both the quality and 
quantity of flow at points of inflow to the lake. In 
most cases these data are difficult to obtain 
because the flows pass through marshlands 
bordering the lake. The outflow from the 
marshlands is generally diffused rather than 
confined to well defmed channels. However, for 
management purposes, it is important to have 
information on changes which occur within the 
marshlands on both the quality and quantity of 
flows which enter the lake. 
Important areas of data need as identified by 
the study are summarized as follows: 
1. Systematic monitoring of the distribution 
of important water quality constituents within the 
lake. 
2. Systematic monitoring of water quantity 
and quality inflows to the marshlands bordering 
the lake and to the lake itself. 
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3. Sampling of the lake brines with emphasis 
on improved delineation of the pycnocline and the 
vertical variations of salinity (TDS) below the 
pycnocline. 
4. Sampling of the north arm in order to 
define temporal variations in the mass of 
precipitated salt. 
S. A sampling program to provide improved 
definition of lake circulation patterns and water 
movement velocities within the lake as functions of 
time and space. 
6. A program to provide improved definition 
of the lake bottom elevation contours. 
7. Water quality and quantity data relating 
to flow through the Antelope Island and the Union 
Pacific causeways within the lake (both culvert and 
porous media flow). 
Research needs 
Effective management of any system requires 
that the system by sufficiently well understood to 
enable realistic predictions to be made of the 
consequences of proposed management changes. 
In this report, the study clearly identified some 
areas of inadequate system understanding from the 
viewpoint of effective management. Increased 
knowledge of the system is possible through 
research studies which are directed toward those 
areas of specific need, and some of these are 
discussed in the following paragraphs. 
The modeling of the coupled constituents 
biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) and dissolved 
oxygen (DO) required that the values be estimated 
or assumed for all parameters involved in the 
summation of the internal sources and sinks term, 
except the dissolved oxygen saturation concentra-
tion. This same lack of basic information applies to 
the parameters in the internal sources and sinks 
terms for most lake constituents, including 
complex quality constituents such as coliform 
bacteria, algae, brine shrimp, and brine fly larvae. 
The unique characteristics and harsh saline 
environment of the lake require that parameters 
which normally could be established from litera-
ture be re-examined under the specific conditions 
of the lake. An example of this need is the variation 
of the dissolved oxygen saturation level with TDS 
concentration for the lake. The dissolved oxygen 
saturation level has been established in detail for 
waters with total dissolved solids concentrations of 
less than 40 gil. The occurrence of salinity 
concentration levels in this range are common in 
lakes, rivers, estuaries , and oceans. However, 
because of the unique nature of the lake, with 
salinity concentrations commonly exceeding 300 
gil, it was necessary to establish by laboratory 
experiment a relationship between dissolved oxygen 
saturation level and salinity concentrations in the 
high range. Many of the characteristics and 
parameters pertaining to other quality constituents 
could similarly be established by laboratory 
experiments rather than through investigations 
directly on the lake. Additional understanding 
through studies of this nature is required not only 
for comprehensive modeling of the lake system, but 
also for planning activities involving components of 
the total system, such as individual quality 
constituents. 
It is encouraging to note that government 
agencies and private organizations are becoming 
increasingly more cognizant of the unique nature of 
Great Salt Lake and of the need to obtain 
additional information on many aspects of this 
system. For example, on October 15, 1975, a 
meeting was held in Salt Lake City between the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA), members of the Great Salt Lake Division 
Board , and people from Utah State University 
involved in studying the lake. During this meeting, 
NOAA expressed interest in providing assistance in 
outlining a procedure for gathering data and for 
defining processes relating to transport within the 
lake. NOAA has gained extensive experience with 
this type of study on large lakes, such as Lake 
Ontario, and is in a position to provide valuable 
suggestions regarding a similar project for Great 
Salt Lake. On a note of caution, in order to 
effectively utilize the compatibilities of all groups 
which could become involved in data collection and 
research programs for Great Salt Lake, a well 
directed and coordinated research strategy is 
essential. 
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Some important areas of research need, as 
identified by this study, are summarized as follows. 
Because research studies usually imply data 
collection activities, some overlap occurs between 
the following list and the "data needs" identified in 
the previous section of this report. r 
1. Refinement of the equations of flow 
through causeways (refer to item 7 under "data 
needs"). 
2. A definition of changes in water quantities 
and qualities in the marshlands bordering the lake. 
3. A determination of the interactions 
between both the living and nonliving components 
of the lake ecosystem. 
4. Studies of the growth and decay rates of 
organisms in the lake. 
5. Studies to determine the lethal concentra-
tions of various chemicals for the organisms in the 
lake. 
6. An examination of the effects of variations 
in the concentration of total dissolved solids on the 
growth, reproduction, and the utilization of food 
by the organic com ponents of the lake system. 
7. Studies involving quantifications of the 
parameters contained in the sources and sinks 
terms for various lake quality constituents, such as 
salinity (total dissolved solids), dissolved oxygen, 
and coliform bacteria. 
8. An examination of the importance of 
specific transport processes involved at various 
depths within the lake. Advection, in particular, 
appears to be the dominant transport process in the 
upper portion of the lake (refer to item 5 under 
"data needs"). 
f"'l 
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APPENDIX A , 
.CHANNEL-NODE WATER QUALITY MODEL 
The channel-node water quality model con-
sists of two programs; the data file program and 
the channel-node program. The data file program 
creates a data file of basic information related to 
the physical characteristics of the channels and 
nodes. This information is stored and serves as 
input to the channel-node program. The channel-
node program performs the actual simulation of 
the distribution of quality constituents within the 
lake. Both the data file program and the channel-
node program were programmed using Fortran IV 
and executed on a UNIVAC 1108 computer. 
Data FUe Program 
The data file program was designed to take 
basic information related to the characteristics of 
the channels and nodes and convert them to 
simplified form for storage and use in the 
channel-node program. Data are input to the 
program in the units of feet and miles. All data 
stored in the data file are converted to the length 
units of feet. 
The channel parameters IENDL(I) and 
IENDH(I) represent the node numbers associated 
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with the nodes which the channel connects. For 
bookkeeping purposes IENDL(I) is assigned the 
node number with the lower numerical value. A 
test was incorporated into the program to insure 
that IENDL(I) is less than IENDR(I). If this 
criteria is not met, an error message results which 
indicates the channel where the error occurred. 
The channel parameter L2CA(I) and the node 
parameter L2NA(I) are used to indicate if the 
channel or node is located in the one or two layer 
portion of the lake. When these parameters have a 
value of zero, it indicates the channel or node is 
located in the single layer portion of the lake. These 
parameters are assigned a value of one when the 
channel or node is located in the portion of the lake 
where two layers exist. These parameters are 
assigned a one or zera in the data file rather than 
the yes or no which appears in the sample output. 
The sample output indicates which data are stored 
in the data file. Only the parameters indicated as 
"transferred" are stored. The locations where "no 
channel" or "no node" appear indicates the 
absence of values in the data file. 
II 
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Table A-I. Parameters output on the data me. 
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11-15 :'-JNZ ~1I1l11H' r of nodrs i n 10wl" lavt' T 
11, -30 NC2 :'\lull '. LH." r n( d " tnu('ls in In"-(-r la.y('r 
FOR~IAT (1. ,15) 
1-5 IJTlI'F Dt'pth t o pye-noelint· 
FOR~lAT (li.n.O) 
Card 4 is reppatt"d (nT ~C.I _h" n'w l ~ " :lrYin}.! J 
1-5 
'· -10 IENDL(Il 
11-15 IFNDHII) 
Ib -20 W(l) 
21-25 CLTHII) 
26 - 30 L2CAIll 
1-5 
n -IO LlNAl1l 
II-IS A5URF (Il 
Ih-20 TDN 
C:han nr l nUlllb ... r 
Lt"\ WL' r 1)( thf' tWI) nnt'll' nun,I)(- r ~ 
a~sociil,ted with thr nndf'~ tn, .. c hannf>1 
conn("cts 
ITight'T of the two nod ... nUnlbr TJIiO 
~t~socia.teo with thf> nodf"!" tht' cha.nnp} 
Channe l width (mi lE'sl 
Channel length ImilC"sl 
f} - nn ch a nnt·} {'x i sls in !n .... ·' ... r la ... ,' r 
1 . c hannf'l ('xlsts for hoth I1ppf'r and 
Inw«T la yC" r 
o . nn noelr- ('xists in 11l\\' (' T briO(. 
I • node exists fo r ha th UppC"T ancl 
lowe r brine 
Surface area of nooE' Imi lE's-1 
A\'eTag~ depth n f lake 1")\'fOr thf> a Tra 
o f i nflowing of thE' nod,.. (feetl 
FORMA T(215 , 2F5,0) 
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Table A-I- Parameters Output on the Data F ile. 
TIlt' fnlt.lwln~ I"; a list f1f the channel and nnde pa r ameters output 
, • : ~ r) : t • rI " r a (j It· . 
Chann t' ls : 
Irlt'ntifi("T 
1.'!CAIII 
1) ( '1 11' 
·).F" f ·'!'l i l 
J("OEVI .:I 
''''! I ' <; ' 
ir/,'n ti(icr 
I. .!. \.'.\ 111 
\.-i l· HI··.'. 
', O!.I II I 
'. OI..! · I, 
"ianu- .1. S Input 
Ikpth IIf I'1-I;:,nn('1 1n IIppt' r la\' ('. ' (t'ctl 
IJi'pth II r (l1ano('1 :0 lowrr la\"('r ,ft·("tI 
I r ' . ... ... "'-"j', na ! .tre' .1 Il f ' I' , r i/.flo tal ,hannr l 
,! - :,! . . ,! ;1'" fl . , .. hann, ·1 II'n~t h ("t" Ih ... upp,. t" 
! I~ \ t · :- (,. ... t , 
("I" " ~~ Sf" f ~' In"ll art '" ,,:' ! l· \ I" .... , 'nlill , I annf>! 
,!;, t! ~f! I" Ii" , (-h:tnn t' l I t '!: ..!I!. I r ' r tl..' lll "t(' r 
la\ .' t" '; l'f'· ' 
('rl . ... ..... t ' , , : .. t~ill a.:- I '~ 11(: rl J'tl ll' .. d th .• nll.,! 
,' , :o:1.'r! I" ,'r , :'(" ... ,- , 
~"l!I. " a 0: Innlll 
1.::- t · ,~ n" ,!. ' ! : } upp.'t" I",,' ('r 1 1"(,, ) I 
,tr"it "I fl'"I . , di \ ,t! ,. r! to, tlu' '. "t"l lr al 
' .. Hflt·Jl ' ·T":. I,u !l I, ·",. 
DATA FILE PROGRAM 
INPUT CHAN-
NEL DATA 
INPUT NODE 
DATA 
CALCULATE 
CHANNEL 
PARAMETERS 
OUTPUT CHAN-
NEL DATA: TAPE 
& PRINTOUT 
CALCULATE 
NODE 
PARAMETERS 
OUTPUT NODE 
DATA: TAPE & 
PRINTOUT 
STOP 
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DATA FILE PROGRAM LISTING 
C ••• PRO GRAM TO PEDUCt: IN!: 'SUMMARIzr BASIC GRID DATA 
DIMENSION tS URF ( 33 GI .CL TH I 75UI .OC11 75U I .DC2 17501 • OTFUCl175 l 'l • 
10IFUC Z I750 I. DN1I38C!1 .DN 2 13BO),IENDL 175UI.IENOHI7501.L2CAI7501. 
2 LZ N A I 380 I • ac OEn 17 !lJ I. GCO EF2 f7 50 I .V DIFUC 1750 I. VOL 11 380 I • V OL 2 1380 I • 
3 WI 75 U I • AS U RF M I ~g n I 
REA n I 5 • 11 Nfl . N r • NT 
READ(NR.lI NN1.NC1.NN2.NC2 
FOflMATI1GI !;' 1 
REA f) I N R • 2 I ~ TI NF 
2 rORMATIlGF !; .(d 
C ••• CHANNEL DATA 
c 
ICOUNT=O 
DO lUO I=l.NCl 
READINR.51 J.r G~ DLII loIENDHIJ).WIII.CLTHIIl.L2CAITI 
ro RM AT I 315 .::, F5 .0 • I r,l 
IFIJ.NE.Il 8 0 TO 1m'? 
ICOUNT= ICO ~ T+ L-' CA II I 
1CO IFlIENDLlII.CE.IEN~~lIll GO TO 10U1 
IFIICOUNT.NE .NCn co TO 1U03 
C NODE DATA 
C 
c 
ICOUNT = O 
DO 102 1=1 oN Nl 
REAOINR031 J.L2NAI ! 1 .ASURFIII.TI'lN 
3 FOrMATI215.~F5.01 
IFIJ.NE.II ';0 TO 11~1 
ICOUNT=ICOUNT+L2 NA IT I 
IFIL2NAIII.[G.OI G O TO 103 
DNlI II=DTINF 
UNZIII=TDN-C TINF 
IFIDN2III.L[.0.) G(' TO 1007 
GO TO 102 
103 DNlIII = TDN 
102 CONTINUE 
I F I I C 0 U rn • tf' • N N2 I 3) T 0 100 5 
r CALCULATETHf. Av e D"PTH OF EACH CHANNEL.THE PRELIMINARY HORr OP--UL 
C DIFFUS()ON COEF~IcrrNTs.ANO FU' W COCFFICIENTSIIN UNITS OF FEET! 
DO 104 I=l.~JCl 
IL =I ENDLI I I 
IH=IENDHI I I 
DClI II = IDN:I IL I+DN JI IH) 112. 
DIFUC1 I 11=101 I) .rClIT IICL THI I I 
GCOEFlIII=WII).OCl!II.5280. 
IFIL2CAII).EQ.OJ GO TO 104 
IFIL2NAIILI.NE.1.OR.L2NAIIH).NEol) GO TO 1013 
DC2III=IDN2IIL)+DN~IIH))/Z. 
DIFUC21 11=101 II .OC2er IICL THI I) 
QC 0 Er 2 I II = W 1 I I .0 C2 I r 1.5280. 
10 4 CO NT IN U E 
r OU T PUT C H A NN ( L '1 A T A 
C 
C OUTPUT ON TAPE 
WRITEINTIIL2CAIII. T=1 .NC1I 
lOR I TEl N P .5 11 
r. 
51 rORMATI'52X.1 2 H CHAN~[, L DATA 1/1 
WRITEINP.2 5: I 
252 FORMATI10X. 7 H ••• T •••• Z3X. · •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••• TPANSF 
S(REt' ••••••••••• •••• •••••••••••••••••• ~I 
lOR IT E I N P • 5 :: I 
52 FORMATI1X.· C HANN EL LAYER 2 CHANt£L CHAtlNFL C'lANNEL D!-"rTH C 
$HANNEL DEPTY LOW HIGH DHUCI D TFUC:' acorn QCCEF2' ", 
SIX. • NUMaf R ASSeT. WIDTH,"'I LENGTH.MI LIIYF.R l,r[ET LAYER 
... FfET Norr NODE FEET FfET FfET •• 2 Frn"Z'1l 
00 106 I=1.NC1 
IFIL2CAIII.I"'G.OI G O TO 1U5 
WRI TEl N P • 5 ? 1 I, II I I I. CL T'l I I I • DC 1 I I I • DC 21 I I .1 EN DLI I I, 1l ND H I I I, :11" UC 1 
SIII.DIFUC2IlJ.OCOEF'l III,QCOEF 2 I11 
W R I TEl N T I rr. 1 I I I • 0 ' :' I I I • I END L 1 II • If: NO H I I I .0 IF U C 1 I I I • D IF U C ZIT I • 
SQCOEF'l1 II,GCOEr 2I I1 
GO TO 106 
1U 5 lOR I TEl N P ,54) I. W II I. CL TH I I I , u(': 11 I I , IE ND LI I I ,I E Nr. H II I , DI FUC l( Jl , 
SQCOEFli II 
WRITEINTI ['l:1I! I.I'"I:DlIII.IFN DH III,DIFL'C11I1.Q CO(rllIl 
106 CONTINUE 
53 1"0 Rpo1 AT 1 2 x. 14 , Eo )(, 3H YF S. 5X ,F 6. 2 . 4 X .1"6 .2. 7X • FG .2. 9X • Fb . ;: . G X , 13. 3X • 13 , 
S2X,F7.2.1X"7. ;' ,2IFll.UI I 
54 FORMATl2XoI4,6X. 3 H t'.G.5X.Fb.2,4X,rG.2.7X.F£.2,8)(,lC'HNO CH M!NEL.3X. 
SI3,3X.I3,2X,F7.:,.4Y.o·Nc·,zx.rl1.0.11H N O CHANNrL I 
C ••• CALCULATE NODE' VOllwr s AND PPfLIMINARY VERTIC AL DlrFUSION 
CO E FFICIENTS l IN UNITS OF rUTI c 
1U 7 
DO lU7 I=l,NN1 
ASURrMI U=AS URrlll 
ASUPFIlI = ASURFIII.-:7870400. 
VOLlIII = ASURFIII.ONlIII 
IFfL2NA(JI.EG.0I GO TO 107 
VOlZIII=ASURFIII.OW.III 
VOl FUC I I I = AS UR Ff I I II ION 1 I I I + 0 N 2 I I I I I z. . I 
CONTINUE 
r ••• OUTPUT NOD r DATA 
r 
C ••• OUTPUT ON TAPE' 
WRITEINTI (L2NAIII,T=1,NNll 
WR I TE I N f' ,5 5 1 
55 rORMATIIH1.4 5 X,10H NODE DATA III 
WRITE I NP ,2 5S I 
255 FORMATI9X.7H ••• T ••• ,4DX.· •••••••••••••••••••••• TRANSF EREO ••••••• 
, ............... . 
WRITEINP.5£1 
56 FORMATIIX,' NODI"' LAYER 2 NODE DEPTH NODE OfPTH SURFAcr APE'A 
SSURFACE AREA NODf: VOLUME NOOE VOLUMf VOIFur, FT· ,1.1X.'NUM 
saER ASSOC. LAYE P 1.FT LAYER 2.rT MIL[S"Z r:ET":-
SLAVER 1.FT .. 3 lAvrn ,.FT"3·/1 
N 
o 
U1. 
DO 108 I=l,NN1 
IflL2NA(II.EQ.(l) GO TO 1U9 
WR I TE I NP, 57) I ,DN1 II ) , ON2 II I ,A SURFM II I, A SUR f( I ), V OL 1 I II ,V OL2 IT ) , 
SVDIFUCI II 
WRITE INT I {)II 1 I II ,ON? I I .. ASURfl II ,VO Ll (II,VO L21 II, VOIfUC II I 
GO TO 108 
109 WRITEINP,5 ;; ) I,DN11T1.ASURfMIIIrASURflThVOLlIII 
WR I TEl N T I CN 11 I I • A c:;u R F I I I • V 0 II I 1.) 
108 CONTINUE 
57 FORMATI 3X.I3 ,5X,3HV[S,217X,F5.2I,7X ,F6.2,5X ,F12.0,2X,f13.0 ,ZX, 
Sfl 3 .0,2X,Fll.{J) 
58 FORMATl3X,I3.5X.3H NO ,7X,F5.2.5X.7HNO NODE,7X,f6.2,5X,f12.0, 2X , 
$F13.0,8X.7~0 NOOE tEX. 7 HNO NCOE I 
GO TO 1000 
1 00 1 WR IT E IN P .1 W 2) I 
1002 FORMATl1X.:JH !rNO 1= .lSI 
GO TO 1000 
1003 WRITEINP.lUJ41 
1004 fCRMATl1X.44H NOT THE RIGHT AMOUNT OF CHANNELS IN LAVER 2 
GO TO 1000 
1 on 5 WR IT E I N P.1 LD 61 
1(;06 fO'lMATI1X.41H NCT THE RIGHT AI"OUNT Of NODES IN LAVER 2 
GO TO 1000 
1 00 7 WR I TEl N P .1 U) e) I 
1(108 FOr.MATI1X,~UH DfPT', IN SECOND LAYER IS ZERO or. NEGATIVE WITH 1=.14 
$ 1 
GO TO 1000 
1009 WRITEINP.11Jl.OII 
lUll) FOf?MATllX. 'CHANNEL 1) AT A OUT OF ORDE R AT 1=' .141 
GO TO 1000 
1 0 1 1 ~R I TEl N P .1 01 2 1 
1U12 FORMATl1X'NODE CATA OUT Of ORCER AT 1=',141 
GO TO 1000 
1 01 3 WR I T E ( N P ,I fJl. 4 I I 
1014 fORMATllX. 'AT !='.I::.' A NODE FOR CHANNEL I IS NOT INCLUDE f' IN LAV 
SER :! 'I 
1000 STOP 
END 
SAMPLE INPUT 
CARD 1 
5 6 9 
CARD 2 
373 146 144 ? 54 
CARD 3 
25. 
CARD 4 
1 1 2 .7307. OU l.I U 
2 2 31.0001.000 0 
3 3 41 .0 UO 1. 00 I.' U 
4 4 51.000 1. 00 0 
5 5 61 • a 00 1. 00 I: 
G 6 71 .0 001.00 ( I 
7 7 81.U 001.00 (, 
8 8 91.0001.00U 1 
9 '3 101.0001.00 0 1 
10 In 111 .0001.00 U 1 
REPEAT UN TIL I.e 1 CARDS ARE INP UT ... 
CARD 5 
1 0 2.13710.10 
2 0 1.0821.75 
0 1.0024.35 
4 1 1.002 10 .55 
5 1.0028.(,5 
(; 1.002 '3 .95 
7 1.003u.42 
1.0030.67 
'3 1 1.0030.10 
1U 1 1.0030.46 
REPEAT UN TIL ~ 1 CA RD S AR E INP UT ... 
C I! Ar .. Nr- L 
NI I M::::P. 
::; 
5 
a 
'J 
1(J 
SAMPLE OUTPUT 
···T •.. 
L ~ vtR::' "H ANMl :: HAN ',.: l • .................................... T P. A"'~F ER[~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CH N:NEL oc:rrf.' C HAN~E L nrPTH LeI; HIGH r.lTFU Cl O::-"UC~ lC CE F1 
r [ Eh .:; A~SOC . UI~ T H , M ! L[N~T ~ ,M I LA Y' P I,F E. F.T LAYEP ::' ,r rq Nocr NO~!"' r FE T r:-:T 
a co FF::' 
FEET .. : 
NO 
NO 
NO 
YC :: 
YE S 
Y ~$ 
YES 
YES 
YES 
y r.S 
.. •• T ••• 
L ·WLI, :? 
1. 1) 
NO 
NO· 
n -: 
\I e:: 
V L~ 
• 7 ~ 
1.lJLJ 
1.01] 
1.00 
1. uo 
1 . t'n 
1 .00 
1 • . UO 
1 . 0LJ 
1. Ull 
~ r L. I" :' 1 F T ,-
l ~ Y ,-'~ :"rT 
Ill. 11' 
,,- !.7<" 
;: '+. 3:) 
;: S . uti 
-:;. rH , 
:: . Ul; 
:. . l i l l 
S .r.L 
5 . U( , 
:' .(1(.1 
Z .CII 
1.GU 
1.DO 
1.GU 
1.l'0 
1. co 
1.00 
1.00 
1. nu 
1.00 
I.e D E .~ U T 
L ~ Y t:' :, ' T 
NO N,;u~ 
;w NIJOE 
~ O Ne DE 
1. :; :: 
7 . t-.S 
4. S"': 
~ .4 2 
r • [. 7 
!: .7U 
, . • Lt (. 
15.n NO C H ~ ' !N [l ~ .1l1 ~l C 6 1381. NC (,H AN NE L 
,: 3 . 05 NO CHII NN EL 
-: 3 '. :- .u 5 Nr. 1: 17C4. t.O CHAN Nfl 2 4.07 NC C HA NN rL :' ''.67 NC 
.:.30:(\4. ~o r.HAI\' ~El 
::' S . UU 2 . ( 0 4 ~ ~ .oq :.00 1:;2C(,0. 137;' 2 . ~~.Ul1 lj . 30 5 C - ~ .co lj.30 !::;~OCO . 227Q4. 25 .[)O 5 .1 " 6 7 '2r . • OU ~ 01 "I 132CGC. 273 77. 25 .0U 5 . 55 7 :'5 .00 :. .55 1~2(100. 2'J 2 7 C . 25 .00 !j . E':" 8 9 ~5 .[JO S .6 ~ 132 0CO . 3J 0 17. 2 <;.00 5 . ~p 
'3 10 :-- 5 .0(' ~ . 58 13 2 COC. Z ~4 S 2. 
::''3 .!J0 5 .::' C 10 11 ~r .00 :: . 2 C; "3200C . 2 777 3 . 
REPEAT FOR NC1 CHANNELS 
•••••••••••••••••••••• r ·' Ar ~ rEPFD ••••••••••••••••••••• 
<; r ~ F A ~ [ AR U ~IJRF o\Cr ARE t. NODE V CL UHF ~"')F. ve' L:.JlAl v DIF ur ,FT 
M TL f· S .. .... ,- G . r. .:? L AY[P 1,rr •• -; LA Yf r - , ·T •• 3 
2 . 2.7 ~ OU::'louq • P. U ~11117f,. t!G 'IODC NC1 "op r 
1.0" :U10 ~ C 7::' • C~ 4 363 GU". N(' NODE NO ~c C[ 
1.00 7787 1' 400. C 78B3'?(.3~. ~!o ~l OD F NO ~!e rr 
1.UO ?7 37 q 4UU • f.96%OOUD. 4 :;:'1151 8 . : 1 02C( ~ . 
1.UO :'7e~~40U. 69 S 9GCJOIJU. lLJ1~S;:';'5~. 194[13E. . 
1.UU :'71:lP 4UO • £?r.'36UUUU. 137 "!?~0%. U?Gl£r,:; . 
1.0£1 :'7J7 r 4uO. £%9GOIJUU. 1'illuu'l3[l. 1B "!;83~ . 
1 . UO "7 S 7P40U. 6 9SSoUOlJU. 15pr7[]r; ":0. 1817 '359 . 
1.00 :' 7 1l7" IlIlU • 6°CS611UOO. 1 5"':'UC SBll. 181 u18:'. 
1. UO :7!:l7 3 4UO • C;3G:J£ Ouuu. 15::'71(,06'1. 18~ r. 1I9:. 
REPEAT FOR NN1 NODES 
Channel-Node Program 
The channel-node program performs the 
actual simulation of the distribution of quality 
constituents within the lake. The program is 
organized as a main driver and a series of 
subroutines which perform specific functions. The 
main driver of the program serves as the 
coordinator of the subroutines, initializes the 
various parameters, and performs calculations 
common to all the quality constituents. Thus, the 
calculation of advection, diffusion, and the 
summation of external sources and sinks during 
each time step is performed in the main driver. 
The input of data is performed by the NCD 
subroutine. Data are input to the program from the 
data file created by the data file program and card 
input. The card input is designed with several 
options so that data can be efficiently input. The 
use of the parameters IQ1 and IQ2 allows the 
operator to choose to input channel velocities 
(fUsec) or channel flows (cfs) for either layer. The 
direction of flow within a channel is determined 
from the positive or negative sign associated with 
the channel velocity or channel flow . The flow is in-
put as positive when it flows from the low node to 
th~ high node it connects or from IENDL(I) to 
IENDR(I). Flow in the reverse direction is assigned 
a negative value. 
The parameters IDC1(!) , IDC2(1), and 
IDC3(1) allow the operator to choose a single 
initial value of constituent concentration which will 
be assigned to all nodes of a specific layer or to 
input a specific initial concentration for each node 
of a layer. The use of these parameters allows this 
option to be applied to each constituent for each 
layer. 
In a system such as Great Salt Lake, the 
number of channels and nodes within the lower 
brine layer is significantly lower than the number of 
channels and nodes within the upper brine layer. In 
order to reduce the input, the program was 
designed so that data related to channel flows and 
initial node concentrations are only input for the 
channels and nodes which exist in the lower brine 
layer. Such data are input in increasing order of 
channel numbers or node numbers skipping the 
nodes or channels which do not exist in the lower 
layer. 
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The output from the channel-node program 
can be varied. The program contains a parameter, 
ISKIP, which provides an option to suppress the 
output of information concerning channel flows 
and the initial constituent concentrations at each 
node. When this option allows the output of these 
initial conditions it requires a line for each channel 
and each node of the upper layer plus a line for 
each lake bottom node. When the lake bottom 
concentrations are not required, the program 
contains an additional parameter, IBB, wliich 
allows the output of the lake bottom concentrations 
to be skipped. 
The remainder of the output from the 
channel-node program consists of the simulated 
node concentrations. Each time the output is 
requested a line of output is required for each 
upper layer node. Each line contains the concentra-
tions for each constituent at nodes in the upper and 
lower layers. The lake bottom concentrations are 
output separately and require one line for each 
node. The IBB option can be used to suppress this 
output. 
The simulated node concentrations are output 
at the end of the simulation period. This 
corresponds to the program completing the 
simulation for NTS time steps. The parameter 
NPOUT can be used to output the simulated node 
concentrations at intermediate time steps. For 
example, if NTS was 300 the node concentrations 
could be output at half the total simulation period 
by setting NPOUT at 150. Similarly, NPOUT 
would be set at 100 to obtain the node 
concentrations after each 100 time steps. 
The computer time required to perform a 
simulation for a particular constituent varies with 
the complexity of the subroutine which accounts 
for the internal sources and sinks of the 
constituent. With a grid network composed of 746 
channels and 373 nodes in the upper layer and 254 
channels and 144 nodes in the lower layer, the 
channel-node program required 54 seconds of 
computer use time to simulate the distribution of a 
conservative constituent over 720 time steps. The 
computer use time was increased to 166 seconds 
when the program was used to simultaneously 
simulate the distribution of a conservative constitu-
ent and the non-conservative coupled constituents 
biochemical oxygen demand and dissolved oxygen. 
INPUT DATA LAYOUT 
Card 
1 
Col. 
1-5 NR 
b-l0 NP 
11 -15 NRT 
Identifier 
FORMA T ( 16151 
Card input devise code 
Output devise code for print 
Output devise code for tape file 
Card 1-5 NNI Number of nodes i n upper brin(' 
layer 2 
(. - 10 NCI 
11-15 NN2 
1 <> -20 NC2 
21-25 NCONST 
21>- 30 NIFI 
31-35 NIF2 
H .- 4 0 NOFI 
41-45 NOF! 
4 L.-50 NTS 
51-55 NPOUT 
S ll -IIO :"lTOS 
., I- I,e; :,\L~ 
FOR~t :\ T I' t~q 
Numbf>r nf cha nnels in upper brine 
laye r 
Numbe r of nod~s in lowf>r b r inf' 
layer 
Number flf channrls in InwC'r hrine 
layer 
!'lumbf'T IIf quality , o on stitu('nt~ 
modt.·INi 
NUrllbf'r nf innow~ III uppf'r brint' 
layC'r 
Nunlb" r nf infl n"'os til IUWt>T brirw 
laYl'r 
:--1ullllH' r I)f Il utrl n ws fTllnl uppt' r b r in ... 
lav(' r 
:'\iumbf'r flf n u tfl nws (rurn lttw l' r hrintO 
laytor 
:":un.brr I.f IlllU" ... tf'P!' b,"tWf't ' lI I' urput 
,,r nncico t O fln«.· rntra.ri " n~ 
:'-1ulOht'r ,'~ !'lIda.tt· ci \, ith tnt' quali ty 
c-nn::;l : t\lt: r.1 T I )S 
:'\\lIl1hl' r Ilf fl rloot qt: .. lit ... '-lIn!'ititlltOnt t o 
hlO si rnulat t· rj Il ndllCINI !'in that tht· TDS 
I'"nt t'ntr:l.ti,. n \ I,ulel br h,oI,t t on .. tant) 
Ca rd l-~ l SK'j' n ~,..ir o u tp UI o f 1 01f h ti ,n rldill " n~ 
I . o utp .... t lnltlal \· fln(h tlf.ns 1 
Card 
4 
Card 
5 
• -1 0 mn f\ s ki p n utllilt of l-nncp ntrati o n at 
lake hotton grlci pOint!' 
I - out pul lake' huttnn litrid points 
11 · 15 10 I tJ - input «. hann ,ol vrlod tit>s fnr uppe r 
brim' 
i nput \' ha nn",l fl l'W~ for upprr 
layer 
l' - Zo tOZ I sanH~ as 101 fnr Inwrr hrine' layer. 
1- 10 
11-20 
FORMAT (1&151 
DELT 
FRAC 
ZL30 CFM 
\1-40 VS 
41-50 BUR 
51-60 EIC 
f,j - 70 E2C 
71-80 EVC 
1-10 TEMP 
ll-Z0 THETA 
Time stE" P ( h O UT:;;) 
Upstream factor ITable 7. 1) 
Co nversi o n from cubic.' feet t o liters 
BOO settling velocity Ht/sec) 
Bcnthi l uptakr rate' of DO (grams I 
m("tcr ' dayl 
HOTizonta~djffusinn cCl f'fficiE"nt for 
layer I 1ft I ~e(') 
Hori7.onta~diffusion C'nE'fficient for 
layer 2 rft I sec) 
Vertical diffusion coefficient (ftZ Isec) 
Temperatun.· o f brinE" 10C) 
T£>mperature cor Tee-tion factor for 
BOD decay 
FORMAT (8F I0 . 0) 
1-10 RDlS TDS dissolving cnnstant IDays -1) 
FORMAT (RFlO . 0) 
Card 1-4 NAMEC(ll Identifier fo r constituent I 
~ 
NAMEC(NCONST) Identifier for constituent NCO NST 
FORMAT (20A4) 
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Card 
7 
~ 
1-4 AIlEADIlI 
Output heading 
17-20 AHEAD" I 
FOR :-' IAT IlOA41 
Ca rd 1-4 BlIEAll ll1 
~ 
Output heading 
FOJt~IA T , lll A4 ' 
C.l Td 1 · 4 CfIE/\J)cl l O u t put headi ng 
,'OR~IAT ' lOA4) 
Carrl I - I I) AD Acro_~ic BOD decay , rate for brine 
Iday ) 1') 
II · lO A!\t Ana~~obic BOD decay rate for brine 
rday I 
21-10 AD B 
11- 40 A/>.III 
'1- •. 0 PI 
•. 1 - 7~ P2 
Af'robic BOD _~ecay rate for benthic 
rleposits (day ) 
Anaerobic B~I? decay rate for benthic 
dE"posits Iday I 
C o nstants involved in calculating 
r eae ration coefficient Isee Equation 
5 .301 
FOR,\ IAT ,XFlO.O. 
C"rrl I · " 
11 
leAL!., l · 
Indica te subroutine to be called to 
calculated the inte rnal sources and 
!'iink s of constituent I 
C a rd 
12 
Card 
13 
ICALLINCONSTI same for constituent NCONST 
Fur a cons.e r vativ(' c-ons tituent set ICALL :; 0 
If lQI 0 
1- <; 
V l (NC ll 
FOR~IAT , 1'.15, 
\ 't;,> I(.dty in c har.nel I of upper layer 
(lt /s ec) 
Velocity in channel Nel of upper layer 
FORMAT r161 5) 
If 1Ql 
1-10 QlI11 Flow in channell of upper layer fc fs) 
Ql(NC1) Flow in channel NC I of upper layer 
FORMAT r8FlO . 0) 
If IQ2 = 0 
1-5 AVZ(U Channel velocity for first cha nnel 
in lower layer (ft / sed 
AV2(NC2) 
If IQ2 , 
1-10 AQ2111 
Channel velocity for laRt channr) 
in lower layf"r 
Flow in fir$;t channf"1 in lnw(,T la)'«.~r ic(,;1 
ard 
II 
Con t 
Card 1 · 5 
14 
Card 1·5 
15 
Card 1-5 
II, 
AOZ INCZ) Flo w in la s t channel i n lo wer layer Ids ) 
FORMAT ISFl O.OI 
ID C I I I ) 
IDCIINCONST) 
o _ t h (' i nitial co n ct! ntr a t in n of n.n· 
st i tu e nt 1 i n all th e uppe r bri ot· 
layer nodes i s to be s e t at a 
co n s tant value 
1 _ th e i oital co nce ntrati o n {I f co n · 
st i tuent 1 i s to be read fo r e ach 
upper brioC' laye r nodC" 
same as abov e fo r con s t i tuent NC ONST 
FORMAT 111·15 ) 
!DCZII I 
IDClINCONST) 
same as lOCI! 1) but fo r the lower 
la yer nod e s 
same as abo ve fo r constituent :"lCONST 
FORMAT I I ~ 151 
IDC~Il) 
Jl)C lI NCONSTI 
same as IDC 1 f 1 \ but (or the lakc.- bott o m 
no o e s 
~am f' as a b nvc' for c onstitu e nts :\lCO NST 
FORMAT r l (,151 
C ard I · S C I I I I I In i t i al co n C' cntrati n n nf qualit y c onstituent 
I l o r no des in uppl"r layrr. Usrd wh("n 
!DCl( II . II (g III 
17 
C •• rci I - 'i 
18 
CII INCONSTI 
e l L' 11 
saOl (, a s Ci l f tl fur c nnstituc.-nt :\lCONST 
Sa nl\' as C II I II hu t fo r 'I". I n " ,'r 
la y "" no clt ''s I ~ I I I 
CIZ INCONST I Same as C1 21I1 b u t (o r cnnstituent NCONST 
C.:> rd 1-5 
10 
FORMAT I l bF5.0) 
cn(1l SamE" as eLi ' " b ut (o r thf" lakE> hottom 
nod es tg 1 ft 1 
C I31N CO NST I Sam(' a s C I-:: I l) but f o r c onstituent N'CONST 
FORMAT Il bF5.0) 
Repeat fo r N , I. NCONST 
Opti o n · If IDCI IN) , 0 SKIP l O 
Ca r d 1-5 C I IN.1) Initial co nc entrati on o ( quality out c o n-
s tituent N fo r node 1 i n upper lay er 
Ig lll 
ZO 
CI(N, NN I ) Same as Cl (N,l) but for node NNI 
FORMAT (l b F5.0 ) 
Repeat fo r N " I . NCONST 
Option: If IOCZI N ) = 0 SKIP Z I 
103 
At. .! ' :--:.; , 
ACZ rl' . :-II'Z) 
: "j t la l C on ("l ' n t r atillf .f ql.aH! .... tor · : "' e n' 
. : (I r (; r,..t '"'~ t ' : I ' ! 11\ ... ·(.· r Ia .... t · r ~ 1. 
Sam e as Cl IN . 1\ b ut for last node In 
l OWE' T layer. 
,"OR . . . AT ( I •. F<; . III 
It t·pt .... , .• r >: ; . ..: (.O~: .:: T 
Upl i : .n : II II)C~ ''':' S·\.Tr l : 
Ca r el I ~S C~IN. II Ini tial concentrati o n o f qua lity c ors t i tuent 
:\l fo r node 1 on lake b o ttom (g I ft ) 2l 
C j( ~ . ;\;N11 Sa me as C"l ( ~ , 11 but for node NNI 
FORMAT (lbF5 . 0) 
Opti n n · If NIFI 0 SKIP Zl 
Repeat for I -: I, !':IF 1 
C arrl I- Ii Upper layer node receiving inflow 
Inflow rate 'cfs ) 
Card 
Z4 
1,_1 11 OINI I.!1 
11.1 <; CINIII. J\ Concr.ntration of constituent 1 associated 
..... ith the infl o w 19 / 1} 
CINl l :\CONST. Jl C o ncentration of c o nstituent NCO NST 
as sociated with the i nflow 
FOR:vIAT (l ~ F5.0) 
Optinn : If NIFl , 0 SK IP l4 
R<"peat for I I, !'ifF l 
I·S 
OINl dl 
11 · 1< CINl11 .11 
Lo wer layer node receiving inflow 
Infl o w rate Icfs) 
Cn ncp.ntl'ati o n of constituent 1 associated 
w ith t h E> i nflow Ig ' ll 
CINZ, NCONST . J) C o nc entration of constituent NCONST 
ass ociated with the inflow 
FOR ~IAT I I I. F 5. 0) 
Opt in n: If ~OF\ () ~KI P l;; 
Kf'peat (c" I I. ·.J O r ... l 
Card 1-5 Upper layer node from which outflow 
Z5 
' ,-10 OOUTiJ) Outnow rate lefs) 
FORMAT (IbF5. 0) 
Opt i on, If NOFZ , 0 SKIP Zb 
Repeat for I " I. NOFZ 
Card 1-5 Lower layer node from which outflow 
Zb 
OO UTZIJ) Outflow rate (cfs) 
FORMAT (1 6 FS . 0) 
Card 1-5 CPPTII) Saturati on concentration of constituent 
1. Use zero i f not applicable . Z7 
CPPT INCONST) Same as CPPT( II but for constituent 
NCONST 
FORMAT (I bF5 . 0) 
Table A-2. Principal variables In the channel-node water quality model. 
AS UR F lll 
Cllc;.ll 
C2':-; . 1l 
C3,N . 1I 
CIN1(N, II 
C LTHll l 
C PPT INI 
DASS1 '); .1l 
DASS2lN,II 
DC 1111 
DIF UCIIll 
DIF t.:C~11l 
DNl(1I 
DPPTl(N,1I 
DPPTllN,II 
IENDL(II 
IENDH(l1 
lI NF1(l) 
lINFl II) 
IOTFIII) 
IOTFl(I) 
Surface a Te" of nnet\· I 
Cnnceontrilt il)n nf ' "Onstitul' nt ~ i n nn ot' 1 o f 
t ht' Upp ~ 1" layt·r 
ConcC'ntratinn n f I.:on~titul'nt ~ in no d. ' ! o f 
the low"r lay<'r 
Cnncrntra tin n o f l' o nslih\l'n t :'\ cl:-iSIJI.I ,l h ·d with 
nlHl,' ! o f tht' lak,,· bottllil l 
C o n\' ,' nl rat i"n Il f t'nnsti t Ut' nt :'\ i n th.· lnfl ,.", I f. 
n ode T ., f t1h' u pP('r la\'(' r 
Co nc('ntration II f .. ' nnlO t itut'nt ~ i n tht' :n() n,\ t il 
nod .. , t o f the In ...... · r layt' r 
Length Il f c hannel I 
Saturat io n co ncrntrati o n fu r (' n nstituent ~ 
1\1as s o f co nstituent ~ i n nn tif" I Il f the uppt·r 
la ye r 
~l a s s of con s titul'nt ~ in o ndt' I r,( th,' lo w"r 
la Y(' r 
~1ass o f l' on s t i tu .. 'n t :\t a~snriil tf" ( 1 ..... ith nodt, I 
of the lake ho ttom 
Depth o f c-hannrl 1 o f th~ upppr layer 
Depth o f chan nel I of the lo ..... er layer 
Cross secti o nal area d ivided by the' ch annel len)l th 
fo r Channel I of the upper layer 
C r o s!! sectional area divided by the channel l<>n2th 
for chann~1 ! " f the lowfOr la v t' r 
nf' pth fl l nod .. > r 1' ( t h (· uppf'r l;tv. ' r 
Depth of nod e 1 " f the In''''er iaYf"r 
M ass of co nstituent ~ which will create ~at · 
uration in node 1 o f the upper layer 
Mass of constituent N whi c h will create sat -
uratio n in nod~ I of the lower l ayer 
Lower node number o f the two n odes channel 
1 co nnects 
Higher node number of the two no des channel 
I co nnects 
Indicates nud e I of the upper layer r eceives 
inflow 
Indicates node 1 o f the lowe r layer receives 
inflow 
Indicate s there is an outflow fro ln node I of 
the upper layer 
Indicates there is an outflow from node 1 of 
the lower layer 
104 
I.lCAlli 
LlNAl1I 
NAMECINI 
01111 
OllII 
OCOF.Fllli 
' ... )1:': 1, 1. 
QINZII) 
OO UTIIlI 
OOUTlli i 
\,2111 
VDIF li C fJl 
\ 'OLIIIi 
VOLl lI, 
\'OLFlll\ 
VOLFlll l 
W i ll 
Indicates if the channel exi sts in both brine 
layers 
Jndicates if the node exists in both brine layers 
Alphameric identifier (or constituent N 
Flow rate in channel I of the upper layer 
Flow rate in channel 1 o f the lower layer 
Cross sectiona l area of c hannel I of the upper 
layer 
Cross s e ctio nal area of cha nnel I of the lower 
laye'T 
InfIn \l.: t - n :l tI... o f the " pper laye r 
Inflow to norie 1 of the lower laye r 
Outflow (ro m nod(' 1 of the upper layer 
OutOo",,: fr o m nedr I o f the lower layer 
\'("Iuci t y nf flo .... · i n channel I o f the upper 
Jayf'>r 
\' j' }l"')eity n f nnw in c ha nnel f o f t he lowe r 
la yr r 
C r o s!I sectional area divided by the channel 
lenliitth for vertical channel I 
V " h lln. ' nf n o de J o f the upper layt"r 
\ ', ltln1r o f n odt, o f th,,' lo wer layC'r 
\' n lun lr o f fl o w in channe l I of the uppe r layer 
\' :.)lIlO l' nf fl o ",,' i n channel I of th e lowe r layer 
Width of c hannel I 
CALL OUTPUT: 
OUTPUT INITIAL 
CONDITIONS 
CALCULATE MASS 
ADVECTED& 
DIFFUSED IN 
UPPER LAYER 
CALCULATE MASS 
A DVECTED& 
DIFFUSED IN 
LOWER LAYER 
CHANNEL-NODE PROGRAM 
105 
CALCULATE MASS 
DIFFUSED BETWE-
EN LAYERS 
CALCULATE NE 
NODE CONCEN-
TRATION 
END 
CHANNEL-NODE PROGRAM LISTING 
C 
COMMON AHEAD 15 " AS lP F 138 D) ,B HE AO 15) ,Cl (11,380) ,C2 I II, ~ 8U I, ClI II ,3801, 
2 C H E A 0 I 5 J ,C IN 11 4, 38 01 ,C IN 2 I 4 , 38 0 I ,CP PT 14 J , DC 1 17 50 1 ,0 C 2 C7 50 1 , 
301 FUC1I150 It 0 I FU CZ (750 I,D Nl I 38 01 ,ON Z I:; 80 1 , E 1 C7 50 ), 
4Et' 1750 I ,EVI 3 80 I, IC ft.L (4) ,IENDLI7 501 ,IENDH 17501 ,II NF1IlO I,IINFZI 30 1 
5 ,lOT Fl ( 301 , lOT F Z I 3D I, L ZC AI 150) ,L 2N A (380) ,0 AS 51 I 4,380 ) , 
6 DA S 5 Z I 4 t3 8 0 I ,0 AS S3 14 .380" 0 PF' T 1 I 4,3 8U ) • DP PT 2 14 ,3 eO) • N AM EC 141 , 
71U 1750 I. QZ C7 50" QC (£ Fll1501 ,GCOEFZI 150) ,GIN 11380 I.G IN21 3801. 
8 GOU T 11 380 I .G OU T2 1390 ). VI I 150 It V2 I 75 01 • YOI FU C 1380 I ,v OL 11 3801 , 
9VOLZI380"VOLFlI15CD .VOLFZI150Jo 
1AD.ADB.AM,AMS,AP,BlR. CFM,DELT.ElC,EZC,EVC,FRAC,IBUR.IE1,IE2. 
ZOISK IP. N Cl, NCON ST .NIF 1.N IF2. NLN. NNI. NOFI. NOF2, 'lP.N POUT. NTOS. 
3 NT S, PI ,P2, RD IS • T EM P. TH ET A, TTl M E, V 5, IB B 
DIMENSION 0 ASIN1 14.380 I. DASINZ 14,380) ,YOUTl (380), YOUTZI 380 I 
t CHANNEL NOOE PRO GR AI'l FOR GREAT SALT LAKE 
(' 
C 
CALL NCO 
C 
c 
C - •• OUTPUT CON ST AN TS A Kl A S5UMPTIONS 
IP=Z 
CALL OUTPUll IP I 
•• - INITIALIZE PROGRAM 
r -- - CONVERT DELT FPOM I-() URS TO SECONDS 
DEL T=OEL h 35 00. 
-.- CONVERT COI\;CENTRATIo N TO MA5S IN EACH NOOE ANO CALCULATE MPP T FOR 
EACH NODE 
DO 101 I=l.N N1 
r. CONVERT VOL TO LITEr'S 
VOLlIII=VOl1IIhCFM 
DO 102 N=NLN,NCONST 
OASSIIN,II =Cll N, I) -VOLlI It 
DASS3IN.I)=C3IN,II-ASURFIII 
IFICPPTlN).LE.O.) GO TO 10Z 
DP P T 11 N • I ) =C PP II N) -V 0 LH I I 
102 CONTINUE 
IFIL2NAIII.EG.(1) GO TO 101 
VOLt'III=VOL?III-CFf'! 
DO 502 N=NLN,NCONST 
OASSZIN,II=CZIN,IloVOLt'III 
IFICPPTINI.LE.O.I GO TO 50Z 
DP P T Z IN, I ) =C PP T( N I -V 0 L2 I I) 
50 t' CONTINUE 
101 CONTINUE 
--- CALCULATE G'S IFEETo -3/SEC) 
DO 103 I=I.NCI 
GIIII=V1III-GCOEF1III 
VOLFIIII=G1IIloDELToCFM 
IFCLZCACII.EG.OI GO TO 103 
QZ II I=V21 I hGCOEFZ II I 
YOLF21I I =G 21 I I -OEL To CFM 
103 CONTINUE 
C _ •• CALCULATE DIFFUSION COEFFICIfl'iT ANO CONVERT TO A TCHAL OIFFU S!O N 
C corFFICIE~T 
c 
DO 101f !=l,NCI 
E1 I !)=E 1C 
104 DIFUClI II=0!FUC1 II .. El!I).OELT.CFM 
DO 307 1=1 ,N Cl 
IFILZCAIII.EQ.OJ GO TO 307 
[t'I!I=E2C 
OIFUCZI I)=OIFUC;? I I hEZ I I hOELT .CFM 
301 CONTINUE 
DO 404 I=1.NN1 
IFILZNAIII.EG.DI G C' TO 401f 
EVI!J::EVC 
VOIFUCI IJ=VDIFUCI1 I.EVCII-OEU.CFM 
404 CONTINUE 
C CALCULATE I NFLOW 11 ASS AND OUTFLOW VOlUI"[.CONV EPSICN FACTOR 
(' 
506 
505 
105 
509 
508 
507 
511 
510 
514 
513 
r. 
C 
c 
C .-. 
C 
C -.. 
IFINIF1.EG.01 (;0 TC' 105 
DO 505 I=I.N IF 1 
J=IINFIII) 
DO 506 N=NLN.NCONST 
DA SINlI N ,J 1= G INtI J 10 CIN11 N. J 10 DFL T- CF M 
CONTINUE 
1FINIF2.EG.O) GO T O 5U7 
00 509 l=l.NIF ;? 
,]::1 1NF2 II I 
DO 509 N=NLN .NCO NS T 
DASINZI N.J 17 GIN~ I Jlo CIN2 IN. J ,- DEL T. CF M 
CONTINUf 
IFINOF1.EG.UI rr. T (1 510 
DO '511 l=l.N OF 1 
J::IOTFlIII 
V 0 U T 11 J I = G au 11 I J I • 'T l T • C F 11 
IFINOFt'.EG.(J I GO TO 513 
00 514 1=I.N OF:' 
J=I OTFZ II) 
VOUT2IJ)=GCUTt'IJI.[lOLT-CFM 
CONTINUE 
OUTPUT INITI At. CON!'T TIONS 
IP=O 
CALL OUTPUll IP I 
ENTER MAIN LOOP 
SE T OUTPUT COUNTER~ 
ICOUNT=O 
1POUT=NTS 
DO 199 IT= 10 NT ~ 
DO lOG I=1.NC1 
1L=IENDLl11 
1H=IENDHIII 
C LAYER I-HO RIZONT AL rlOW AND rIFFUSICN 
C 
r 
. 
IF I 'H II I • LT. 0.) GOT 0 10 7 
DO 109 K=NLN,NCONST 
GRAO=ClIN, IL 1-(1 IN .:HI 
F=FRAC 
IFIGRAO.LT.G.I F=1. 
CP=C1IN.IHI+F.GPAO 
ACVECT=CP.VOLF1III 
DIFFH = O IFuel I I). GR lID 
DASS1 IN. IL 1= OA SS 1 I ~h IL)- ADVE CT -OIFF H 
10 '3 0 ASS 1 IN, I H )= 0 A SS 11 N, I H ) .. A 0 V E CT + 0 IFF H 
GO TO 210 
101 DO 108 N=NLN,NCON5 T 
GR AD = C 1 IN. IL ) - Cl IN. T H) 
F=l.-FRAC 
IFIGRAD.LT.O.I F=O. 
CP=ClI N .IH ) .. F.lI~ AD 
AOV~CT=CP.VOLFIII) 
DH FH=O IFUCl I I) - GR Ar 
D ASS 11 N • IL 1= D A ~ S 11 N. I L ) - A 0 V E CT -0 IFF H 
10 3 CAS S 11 N • I H 1= 0 A ': S 1 I ~It I H ) .. A 0 V E CT + 0 IFF H 
LAYFR 2-HO r. :ZONTAL FLOW AND DIFFUS[CN 
210 IFIL2CAIII. E Q.U Gr TO 106 
IrlnlIl.LT.O.I ' GO TO 110 
DC 112 N=NlN,NcrNST 
GRAD=C2 IN.IL I-C;:' IN .IHI 
F=FRAC 
IF(GRAD.lT.U.1 r=l. 
cr = C2IN,IHI+F.CRAD 
AOVFCT=CP.VOlr7(II 
(\IFFH=D IFUCZ (I I- GR 1(1 
D ASS 2 ( N • I L ) = 0 A ~ S 2 ( N. I l I - A 0 V E cr -(\ IF r H 
11 '2 D ASS 2 ( N • II-~ 1= 0 A r -:; '2 IN. I H I + A D V E CT + 0 I Fr H 
GO TO 106 
110 DO III N=NlN,NCONST 
GRAO=C2 (N. IL I-C 2 (N. r HI 
F=l.-FRAC 
I r ( G R AD. L T .ll • I C =u • 
CP=C2(N,IHI+F.rRAD 
ADV>CT=CP.VOLF'2III 
DIFFH=D Iruc: I I I. GR AD 
DAS52(N.Ill=DASS2( N. Il I-ADVECT-DIFFH 
111 DASSZIN,IHI=aA<;;S2(N.IHI+ADVECT+DIFFH 
: cOR.<; GSlPRG .Bona O. r.SlP RC .BOODO. GSlfRG.B OPDO 
1U(, CONTINUE 
VERTICAL DIFFU S ION 
DO L13 I=1,NN1 
IFIL2NAlIl.£,Q.PI GO TO 113 
DO 114 N=NlN.NCONST 
OIFFV=VDIFUCIII-IClIN.II-C2IN.II I 
DAS51(N.II=DASSICN.II-OlrFV 
11 4 CAS S 2 IN. I I =0 AS $;' IN. I I + 0 IFF V 
113 CONTINUE 
C 
( 
c 
INFLOW AND 0 UTFLOW 'ROM NOO!'" '> 
IFINIFl.EQ.OI GO Tr 115 
DO 116 I=1.NIFl 
J=IINFl I I I 
DO 117 N=NLN,NCflN5T 
111 DASSlIN,JI= () A S~ lIN .JI+OAS1NlIN.JI 
116 CONTINUE 
115 IFINIF2.E(}.C I GO Tr' 118 
DO 119 I = 1,t-.lF ? 
J=I 1NF2 II) 
DO 120 N=NUI,NC('IN S r 
120 DASS21N.J)= O A S~~IN. J I"()ASIN21N.JI 
119 CONTINUe 
118 IFINOF1.EQ.UI ro Te' 121 
DO 122 1=l.r-; OF 1 
J=IOTFl I I) 
DO 123 N=NU"; .NCCN5T 
1 2 3 OASS11N.JI =OAS<'1IN .JI - VOUTlIJI.ClIN .J) 
1 2 2 CO"'lTINU E 
121 IFINOF2.EJ.U) (0 Te 314 
DO 125 I=1.NOF:' 
J=IOTF2 I I) 
DO 126 N=NLN.NfONS T 
1 2 6 OASS21N.J) =f) ASS 7. IN ,J I-VOUT7 I JI -C2IN ,J) 
1 Z 5 CONTINUe 
CALL SUBROUTINES T (, CALCULATr S "URCFS AND ~INK (' 
314 DO 127 N=NLN,NCONST 
rrlICALLlNI.EO.OI ('Q TC 127 
Ill=ICAll (N) 
CO TO 1128,129ltIll 
128 CALL SALTINI 
GO TO 127 
1<'9 CALL SCOOOIN.lll 
127 CONTINUE 
C ••• CALCULATE Nr: W NODE " ONCENTRATIONS 
C 
00 190 N=NLN,NC(,NSl 
DO 191 l=l.NNl 
C1 IN, I I =0 A 551 I~. I IIV Oll! I I 
C31~,I) = OASS3IN.II/ASUnF(II 
IrllZNAIII.fQ.OI Gr TO 191 
C2 IN. II = D A S5 2 ( 'I. I I IV 0 l Z I I ) 
1'31 CONTINUE 
1'30 CONTINU E 
ICOUNT=ICOLNT+1 
IFIICOUNT.NE.NrOUT I GO TO 19 ') 
IPOUT=IPOUT-ICOUNT 
IFINPOUT.GT.IPCUTI CO TO 1'3'3 
TTIME=FLOATIITI.DELT/3600. 
IP=l 
CALL OUTPUTI IP I 
ICOUNT=O 
1'39 CONTINUE 
TT1ME=FLOATINTSI .0fL T/3600. 
1P=1 
CALL OUTPUTlIP} 
STOP 
END 
SUB ROUT INE NCO 
CO ... M 0 N A H E I. J I 5 I. AS lP F I 38 0 I • B HE A 0 I 5} • C1 1 4 • 3 8 0 } • C2 I 4 • 3 80 ) • C 3 14 . 3 80 ) • 
2 C H E A D I 5 ) • C IN 1 I II. 38 (l) • C I N 2 I 4 • 39 OJ • CP PT I II I • DC 11 1 50 I • 0 C 2 17 50 I • 
3 01 r U C 11 15 U " 0 IF U C 2 17 50 " 0 NIl 3e 01 • ON 2 I 3 80 I • E 117 5 0 I. 
II E2 17 50 I. E V I 380 }. IC AlL 1 4} • IE NOLl150 I .1 EN OH 1150 I • II NF 11 30 I • IINF21 30 I 
S.IOTFlI301. IOTF2130I.L2CAI1501.L2NAI3801.0ASS111i.380J. 
6I:'ASS2 (4 03801 .OA<;S3 14 0380 I .0PPTlC 4.3 80 I .OPPT 214.380 I .NAM EC 14 I. 
1G1115U 1' .G217 50 I. GC fI: Fl1750 I .GCOEF2( 15U I .G1~ 1 (380 I.G IN2( 380 I. 
8 GOUT 113 80 I .G OUT2 1380 I. VI 1150 J. V2 I 150 I • VOIFU CI 380 I. V Oll ( 380 ). 
!lVOL2138U), VOLF1I15 OJ .VOlF21150}. 
1 AD. AOB. AM. AM B. AR • B lR • CF'1 • (If l T • E1 C. E2C, EV C. FRA C. I BUR. lEI, IE2 , 
21SK IP,N C1, NCON ST .NIF 1. NIF2. NlN. NNI. t.OFl. NOr2. NP.N POUT. NTOS. 
3 NT S. PI • P 2. no IS • T EM P. TH ET A. T TIM [. VS. IB B 
DIM ENSI ON AV 21750 I .~ C2 14 .380 ). C1114 I. CI214 } • C I 314 I • lOCI 14 I • IOC2 14 I 
2,IOC3(4) 
C ••• SUB ROUT INE TO IN PU T DA TA 
C 
READI5,!) ~R,NP.NRT 
REAO(NR.ll NNl.NCl It-I N2.NC2,NCONST,NIFI.NIF2,NOF1,NOF2.NTS.NPOUT. 
SNTOS.NlN 
READINR,lJ T SKIP,II3P.IGl.IG2 
1 FORMAT( 1615} 
REAOINR.910ELT.FRfIC.CFM.VS,BUR.E1C,E2C,EVC.TEMP,THETA 
REAO(NR.1} ROIS 
1 rORHAT(9E1U.OI 
9 FORHATI8FIO.ul 
REAOINR.61 INA~ECln ,I=l.NCONSTl 
REAOINR.61 (AHrAOIM) .M=l,5} 
REAOINR.61 IBHfADI,..I.M=l,51 
READINR.6} (CHEADI,..I.M=I.21 
6 FORHATl20A41 
READINR.91 AD,AM.A£l>.A"'B.AR.P1 ,P2 
REAOINR.lI IICAllINI,N=l,NCONSTJ 
REAOINRT) (L2CAIII.I=1.NClI 
00 103 I=1.NC1 
IFIL2CAIII.EG.OI GO TO 203 
REAOINRT) Ol:lII1.DC' III.IENOL( I1oIENOHIII.DIFUC'1III.OIFUC2IT). 
SGCOEFlI IJ.GCOEr~III 
GO TO 103 
203 READINRT) DClCIJ.HNOLlII.IENOHIII.OIFUC11I).GCOEF11I1 
103 CONTINUE 
REAOINRT) IL2NAIII.1=1.NNlI 
00 104 I=1.NN1 
IFIL2NAII).EG.OI GO TO 204 
READINRT) DN11I1 .Ote III.ASURF( II .VOLllll.vO L2II) .VOIFUC II) 
GO TO 104 
204 REAOINRTI ~lII1 .A9JRFIII.VOLlII) 
104 CONTINUE 
C ••• INPUT VELOCITlrSIFT/SEC) OR FLOW (FT •• 3/SEC) 
IFIIG1.[Q.UI GO TO 251 
REA 0 ( N R • 9 I I Q 1 II I • 1= 1 • ~J C 11 
00 252 I=1.NC1 
252 V1IIt=G1III/GCOEF1II1 
GO TO 253 
251 READINR.51 IV11II,I=1.NClJ 
253 IFIIG2.EG.0I GO TO :.> 54 
REAOINR.91 (AV21I1.I=1.NC21 
IC::O 
00 255 1=1.NC1 
IFIL2CAIII.EG.01 GC TO 255 
IC=1C+1 
Q2III=AV2(ICI 
V2 I I )=Q21 11/ GCOEF2 II I 
255 CONTINUE 
GO TO 256 
2 54 REAOINR.51 IAV2II}.I=1.NC21 
IC=O 
DO 205 1=1 tNCI 
IF(L2CAIII.EG.OJ GO TO 2U5 
IC=IC+1 
V2 11)= A V2 ( Ie I 
205 CONTINUE 
••• INPUT INITIAL CONC~TRATIONC:; AT EACH NCaE I G/LITERI 
256 REAOINR.lJ I IOCtIN I,N=l.NCONST I 
REAOINR.!) IIDC2INloN=ltNCONS TI 
READINR.!) (IDC"IN ItN=l.NCON('T) 
REAOINR.'31 ICIlINI.N=l.NCON S TI 
REA 0 I N R • 9 I I C I 7 00 .N = 1 • N CONS T I 
REAOINR.91 ICI3INI,N=I.NCONSTI 
00 105 N=l.NCONST 
IFIIOClINI.CT.OI GC' TO 201 
DO 208 I=1.NN1 
208 C1IN.I)=CI1INI 
GO TO 105 
201 REAOINR.51 (C1IN.IltI=1.NNlI 
105 CONTINUE 
DO 106 N=l.NCONST 
1FIIOC2INI.GT.OI GO TO 209 
DO 210 I =1,NN1 
210 C2IN.II=CI 2 (NI 
GO TO 106 
20') REAOINR.51 (AC ~ IN. I I .I=1.NN21 
IC=O 
DO 20G 1=1.NN1 
1FIL2NAIII.EG.ClI GO TO 2 06 
1C=IC+1 
C2IN.1)=AC~IN.ICI 
206 CONTINUE 
106 CONTINUE 
C ••• READ INITllt... MASS C1': LAKE BOTTOM (GRAMs/rOOT" ? ) 
DO 101 N=l.NCONST 
c 
IFI1oC3INI.GT.01 GO TO 2 11 
DO 212 I=l.N N1 
212 C3IN.II=CI3INI 
GO TO 101 
211 READINR.51 (C3IN.1).1=l,NN11 
101 CONTINUE 
C INPUT INFLOW AND OUTFLOW DATA 
c 
IFINIFl.EQ.OI GO TO 112 
DO III 1=1 tN1F1 
REAOINR,SI J,(HN1IJl, ICTNlI N,JI,N=l,NCONSTI 
111 I IN FlII I =J 
S FORMATI I5'1~F5.r]) 
112 IFINIF2.EQ.OI 1:.'0 Te Ill! 
00 113 I=1,NIF2 
REAOINR,81 J,QIN2IJI,ICIN2IN,JI,N=1,NCONSTI 
113I1NF21I1=J 
111! IFINOF1.EJ.OI GO TC' 116 
00 115 I=l,NOFl 
REAOCNR,SI J,QOUT1IJI 
115 IOTF1IIl=J 
116 1FINOF2.EQ.O I (' 0 T C 109 
00 117 l = l,N OF 2 
REAOINR,81 J,QOUT21JI 
11 7 IOTF21I I =J 
••• READ SATUR~T10N CONCDlTRAnO~! OF EACH CONSTlTU~NT 
lIS REAOINR,51 (CPF'TINI,N=l,NCONSTI 
5 FORMATI16F 5 .01 
RETURN 
END 
SU9ROUTINE SALTINI 
CO M"'ON AHE ' . f) I 5 I, AS lP. F I 3801 ,0 fJE AD 151 ,C III! , 3S 0 I , C2 14,3 SO I , C 3 I II ,380 I , 
2CHElO 15 I,C IN 114, 3B 01 ,CIN21 4, 3QOl ,CP PT 141 ,0Cll7 50 I ,OC21 7501, 
3 D IF U C 11 7 50 " 0 IF U C 2 17 50 I , 0 I'll 1 38 0 I , ON Z I 3 eo) , E 11 7 50 I, 
4E2175U I ,EV 13 80 I, IC ll.l 1 41, IENOL 17 501 ,IENDH 17501,II Nfl130 I ,lINfZI 30 I 
5,IOTF1'301, IOTFZI3{JI,LZCAI7501,L2NAI380l,DASS114,3801, 
6[,ASS214 03BUI ,OAS S3 III ,3 AO I.OPPT 114,3 SUI ,OPPTZI4 ,3S0 I ,NAM EC 141, 
7 Ql1750 I ,Q217 50" ac C'fFl17501 ,GCOEFZ' 7501 ,QI'll I 380 I,G INZI 3S01, 
8 GOUT 11 380 I ,') OU T2 13 l{! I, VI 1 750 I, VZ175 0 I , V 01FU CC 3 SO I , V Olll 380 I , 
9 VOL Z 1 3 80 I , liD L F 11 75 r, , VOL F 2 17 50 I, 
1AO.AOB,AM,AMB,AR,BUR, CFM,OELT.E1C.E2C.EVC.FRAC.IAUR.IE1,IE2. 
2 ISK IP. NC1. NCON ST ,N IF 1. N IF2. NLN. NN1, NOF1, NorZ, NP.N POU T. NToS. 
3 NT S , P 1 , P Z • R(I IS. T EM r. THE T A • T T HH:. V S. IB B 
SUBROUTINE TO F'RECIPITATE AND DISSOLVE SALT 
C REDISSOLVE SAL T 
00 lUI T=1.NN1 
IFICASS3CN.II.LE.0.1 GO TO 1U1 
IFIL2NAIII. ~ Q.OI GO TO 102 
IFI')ASS2IN.II.GE.DPPT21N.IlI GO TO lUI 
DR = R DIS. I C P P T ( N I -C ? ( 1'1 • II I. V 0 L2 II I .0 EL T 186 40 0 • 
DASS2(NtI I =-:)ASS2 IN.I I+OR 
DASS3IN.II=~A5S3IN.II-OR 
GC TO 101 
102 IFIOA5SlIN.Il.GE.01X'T!IN.IIl GO TO 101 
DR =- R DIS. I C !OP T ( N I -C 11 N • I I I. V Oll I I I • D EL TIe 6 4 00. 
o A 5 <; l( N • I I =::: A S ~1 'N • I I +;)Q 
CAS<;3IN.Il=CAS~31N'!I-rR 
101 CC'IITINUE 
PPECIPI TATr SALT 
00 1U3 I=l.~~ Nl 
IFIL2NA III.EO.lII GO TO 1U4 
IFIOA5S1IN,II.LE.OPPTI1N.111 GO TO 1U5 
o A 55 2 1 1'1 • I I = ~ ASS 2 IN, T I + D A 5 51 IN, : I - OP P TIl N. I I 
DA S S liN. I 1=0 PP Tl 1 N , T I 
105 1FIDASS2IN,II.LE.DPPT2IN,III GO TO 103 
DAS53'N.II=DAS S3 IN.~ I+DAS521~l, II -DPPT2IN.II 
DAS52IN,II=-JPPT2IN.II 
GO TO 103 
104 IFIOASSlIN,II.L[.Or>PTlIN,III GO TO ll13 
DA5SlIN,I,=DPPTlIN .11 
DA 5S 31 N ,I) =0 A5 ~3 IN. ~ I + DA S S 1 IN, I I - DP PT 11 N, I I 
103 CO NTINU E 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE ~ODrOIN .ITI 
••• SUBROUTINE TO CAlCLLATE SOURCrS AND SINKS OF [lC D AND DO 
COM M 0 N A H E A DIS , • A 5 l R F I ? '3 0 I • 1'\ HE A 0 I 5) , C 1 I 4 , 3 SUI • C;: 1 4 , ? 8 L I , C 3 I ~ , :' 80 I , 
2 C H E A 0 I 5 I • C IN 1 1 II, 3!l f J I • C I N 2 ( I! • ? 8 (j) , CP PT I I! I , DC 1 1 7 SO I , D C 2 ( 7 5 U I , 
3DIFUC1I750).DIrUC217 5UI,DN11 3f1. 01,DN213f'Ul, E1I7~r.I. 
4 E2 17 50 I, E V 1 3 8U I, I C It.l II! I , IE NO L 17 50) , I EN f\H 17 5 0 I , II tlr 11 30 ) , II NF 2 130 I 
5,IOTFlI301. rO TF2(3UI,L2CAI7~OI,l 2~AIJ80) ,DASSl(I!,3 e O), 
6DA552'1!,3801 .DASS3 II! 032UI,DPPT1I1I,33u),DPPT214.380),NAMECI41, 
7 G1 1750 I • Q2 17 5U I, QC Cf f 1 (750) , GC DE F 2 I 7SU ) • Q I~ 1 1 3 8U I • a IN 2 1 3 8U I , 
8 GOUT 11 380 I ,I) OU T7 13 IIJ I , VI , 750 I. 112 (750) , V 01 FU C I 3 eo I , V ClL 11 3 8U I • 
9VOL213BO),VOLFII75l-1,IIOLF217S01, 
1 AD • AD B. AM, N-1 B , AR ,0 LP , C FM , Df L T , E 1 C, E 2C , Ell C, FI~ A C . ! BU P. IE 1, r~:> , 
2 ISK IP,N C1, W: ON '; T ,1'1 ~T 1, N IF2, NLN ,NNl, NO F!, r-.'Of 2. NP,N rOUT , NTC S. 
3 NT S , Pl. P 2 , PO IS. T EM P , THE T A , T T I ,.. r, V 5, IB 5 
DIMrNS10N ArRI?AO) .TT1I1I3301 ,TV113eOI 
IF I IT • G T.l I GO TO If.I 0 
C CONVERT K'S FROM DAY-1 TO srCCNOS-1 AND ADJUST FOP H~F'ERATUr.[ 
TAT=THETh.1 TEMP-20. I 
AD=IAD/86400.I·TAT 
AM=I AM/964W. I .TAT 
AD B = I AD B 186400. ) • T I!f 
AMB='AMB/95I!UO.'.TI:T 
C CONIIERT BUF. FRO'" G f; AMS/METER .. 2IDAY TC r-R AM S/FT"2/~E C 
BUR=BUR/93 m 01.!l24 
CALCULATE AVG. VELrrITY FOR NOOIO 
DO 202 I=1,NC1 
20 2 IT VII I I = 0 
DO 203 1=1 .tl Cl 
Il=IENDLI I I 
IH=IENDHIII 
TV1I1ll=TVIIILI+AS SI V1IIII 
ITVIIILI=ITVIITLI+l 
TVII1HI=TV1,IH)+AB SI VIIIII 
203 ITV1I1HI=ITVIIIHI+1 
C CALCULATE R[AEPATIrt.I COF.:FFICIENT FOr. EACH ~Ofl[ 
DO 201 I=1,NN1 
AI RI I 1= AR. 1 I TV 1 I I I ~ LO AT' IT V 11 II I I •• p 1 I .0 N1 IT I .. P 2 
I F I A I R 1 I I • CT • 1 .0 I AT R I I I = 1 • 0 
I F I A I R ( II • LT •• 05 I A I R ( II = • 0 5 
ADJUST FOR TEMPERATURE ~ND CCNVERT FROM OAY-l r:J ~(r-l 
201 A I R' I I = I A I R I I) *1 .0 :, •• I TE M P- 2 U. II 186 4U (,l • 
L=N+ 1 
Y=V5eOEL T 
~ 
~ 
= 
CECIIY ~OD f.No DC 
1[1 U CO 1 Ul I=1INN1 
r. ••• CALCULATE M4SS OF 'T' R!::QUIREO FOR AEROF!IC CONDITIONS 
,.. ••• LAYER 1 
S A = C 1 IN. I I 'V OL 1 I I I .0 E L T 
['Ac;SAl=AD.SA 
C'A<;SI31=C1 I L, I I 'VOLlI I I 
l ••• TEST IF BOC DEMAND IS CREATER THAN 00 AVAILABL E 
IFIOASSA1.CT.DIISSBll GO TO 1U2 
OASSIIN,II=DASS1IN,II-DASSA1 
DASS1IL.II=~ASSIIL,II-DASSA1 
t 
CC TO 103 
102 DAS<;1IL,II=:)AS<"lIL,II-DASS91 
R[r)UCE KOl lE T(, LA CI< or DO 
103 
lU~ 
... 
104 
A=4M+1( AO-A~III D AS('Al/VOLlIII1 hClI L,II 
IF I A.LT .AM) A=A,.. 
DAS51nl,Il =C AS~l IN,,: I-A.SA 
LAYE"R 2 
IFIL2NAIII. [ 0.P) Gr. TO 104 
SA=C2IN,II'VOL;:'III*DELT 
DAc;SA2=AC.SA 
DASS82=C21 L. II.VOL;:'! I I 
IFIDASSA2.GT.OASSB ::' 1 GC TO 10'3 
D ASS 2 IN. I I =0 AS ';7 IN, T 1- DA S SA 2 
DA~S2IL,II=OAS<;:IL.II-DASSA2 
GO TO 104 
DASS2 IL.I I =OASS:' I L,r I-OASS!l2 
A = 1\ M + I( II n - AM 1/ I n A S SA 2 / VOL 2 I I)) h C 2 I L rI I 
IFIII.LT.AMI A=AM 
DASS2IN,II=DAS";?IN I: I-I\'SA 
LA YER 3 
SA=C3IN,Il.ASURFII).OELT 
DASSA3=ADB'SA 
D ASS B 3 = C 3 I L. I I • A SU r~F I I ) 
IFIOASSA3.GT.DA5S931 GO TO 2LJ5 
DASS3IN.II=9ASS~IN.!)-DASSII; 
DASS3Il,II=oASS3IL,II-DASSA3 
GO TO lOG 
205 DASS3IL,II=OASS:;IL,II-DASS93 
A:: A t4 9 + I I AD P- AM P I / I [A S SA 3/ A SURF II I ) I .0 I L, I I 
IF I A.L T .AM B ) A= AM8 
CA SS 3 IN, I I =0 AS s~ IN ,r ) - h SA 
••• SETTLE BOO 
C ," LAYER 1 
IDe YDN1=Y/ON1I ::: 1 
IF!YDN1.GT.1.1 YDN1::1 . 
BODSl=YDNl'C1IN.II'VOLIIII 
DA S S 1 IN, II =D AS 51 IN .11- 9 OD SI 
IFIL2NA III . f3 .[11 GO TO 107 
r. ••• LAY ER 2 
YCNZ=YloN21: I 
I FlY D N 2 • G T .1 • I Y DN ~ 1 • 
BODS2::YON2.C2IN.II·VOL~IIl 
C 
DASSZIN.II=CAS~~INII)-P,0DS2+ PO~~1 
DASS3IN.II=O AS <;; IN .T)+BODS2 
GO TO 1U8 
1070A SS3 IN,II =O ASS"IN, T I+BOOS1 
108 IFIC3INoII.LE.(I.1 f ' (' Tr. 111 ) 
UPTAKE = SUR·AsuprIII.DELT 
IFll2NAIII.E~.r) G( TO 1U1 
; ••• FROM LAYER ::' 
IFllJPTAKE. CT . OASSC;'1 urTIIKE = flfl S<:'l2 
OASS:IL,I)=n A S~?IL,I I-UPTAKr 
[) ASS 3 I L • I ) = ') AS r,: I L I : I ~ UP T A K ~ 
GO TO 110 
( ••• FRO,.. LAYER : 
r 
HJ ~ IF!lJPTAKE.CT.O~ <;SP.~ 1 urTAKr =8 11~r, f?l 
[JA S S 1 (l , I I =:.. AS <; 1 I l • T 1- UP T 11K E 
D,. <; <; 3 I L , .:: ) = r. AS ('"f I L I T I .. ur T A K f 
REArRAl ION r T SURrt.rr 
CALCULATE ,(, :.rruP/lTIO~ FO'? T'H NODE. : ~; G rAM:,/UT rr 
:. 1 U C<; = I 7.726317 - . Ul : ') ;- . T [~r - . CJ ~ 1(' T' • r: l (N T [H: , T I +. u Ln (13 C 74 • ell ~ : T" ':". T ) 
$.CIINTD 5 ,I))/lGnu. 
o ASS 1 I l • I I = '; A S ~ 1 I L • -:- I +" T R I ~ ) • I C <: - e ll L , T ) I • V GL 1 ( T ) • OJ F" L T 
AV :JID NEGATIVE. "0 0"' surER<:ATLJ~ATIQI\ 0:- DO 
CSDl=CS'VOllll I 
IFIOASSlIL.I1.LT.U.) D~':SllL . 1 1 :- IJ.U 
I F I ~ AS S 1 I L , ! I • rr • C '.,!"l 11 r A S<; 1 I L , r I =C Sf.; 1 
I F I L 2 N A I I I • r. 3 • IJ I G (' TO 1 U 1 
C S ? = I 1 • 7 2 (; 31 7 - • I J 1 5 < 2 • T r ,., P - • 0 : 1 l ' 7 7 • C 2 I N 1 f' S ,: I + • ULJ ( : L 3 '53 II' C 2 I • T r-:; , I I 
os • C 2 I NT D S , 1 II / 11Jr!l1 • 
csn?=CS2'VCL21l ) 
Irl~A SS2 IL. ':: I.LT.U.1 D ASS2 IL, ! I = u.lI 
IFI~ASc;2IL.I1.CT.C ':": 1 r AS<;:? IL, :::I=rSC2 
lUI CONTINUE 
rETURN 
EN[, 
SUB'WUT INE Q UT r'J T lIP I 
r ••• C;UOROUTI Nf 'OR OUT"U T 
CO '1 M 0 N A HE"' ::J I 5 ) • A <; IF F I :' ') (j I , ~ Ilf " ~ I ::; I ,C ::' I II , 38 n I • C 2 I 4 • : (l L I • C 3 I LJ • J 8 a I , 
Z C HE II D 1 5 I , C ~N II LJ. 31'1 !' I • C It: 2 I II , :0 l' 1 • CF' PT 14 I , flC 1 I 7 ~.() I • ['I C ~ 17 <;(11 I 
:3 C r F U ell 7 <; 0 I. D I rue 2 t 1 5u I , D NIl .,q U I , ON 2 I 3 I'll I • E 1 I 1 'i [J ), 
4 [2 I 1 5 U I • E V I :: eu I , I C =t...l I 41 , I~ N[;L 17 !: 0 I .r EN DH 1 7 SO I , II NF 11 30 I, II "T, I 3 U I 
<; • lOT F 1 I 30 I , :': C T F <' ( 3U I, L 2C A I E . (II • L 2N A 13 PO) • C fl S Sl I 4, ~a (J 1 , 
6 0 ASS: I 4 , 3 8 C I , D A <; S 3 (4 • 3 1: r J I , r) P r Til " , 3 8 Lo I , r) P PT ~ I '1 I 3 R 0 I , N AM f C I II 1 I 
1 Q1 1750 I • Q2 I 7 5LJ ) • :lC n- F::' 17 5U I , OC OE F 2 I 75 U ) .0 IN 1 I 380 I ,3 TN 2 I 380) • 
800 II T 11 380 I , J CUT;' 1181 ; I , VII 7 ') (J It V 2 I 75 ld , V [11 Fu C I 3 e ll I • V CL 11 380 I • 
9 VO L 2 I 380 I • VO LF I! 75 [,I , V 0 LF 2 I 1 51! ) , 
1 A r • 1\ D 9 • AM. AI' B , A r • 'H 'f: • C F M , Dr-- l T • E 1 C, E <' r: , E V C , Fll A C • I BUR, I [ 1 , : c , 
2 ISK IP. NC1. ,,"SONST ,N IF 1, NIF2. NU~ ,NN1, ~ Fl. NOF2. ~,f',N rOUT, NTC'S. 
3 NT S . PI • P 2. '<0 IS • T EM r, T :~E Til, T T::: r-: E , V S . 19 B 
I FlIP. CT. 0 I CO TO III U 
IFI ISKIP.E~.IJI S O ~O 3no 
C OUTPUT INITIAL CONrrTIONS 
CHANNEL DATA OUTPUT 
WRITEINP,501 
50 FORMATIIHI,51X,'CHItJNEL DATA·.II,Z2X.· ••••••••••• LflYER 1 •••••••• 
$ ••• ·,3X.· ••••••••••• LAYER 2 •••••••••••• ·1 
WRITEINP,511 
51 FORMATI IX. 'CHA t'v'NE L LOW H ICH VELOCITY fLOW DIff COff 
$ VELOC lTY FLO W Dlff COEF·';,IX.· NUMBER NODE NODr fEETI 
$ S t C FT. - - , SEC fT •• Z / S EC FEET/SEC FT- .3/S[C Fh.2/ SICC· I 
DO 516 I=I,NCI 
IFIL20 III . EG .[l1 G r TO 517 
WRI TE IN P ,5 ~ I I. I E N S L I I I, I E N 0 H I I) ,VI II 10• GllI I , Ell I I • V 2 II I , G Z I I I , 
~ [21 I I 
GO TO 5 16 
517 WRIT E I NP , 531 I.I ENDLIII.IENDHIII.VIIII.G11I1.ElIII 
516 CONTINUE 
52 FO R MAT I 3 X • I:: .4 x. I3 . 3 X, 13 ,3 X, FEI .5 ,E1 2 . 4 ,1 X .r 10.4.3 x. F8. 5 • E 1 2 .4, 
$IX,[10.41 
53 FOR'" A T I 3 X • E .4 x. 13 . : x. I ~ ,3 X • F3 .5 , E1 2 .4.1 X • r 10 • 4, 8 X , • N C' , 8 X , • N C • 
$,10X.·NC·1 
NODE DATA CCJTPUT 
WR1TEINP,541 
WRITEINr.5 ~ 1 1~ I A"1ECINI. I'l = 1,NCON STI 
WP I TEl N P .5 C I I I A HE f>[' I M I, M = 1. 5 1 ,N = 1, NC ~N S T I 
W R I TEl N P • 5 71 (( ? H r AD I HI. M = 1 • 5 1 ,N = 1. NC ON S T I 
S lI rO P MATIIHI.lICX,·IN TT IAL NODf C(lNCENTRATICNS ·.!l 
55 FCR'1ATI24X, ') 1 2X ,· ....... ·,A4.· •••••• ·11 
5 6 f 0 fH1 A TI 2 X, • NOD E V[ R T 0 Iff C C E f'. 5 I 5 A 4 II 
57 f OR~' ATI1X. 'NUM r:rR fh.2/ SEC·. 3 X.515A411 
DO ':i1 3 I= I.NNI 
IFIL 2 NAIII. E G.£.t1 G r TO 519 
WRIT[INP.5"01 I . E VIIl .CCC1IN.I1.C2IN.III.N=1.NCONSTI 
CO TO 5 18 
51 ~ WRITEINP. 5" 1 ItlC1INtIl,N=1.NCONSTI 
5 1 c3 CO'H INUE 
5R rOPHATI ZX . :~ . 3 )0 ,f1 - .11J. 3 X.5121 2X .f8.4111 
5':' fOR'1ATI 2 X. I3 , 8 X.·N f' CO Ef·,3X, 5 12X.f8.4.3X.·NO NODE'II 
IFIIBB.EG. u l cr TO 3 UO 
WR IT E 1 N P . 6 P. I 
6'3 rop .... ATIIIt! X .·UKE "' OTTOH DATA'/I 
WRITEINP,C ? I I'JAHEC INI.N=l.NCON<;TI 
6:1 FOQ..,ATI 2 X.·IIjODr·,lX. 5 12X,A4.1X.·CUNC'11 
\I~ I T E l N P .7 IJI 1 ((: HEAl; I MI. M = 1, 21 • N =1, NC ON <; T I 
7[; FOPMATIIX, 'NUMP r: R' ~ I3 X.21141/1 
DC 52 ') I = l."lNl 
~.,r. Ioi RI TEINP,7 1 ) I.cC3fNtI),N=I,NCONSTl 
7 1 r 0 p. ~ A TI 2 X or :: ,1 )( , 5 f 7X • Fe. 3 II 
OUTPUT INFL~ W MlC fUTFLOW DATA 
30 a WR IT E I N P , 5 lJl 
EO rORMATl1H1, 2 LJX,'INfLOW AND OUTFLOW DATA',III 
IIRITt:INP, 51 1 INAMErfNI.N=l.NCONSTI 
61 FOP"'ATI1X,' NODE LAYER INFLOW·.4X,5IA4,7XI 
WRlTEINR,6 :' 1 IP\..f[AOI21,N=I.NCCNSTI 
52 FORMATIIX,·'lUMBER·.11X,·CfS·,6X,5IA4.7Xll 
IFINlf1.EG.OI GO T e' 520 
c 
DO 52 1 I = l.NIFI 
J=I TNf11 I I 
521 WRI TE IN P. 6 : I lIN F1 IT I , DIN 1 I J I, I C I Nl IN, J I , N= 1. N: ON S Tl 
63 FO RM AT I 2 X, 13 ,6 x. '1 '. 4X • F 7 .2. :-.1 3X ,FP .4 I I 
520 IFIN1F2.EJ.!l1 CC T e' 522 
DC ~23 I=l,NIF ? 
J=I1NF2II1 
523 WRIT[lt-IP,641 II,-:f 2 1T), Q:!" N2IJI,ICIN;> (N.JI.N=I . NCCNST I 
54 rO RMATI2X,1 :" ,6Y,· 2 ·.4X.F7.2,r;13X.f8.411 
WRITEINP,6 5 1 
IFINOF1.EG.OI ro TC' 52<; 
[10 526 1=l,NOFI 
J o=I OTF11I I 
52G WRITEINP,GrI IC'Tr1fTI.:C UT1IJI 
65 fOP"1A T I/ 2 X.·NO C[ LAY ER OUTFLOW',I,l X ,'NU M9rQ ', 1 :: x,'Cf S '1 
66 FOPMATI2X.I :! .6X,· 1· . 5 X.F7.21 
E;7 rORMATI 2 X,1 3 , EX ,· Z ·.5X,F7.21 
525 IFfNOF2.EQ.1J1 r o Tt' 3LJ1 
DO 528 I=l.r-.<OF:' 
J =r OTF 2 1I1 
528 WRlTEINP.6 71 II) TF2 f;I. O OUT~IJI 
301 GO TO 101 
OUTPUT AfT iR T : r- E TTI MF. 
100 GC TO 1 2 U1.2U2 1. ~P 
2 01 WRITEINP,7 7 1 T:THE 
72 fOt:!fo1ATI1Hl. Z lx.·NOrc- r:Clo, CENT fJ ATIONS AFT FR'. F3 .2.· ~OUr <; '111 
WR IT E IN P , 7:'l 0 ; A HE C (tJ) ,N = 1 , til e' r W' T I 
73 FORfo1ATI7X, r; 1 3 X,· •••••• ·.A4,· •••••• ·11 
WR1TEINP,741 IIAH E~' IMI.H=I.<;I.N = l.'-:C:JN <; TI 
74 fOPMATl2X, 'NOOr' ,IY.51r;AlIII 
WR I TEl N P .7 r; I I I PH E A" I M I ,M = 1. 5 1 ,N = 1. tIIC eN <; T I 
75 FORMATI1X. 'NUMPF R ' . 5 15A411 
DO 530 1=1,NN1 
IFIL2NAIII.[Q.( ' ) C~ TO 531 
WRITEINP.7fl ItlIC]IN.rl.C 2 0 : . ! II.N = 1,Ne'ONr; TI 
GO TO 53 0 
53 1 WR I TEINP,7 7 1 I,fC1IN.II.N=1.N C CN S T) 
53U CONTINUE 
76 FOPMATI7x.n,2X,5I Z I 2 x.Fe.4)1) 
7 7 r 0 R MAT I 2 X • I? , 2 x. 5 I :OX , F P,. 4, 3 x , • NO NO CE • I I 
1fII90.EG.(; 1 Gr TO lUI 
WRIT E INP.6 g 1 
WRITE I NP .6 '] 1 1 ~: AM EC I N I . N= l. N(CN S T I 
WRITEINP.7l'l IICrlEAnIHItH=I.21,N = 1,I'<CCN'; TI 
DO 532 1=1,NN1 
53 2 WR I TEl N P , 7 1 I I, I C 3 It-: • I I • N = 1 , NCO N S T I 
GO TO 101 
r. ••• OUTPUT CON'-TANT e; A I,e UPTIONS USE"D 
C 
2UZ WR1T[INP,731 
WR1TEINP,791 DrL T,'-PAC 
WRlTEINP,S !>. 1 EVC 
WRITEINP,S[l1 EIC 
WR I TE 1 N P • 9 2 1 E 2C 
WRITEINP,8Q) ROTS 
WRITE INP,8S1 HMP, 1H ET to 
WRITE INP,8 fi l BUR 
WR IT E IN P , 8 5 1 AD, AM ,A 0 B ,A M B , A F', PI , P2 , VS 
78 FOPP'ATl41X,'CON S TANTS AND OPTTONS USEO'III 
7 9 FOR MAT I 1 X, '1 1M EST " P =' , F Q • 1 ,IX , ' H OU RS ' , 8 X , , UPS T 'U: A"" C ON C EN Tr r.r I ON 
SFACTOR = ' ,FIf. 2, II 
l3u FOPMATI1X,' C ON STANl DIFFUSIO ~ COEFFICIENT USED IN LAYER 1. rn=', 
$ F1 2 .10,1 X, 'F T. *2 Isrc 'I I 
82 fORMATl1X, 'CON""TANT DIFFUSION COEFF"ICIENT US ED IN LAYER 2. rCl=', 
Sf 1 2 .10,1 X, 'F T •• , IS E r. ' I I 
81f FORMAH1X, 'TOS RED IS SOLVING COEFfICIENTIROISI = ',E10.Q,' 1/0AY'I) 
85 FORMATI1X,'AERooIC [' 00 DECAY PATE FOR 8RINE=',f5.3olX,'CAY-l',8X, 
$'ANAER08IC P OD [lECAY RATE tOR BRI Nt=',F5.3,lX,'!)AY - l',II,lX,'AEPO B 
SIC ROO DECAY RATE reR THE BF.NTHIC DrpOS IT=',f5,3,lX,' DAY-l',8X,'AN 
$AEROBIC BOO [" ECAY flATE FOR THE BENTHIC oEPOSIT = ',F5 .3,lX,'oAY-1',1 
SlolX,'oO AERATION COEFF"ICIENTS AR=' ,F6.3,2X,' Pl:::',F" 6 .3,2X,' P2=', 
$F6.3,AX,'BOD SnTL~G VE LOCITY =',·F5.3,' F"T/SEe'/l 
86 FORMAT( IX, 'C ON ST AN T BENTHIC UPTAKE Cf [l (1 IS ASSUMED. BU P=' , e- 5 . 2 , 
S' GRAMS/METER •• ? /OAY'I 
88 fORMATI1X, 'THE VERr.CAL oIFF"USI ON COEFFICIENT I S G!VrN A VALUE =', 
S F"l 2 . lU ,1 X, 'F" T * _:> IS E C ' I I 
89 F'ORMATIIX,'TEMF'F"RATURE =',F'4.l,lX,'C',8X,'THE TEMPr RATURE C(1R RECTI 
SON F"ACTOR fOP. roo rrCAYITHETAI=',f6.3,1I 
101 RETURN 
END 
I 
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? LO .n 2 un.u - ~ lJO.o 200 .U- 300.0- 200£1.0 1£10.0- 611.0 
7 UO.I] 3loLl.U ::1.uo.n 2UOO .0 2300.0 200.0- 11100.0- 217.U 
14(,7.7- lOU .0 1£. OU.O- JOO .0 2000.0- 300.0- 1800.0- 231. 
3P.7 2519.7 4~ 1,).7 1438.7- 500.0 100 O. U- 852.£1 750.0 
1~38.7- 5 5!"" .u "2E .U (; 15.U 150.U- 1255.0- :!255.0 711.U 
18f.:!.7 111 2' U. U ::oOU.O- 3315.0- 1130.0- 3000.0- IIOOU.O 2293.0 
4U 00.0 300u.u - ~ 15.0 ;:Z18.U- 200.0- 220.0- 2035.0 f.1I 12.U 
30UO .0- 55UfI.(1- :1.1U.O 5£1£1.£1- 1120.0- 340.0 5892.£1 3900.U 
5GOO.0 - 211 10.U - ~ 75.0 1700.0 1100.0- 220.1I 200.0 3897.U 
5190.0- 50UO.0- zr 10.0 125.0 4002.0 3500.0- 5 200.£1- 530.0 
554. n- 3000.0 r6 62.0 3680.0- 41100.0- 35~4.U 411112.0 200.0 
3 8U .0- 3174.U- ., OU.O- 184.0 1200.0 790?U- 3900.0- 3091.U 
e UO.[1 11 25 .U :J. 00.0 16 BO .0- 200.0- 1231.0- 10£10.0- 3000.0 
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... 
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SAMPLE OUTPUT 
CC'.!STANT r,rru<;:ct-. COE r FTCTf'<1 JS . U · L~Y~R - [C1=, . P. OUlJUUlJ 119 r T •• ;: / c:; [r 
o 
C~t4:;TAI, T ".[ NTHI;: ( ' '' T An - 0 1":;0 :::- f '~ SlJ ·' -c. . · UP. :- .:'0 r.P AH S //"E T[r •• i' I DAY 
Arr ~~:c ~::D [",CA Y ') AT~ rc" .J~n ~'E = .1U[, OAY-l ANA[RO <'lI C nO D !'<"CAY rH[ FOR [.fP N[= .01 5 !) AV- l 
A~,A[ hC eT r 0' 00 OrrAY RATf' rOR TH~ BnnHIC "rrCSIT:: . O'JC OAY-1 
'-' 1:: • !:UO P 2 =-1.5 GU '10n SE TTL1NG VEL0C!T V= .OlJlI FT/SfC 
OUTPUT IF ISKIP=l 
CHA NN El C AT ~ 
~ 
~ .. .. . .... . . le ·\ Yl f 1 ........... ........... l A y ~ p :' 
............ 
CII C·'f ~. /.,' L l C .. H: -' . V f LC' rTTY " l eI; o IF F CO EF VEL CC IT Y 
<"l Cw OIFr C DE r 
N ~ I ~A t-H.~ :.J t tJ :J. Fr E 1/ ~. fC c-T •• :; I "· rr: FT •• ~ 1 <; f C F EE TISI' r. 
FT " 3 / <;r r n •• :' / 5EC 
- .Ull : 8 -. r: S2l +U 3 . 3?·OU+01 M' NC 
NC 
- . 1; 7(, c3 _.""l~~ ~ "O4 . 3g 00+01 I,r !·IC NC 
- .I j .... 4 2U -. 32 31+U4 . ~8 0U+01 NC NC 
NC 
-.LJ ? 47 7 -.'27n"'U4 . :! ~ UU+01 • lJ03E4 • ') nuo"'o? .3~( ' O+01 
-.G :- 4 C ~ - . :::~ ... +04 • ~~ 00+01 -. UU '\!'1 -.2UUO+(I:' .3800+01 
- . U:-47 -.:4 ," "+04 . :!30U "'Ol -.010':'( -. 3(1UO +(13 .3ilOll+1J1 
_.lJ~r::: -. ?:3 3"'·O4 • :!Q OO+01 -.U13r:~ -. 40UO +0::' .3800+01 
- ,lI"'·,, 4 -. :- 371+04 . 3!3 00+01 -.OU::(I':; - .500 0+ [1 3 
.3800+01 
1 t1 -.U;>f)4 :' -.:.::! s r+04 , 3,\ 00"'01 -.O:!~OE - . ,]4 4 5 "fI~ 
.3300+01 
.i.11 : L 1 1 - .U"' r:7S _. ~ !..,n +(14 . 0" UU+O 1 
-. U4 ::? 1 - .1 2110+(14 . 38 ro·u1 
., : 1 l ~ -.(}~C: or:. -."': :~ -"'U4 • :!Q OO+01 - :'of, 7U4 
- .1 ~3e+r.4 .38UO·U1 
1 ::: 1 7 - .L "712 -. :' '1:?'''O4 . ~~ UO+O! NC 
~; r ' I( 
.!-.) 'i 3 ]', -.07U71 -, "151 +04 .3!100+01 Nr 
~!C NC 
1'1 . - 1 r - .t · ~ "'74 -.~ 360+04 
.3~00+01 Nr IIC NC 
l S l£ 17 - .lP7'14 -.4 or 0+U4 . 3 '100+01 
NC 'J C NC 
L 17 1 . - . wf":'lJl -.:!::.l~lJ+n4 .3300+01 
NC HC fIl r 
l7 Ie 1 " -,1J7 ~, 74 -. 7SF. [1+04 .3800+01 NC 
NC NC 
1 ) 13 2 ( I -.u't,CG -.13 <, (, "'04 . 38UO+01 Nr 
NC Nt' 
1') 21 .UU 3S7 . r.'?2 (+03 .?800+01 NC 
~IC NC 
2 u 
.,.., 
.01'; II . :'~ U[ i +04 .3300+01 NC NC 
NC 
REPEATS FOR 746(NC1) CHANNELS 
IN IT IAL NODE C ON CENT RA TI otI S 
...... TDS . ..... 
':"!J [ VfR T O:ff ror f LAYE .. 1 LAVrq -
N IIH[ r p fT"Z/S(C GIL GIL 
1 NO CO £: r 133.0000 NO NOD l' 
NO cor F 133.UUOU NO NOO r 
NO cor f 1:'?UOOO NO NOD : 
• n(JOLl1300011 1 3" .LlOOU :' (;U.OOOI , 
.1l(l lJOI50Unu 1:!::;.OOno <: 60.000 I 
.r,I.ICO I 5 0UOO 1 '~ .UUIJO :: 6U .OUO I' 
. UU U01 500[10 1" 3 .UOOl1 26 0.[1UUI) 
• onoo 1500(10 133.0UOO 26U.000l! 
.(1I)UI1150000 Ln~UOOO 26U.0000 
lU • r l[1 OU 1 500r n I"': 3 .LlUOO ze u.OOO[1 
11 .1)1I01l1S0UlJO 1 ?3 .uU[JU -(;U.OOO(1 
1: .rrl)(Jt..1 5 00rJll 1 "3 .UlIlJU :>6U.OUO( , 
13 NO caE F 13~.onou NO N O::1 [ 
14 NO corf 133.0[1UU NO NO~I;" 
1 5 
""0 CaE r 13 :' .51100 NO NO!) , 
16 ~: O cor r 11:'.000U NO NO :) r ' 
17 NO COE r 1?3.0()Oll NO NOD ' 
1 '3 NO COf r 1 :!3 .0000 1'<0 NOD, 
1 'j NO CO ,F 137..0000 NO NOD' 
:Ll NO CO~ F 133.UOOU NO NODr 
~ REPEATS FOR 37J(NNl) NODES 
~ 
~ 
OUTPUT IF IBB- l 
L AK [ PC TTOM DA TA 
NOD E Tns C ONC 
t-<Ut"C![F O/fY' •• Z 
I 100.0UU 
2 100.ueD 
lUO.OOn 
10U.000 
l CU.UUD 
101.l.OUO 
lUU.OOU 
lUU.OOO 
10U.UOO 
1U lUU.UOO 
11 H ' u.OUU 
1Z 1no.uOO 
13 100.000 
14 100.000 
15 100.000 
REPEATS FOR 373(NNl) NODES 
NOOT 
NUMBER 
16 
17 
rn 
105 
1 86 
315 
3 41 
II 
5 
10 
11 
12 
NCJr 
NUI'IU [R 
lU 
11 
1::-
13 
14 
LAYER 
L~Yrr. 
INFLOW AN ') OUTFLOW rl A 1 ~ 
INFLUW 
rF<; 
13M) .00 
13(10.011 
:?rn .Uli 
5:'O .OU 
IIlo,.O(J 
37 5 .LJ" 
l:,n.O(l 
2~~ . 5(1 
Z4 ~. 5 u 
37~ .1l.J 
:? r\~ • 'i lJ 
24 4. SfI 
2 44. 5u 
24 4.5l.J 
24 4.5(J 
3' 7 ~ .1 L. 
OUTFLOW 
:':cs.co 
:,-~ . e lJ 
'": P 5 . 7U 
2 ~f! . "1I 
:'~S.r;fl 
: ?,8 . r.u 
-~S.r.(J 
: 3 S . ( . (J 
r. .° !:i.7U 
"'!e . c.u 
;:-3 e. Fo (, 
T::J S 
GIL 
2 .(JUUO 
:' .(JOrJO 
. 5U uU 
.:;UOO 
I.UlIUU 
:' .ClUOU 
2 .(J OUO 
H2.PUOO 
:312.l.IrJ UO 
~ 1 Z . r,u DO 
'71 2 .0('00 
11 ~ . Ul, Ull 
'71::.nUIJU 
:l;- .UOllO 
0 1 2 .01100 
,,~ :- .LJU [J(J 
~ 
~ 
~ 
NODE" CONC[NTRATIONS KT[R 
...... TO" . .. .. . 
N(" O[ LAYE.R 1 LA 'fE.R 2 
NUM8ER GIL elL 
1 1 3 3.0UOO NO NOD" 
133.UUOO NO NODE 
l "P .UOUO NO NODE 
1 3': .0620 :'62.177e 
1 33 .0574 :> 60.,)55"1 
133.U55U :' &1.098 4 
133.U54 1 ;>50.6 59? 
133.0537 ? 6lJ .6 370 
1 3:': . 0536" 260 . 6 2'1 0 
1 11 1 :! ~.054U ~6U .6 5 4 7 
11 133. 054 7 2 60.702'3 
12 13 3 .059e. ~62.125e. 
13 1 33 .UOOO NO NCDE 
14 13~.0000 NO NODE 
1 5 13 2 . '"138 NO NODr 
1<:' 12 5 .725 9 NO Ncor 
17 1 2 F .U41 2 NO NODr 
1 3 132.8724 NO NO Of 
1 9 132.7437 NO NOOf 
;: 0 132.~575 NO NODE 
REPEATS FOR 373 (NN1) NODES 
OUTPUT IF IBB=1 
LAKr BOTTO'"' DAn 
NODE 
NUMPER 
1 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
T(,S CONC 
GIfT .. 2 
lUO.uOU 
100.00U 
1IJlI .OOU 
lOO.UOU 
10U.000 
100.000 
lUU.OOU 
10U.UOO 
lUu.OOO 
100.000 
100.000 
lOu.UOO 
lUO.OUU 
lUU.UUU 
REPEATS FOR 373 (NN 1) NODES 
. ..... 
3.00 HO URS 
APPENDIXB 
WATER AND SALINITY BALANCE MODEL 
The water and salinity balance model was 
formulated to simulate the water and salinity 
balance for Great Salt Lake on a monthly basis. 
However, the stability criteria dictated by the 
vertical mass transport between layers of the south 
arm restricted the time step used in the simulation 
to less than a monthly period . A 12 hour time step 
was used in simulating the water and salinity 
balance during this study. 
Data input to the model consist of initial lake 
conditions and information related to the monthly 
water balance. The initial conditions input to the 
model include the initial volume and surface area 
of both arms, the initial total dissolved solids 
concentration associated with the north arm and 
each layer of the south arm , and the initial mass of 
salt on the bottom of each arm. The monthly water 
balance data include the surface and groundwater 
inflows, the rate of precipitation, the potential rate 
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of evaporation, and the evapotranspiration. In the 
model this information is converted to units 
compatible with the calculation of the water 
balance on a time period of less than one month. 
The method which is used in the model to reduce 
the monthly data to compatible units restricts the 
model to a water year simulation and a maximum 
time step of 24 hours. 
The program outputs the initial lake condi-
tions and the simulated lake conditions at the end 
of each month. The output includes the inflow and 
outflow from each arm of the lake in acre-feet 
during the month and the elevation in feet, volume 
in acre-feet, and concentration of total dissolved 
solids in grams per liter for each arm at the end of 
each month of the water year. The model requires 
approximately 6.'S seconds of computer use time on 
a UNIVAC 1108 to simulate a complete water year. 
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i< E' d : s ~f) ! ·.-: n~ cr ... t:(f; r : ent :'a ... · 
El(' · .. a t ~'.n -If t.r'l tt 'l rr. t, f -: cs ·.!s (" ' .... a . _ 
~ a s t t. 'Jl \ ,· rt · f,.r t eatr '.I t: "l' . r a n "' to ·. ~ ·. rl . 
E l ... · .. i:t. t: r.T .. i t.·. t tn.,.. '. ~ t Gu "' ~ ..... a y .. 
'J. ,. .. ! c'~ !"" " r t : r t'rt a :. ·' · .. .... ",,~a r. Sf';;' : .,. ·.· t: l . 
! nit : ai "'H i n ;;. tp ', f r:'J r !~ r f') s r, • .: t t. 0 .. '''' 
t h T "ll J{ ~. t he f· a .. t f u l ... ",, !'" c {" 
Init Ial , ·~ t : r.' atf' 'If sr ... u tr. t o nortt. fh ..... 
thr nug n t ~ . .... Wf!s t c ul · .. «:r~ ·cr,1 
Init : al ' · st. "lo atp or n'. r t t: t o snut h n .. ..... 
thr ou~ r. tt: ~ 'A'pst c ul vert Ic fs l 
Jn i t : al e s t l F.,at p o f s o u th t n r: () rt ~ fln w 
t h r n ugh t h e- 'A'es t c u l· .. ,-· !"t ' C(SI 
Ac cu ra c y d esJ!"P -j i r. c a lc ulati ng cul vert 
FOR MAT laFl ". QI 
Coef(ici ~nt (o r a oj usting t.... H 
FORMAT r8FIQ .0. 
Ca r " I - ~ D ELZ '!. Thi ck nes s rJf . a yer 1 feetl 
DE LZ INEDZ , Ini t i al thirk ness .., f la y er ~ ED i' 
FOR:-':A T 11',FS . 0) 
E IN ED Z- II 
Verti cal d i ffus i on coef~cie nt between 
layer 1 and layer Z 1Ft I seC) 
Vertical diffus lo n coeffi cient between 
layer NED Z· l and layer ='lEDZ 
FORMAT (8Fl O, 0) 
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r:: .'U"C ! " 
i ·1 
.!..:-. : .. -. ' : .. , 
':'. :' ~ '" '. : ~ Ci.'- e :' c.." ~ :T, ',;!':.derl · .. : r:g 
: a ,,' '! !' : :. : tr. e s "'·.;t~ i:t. r :",:" Ac r e S' 
rOr~.~.:'.T ~ F : : . · 
'. ~ :" : 
'C O L :. :': :)/ . . ! 
C ! 
>'::-:. f-- f) : : a y er 1 acr e feet 
\ ' ? !u rr.e of laye r :" £ ::> Z ·1 
!r.: t i a i c o n c entrat io n o ( no r th al'=-:-:' 
:' T!r:e- ~ 11 
; ni t ia ! c o ncentrat ion of l a-yer 1 19 11 
: niti a l c oncent ra. t i on o f la.yer I!S'EDZ . 
:OR :-':AT 16FS. 0) 
Car~ 1 ·1'" DASS f~;: : ni tial m as, of salt on the- botto n: 0: d". e 
s out h ar~ l r.U llio n metri c tons' ! 0 
;.. : . .... .. 
: 1 
: :-.l tia l m ass of salt o n the bottom of t:.e 
n,,) Ttn arm ' milli o n metric tons i 
F '.J P. \ ~A T , ~ FI O. O \ 
Su !': a c e : :: f1 ':>w to lak e f o r rr.onth : 
': e-aT : Itr.ousancs o f acre feet per 
~ont}-.I 
::H .. · " F L ..... · I:!, . Surface inflow to lake m o nth 12 
v ear 1 
CaTC I.:' 
I l 
Repea t ! car c :- ")1" e ach :,\YR years 
FORM .. T I ll:5 . a , lO X ) 
PPT ' i. I Precip itati o n f o r month 1 year I 
, inches per month ) 
S,_- ,Q PPTll l. I I Precipitation fo r month 12 y ear 1 
'i nches per month l 
Card I ·:: 
13 
Card 1- ; 
14 
Repeat I card fo r each N YR y ea r s 
FORMAT IlZ FS , O. IZ X) 
PE VAP ' I,I ! P o tential e v aporation ior month 1 
year I (i nches per m o nth , 
Potent i al evaporation fo r m ont h 12 
year I 
Repeat 1 card fo r each :":Y R y ears 
FORMAT IlZFS, O. IZX) 
ELC ' I I Pan e vapo ratio n c oe:fi ci ent (o r m ont h I 
ELC r lZ l Pan e \'aporati n n C'o effi ci pnt fo r mo nth 12 
FORMAT I IZFS. 0 , IZX) 
~ 
Ca r d 1 -5 TRANSI!. \I 
1< 
5j,-l>O TRANS\IZ, \I 
~ 
E \'apotran spiration (n r Illo nth I 
yea r 1 ft h ousanrl s nf acre fE' (' t per 
monthl 
Evapotranspi r ation f ll r nlonth 12-
yt"ar 1 
Repeat 1 c a rd (IH each NYR VE"3 r s 
FORMAT (lZF5.0 . lZXl 
Card 1-5 GWDllI 
I ~ 
C WDI NYR' 
Card 1-4 MONTH I 11 
17 
45 - 48 MONTH \ 12) 
Grounch,ah' r I nflow t o lakl' Cr on 
ries('rt for \'l'ar t Uhou" ;lncls of 3 c.: n' 
(('('I pt'T n ,II n th \ 
G r o u nch .... atf. r In flnw 111 la ke fr"1! 
ct ... srrt (nr \ra~ :,\YR 
ic{("ntifi e r f I T r:' o nth I 
ldentifier f n r month 12 
FORMAT IZOA4) 
Table B-1. Principal variables In the water and saIlnlty 
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balance model. 
Table B I. Principal \'ariables i n the Water and Salinit y Balance Mode l 
CIlI 
C:-; 
DASSIf ' 
llEEPCE 
j)EEPCW 
IJELl 
IJF. P T H 
I )PPT Zi j 
ELF.\ S 
U tI I 
QI-..:tl i 
",.\V E e, · JI 
", r3 " 
,.\ ': ~ . I. ': ;. 
SA\' E L SiI , 
SA V E\' :'\ rll 
SAVE\'SII' 
SDR:-I1I1 
SDBSiI' 
TCNiIl 
TCSII) 
TEVAPNIll 
TEVAPSIII 
TFN(I) 
TFS(I) 
TPPTN(I) 
TPPTS (l) 
VOLNN 
VO LT 
VOLSN 
Deo s cri ption 
TDS concent rat i o n of south arm layer 1" 
TDS co ncentration of north a r m 
:vtas5 of T DS i n south arm layer I 
Tota l depth o f the s outh arm laYf' rs which co n -
tribut(" to flow no rth thr o ugh th e east c uiv c rt 
Innes Ol')t indurlf> the upper f NEDZ\ layed 
Total d~pth .... f tht" south arm layer s whic h c.,o n-
trinutp to fl nw north th r o ug h the west c ur ver t 
: dOf:S nnt i ncilide the upper I ;\iED Zl layer l 
r .... tal rl rpt h Il f :oonuth arm laye r s which contrib-
11tt- to (In\\ ~ " r th thrnugh t ht" c ~uspway fill 
'In f' ~ n nt indllric th p upp<'r ~ F:D Zl laYI.r] 
\ l ass o f TDSwhich will <" rt 'a t (" 5aturati un i n 
laY I' r t 
Elpvatior. .. r tht· !louth ar m 
EII' \' at ino IO f tht· no r t h arm 
Elf.vatinn II ! th. · t o p of the layer ~EDZ- L 
E \'ap" rat ion r atc- ror n,o nt h I 
1 t-d n rw n"rt " lh r nugh thr c au sE-way for 
! .l.VI r . 
;~ It •. . ~ . nO n ...... to th(' lak e for month I 
:")5, ~ . t "ntrdt lOn uf layer ; at e nd of month ! 
, nti 
. 1, .• t ll .n "t end nf Il\onth i 
Sout ... . trn' ,·levation at end of month I 
:\'n r th a rm volume at end ·) f month J 
South a rm vo lume at end of mo nt h 1 
Mass o f s a l t o n the b otto m of the north arm 
a t the end o f the mon th 1 
;.Aass o f s alt o n th e bottom o f the south arm 
at the end o f the month I 
T o tal fl ow north through the c auseway 's c ulvert s 
during month' 
Total flow south t h rough the causeway ' s c ul ve rt s 
during month I 
Total evapo ration from the no rth arm during 
month I 
Total evaporation from the south arm during 
month I 
Total flow north through the causeway during 
mont h I 
Tot al now south through the causeway during 
m o nth I 
Total precipitation input to the north arm during 
month I 
Total precipitation input to the south arm dur i n g 
m o nth 1 
New volume of the north arm 
Volume of sout h ar m less the volume o f layer 
NEDZ 
New volume of the south arm 
WATER AND SALINITY BALANCE MODEL 
INITIALIZE 
THE PROGRAM 
CALL OUTPUT: 
OUTPUT INITIAL 
CONDITIONS 
122 
CALL FLOW: 
PERFORM WATER 
BALANCE 
PERFORM SALT 
BALANCE 
CALCULATE NEW 
C<:>t'l CENTRA-
TIONS 
CALL OUTPUT: 
OUTPUT SIMU-
LATE-DWATER 
YEAR 
END 
~ 
~ 
C.H 
WATER AND SALINITY BALANCE MODEL LISTING 
COHMON ARE A(50 " C(!Il,.OAS5 50) .DELZ(SOltOPf>TISOJ.EISOJ,ElCI12Jt 
1 EVP 1Z ) ,fL WC 12 .4 OJ . GWI lIZ, '0 ) , PEVAP IlZ.,Ole Pf>T lIZ .40).P I1Z J , 
ZG(50)e Q1 NI 2), SAVEVSI1ZJ . SAVEVNClZ J ,SAVECI50 . 1ZJ.SAVECN UZ), 
'3 S A VEL S I 1 Z) • S A V EL N I 12 ) • 50 B N U Z) .50 BS (1Z ) • T EV AP N I1Z J , TE V A P 5 ( 1 2 ) • 
,. TfNC 12 ) , TfSt 12 h Tl' PTN t 1Z) .TPPT 51 1 Z ) ,VOL 150J .MONTH HZ). 
5 TCN I 12 • TC SC 12 h 
"IOELI, Jf .J F CE. JF CV tJ fPh NEOZ . NE DZ H. N ITE."".N T5. HYR. 
5ARE B,CKQ. CF.CF H.C N.CPP T .OASS8N.DASSBS. OEEPCE,DEEPCW. 
6 DEL T.O PTH . EEC ,c: WC .ELE VS .ElEVN K L NO ZH .EPP.1iI NEO. GNWO ,GS[ O.QSWO. 
1 RDIS .VOLN. VOLS ,VOL T, w. VCL SN. VOLNN.O EL TZN,IilS T 
... 
103 
202 
203 
204 
r ••• 
10,. 
... 
301 
CALL INPUT 
SU~ THE CO NSTANT VC\..UHES 
VOLT=O . 
DO 103 · I=1.NED7M 
VOL T=VOL T*VOLI IJ 
VOll NED! ) =VOLS-VOL T 
OEPTH=O. 
DO 202 IJ= JF ,N rOZM 
OEPTH=O EPTH+DELZ' I J) 
OEEPCE=O. 
00 203 1J=JfCE,NEOZH 
OEEPCE=OEEPCE+OfLZIIJ) 
OEF:PCW=O. 
DO 2011 IJ=JfCW,NEOZ?'! 
OEEPCW=OE EPCW*OJ:LZ I IJ) 
ESTABLISH HASS I N EACH LAYER AND MASS AT WHICH PPT 8EGINS 
00 101t I=1.NEDZ 
OA5SII)=VOlII)'CII).Cf 
[)f'PTI I)=VOlII) 'CPPT.CF 
OA5SN=VOLN.CN,Cf 
OPPTN=VOLN·CPPT.Cf 
CHANGE AREA TO fEE T. '2 
00 301 I=1.NEDZH 
AREAl IJ=ARE AI I). '3!f, O. 
AREAB=AREAB. 4356 0. 
IP=O 
NT=O 
CALL OUTPUTIIP,NT) 
AI< CP =1 .1 I 1Z.'Z 4 •• 3 ElJ O. ) 
r. ••• [NTER HAIN LOOPS 
00 ZOO NT=1,NYR 
CO 208 1=1 ,1 Z 
TPPTSII) =0. 
TPPTN II) =0. 
TEVAPSI IJ=O. 
TEVAPN(1)=0. 
TCNIIFO. 
TCSI IJ =0. 
TFN I IJ =0. 
208 TFSIU=O. 
DO 201 1=1.12 
GO TOI206. 2 05. 316, 206.105,206.205.206,20S.206.206,Z05). 1 
ID'S GIN I lJ = I FL W II, NT ) 128 • ) ,.50 '111 
r. ••• P AND EVP AS FT/SE C 
PIII=CPPTCI.NT)/28.) .AI<CP 
EVPCIJ=CPEVAPCI,NTI/Z8.).AKCP 
GO TO 201 
20 5 QI N C I) = 'fL W I I. NT ) 1 :ll • ) '. 50 If 1 1 
PIII=CPPTCl,N T II30.I.AKCF 
EVPCI)=CPEVAPCI,NTI/30.)·AKCP 
GO T O 201 
206 GIN CIl=CFLWCI,NTI/31.I •• S041 7 
PtI'=CPPTlI,NTII31 .I 'AKCP 
EVP'I)=IPEVAPCI.NT)/31.)·AI<CP 
207 CONTINUE 
1= 1 
1CT=0 
DO 199 IT=1, NTS 
••• ESTABLISH FLOWS BETWEEN THF NORTH AND SOUTH ARMS 
CALL FLOW I I, Icn 
C MO VEM ENT OF TD~ 
C SOUTH ARM 
01 F F l=A RE All) e r I 11 .C F H' I I C I Z )- C I 11 ) " .5' I DE LZf :? I + Of" L 7 11 I I ) I 
r. ••• B01TOM LAYC:R 
o ASS 11 ) = 0 ASS It I + I Q <;i • C N e C F M + r. I no- 11 • O[ l T 
00 106 r M =2,NEr7~ 
OIFF 2= A RE A I 11'11 .E I I ~ I .C F M' I I C I I 1'1+ 11 - C I 1M ) ) I I .5· I ~E L? II I+t- 1) + ~"LZ I 1M I 
$ ))) 
OA S5 I 1H) =0 AS S 11M) + Ie IF F2 -DIF n ~ I TM I . C 11M)· CF 1'1 ). DEL T 
lOG DIFFl=DlfF2 
••• TOO LAYER 
DA SS' NE DZ) =0 AS ~ I NE''7 ) + 1- GIN ED? ). C (N ED Z ) e C FM -0 IrF 1)· or l T 
I FlO ASS I 1 , • G E • DP P TIl )) GOT 0 1 07 
IFIDASSBS.lE .. O.I GO TO 101 
DIS = R 0 IS' ( C P P T -C 11 )J .0 E LT. V OLI 1) • CF 
IFIOIS.GT.OASS9S) Q1S=OA SSAS 
OA~SI11 =OA5S(1)+DI S 
DASSBS=OASSBS-DIS 
CALCULATE PRECIPITATION OF SALT 
101 l=NfOZ 
109 IFIDASSIU.LE.£J>PTILII GO TO 108 
SP PT =DA S5 I LI -C "f' T (l) 
OASSIU = OPPTIL' 
OASSIL-1 )=DASSfL - 11+SPPT 
108 l=l-l 
IFIL.GT.lI r.0 TO 109 
IFIDASSIl).LE.DPPTflll GO TO 1 '10 
SPPT=DASSI 1) -011' TIl) 
OASSI11=DPPTU) 
DASSBS=DASSBS+SPPT 
r ... NORTH ARM 
110 DO 111 IJf=l.NfOZ 
111DASSN=OASSN+QIIJf).CIIJfl.CFMeDElT 
OA SSN=O ASSN-QS It eN .CF /1.0 EL T 
r. ••• TEST TO DISSOLVE OR PRECIPITATE SALT 
SUBN=DASSN-DPPTN 
IfISUBNI1l?11,.,113 
C ••• OISSLOVE SALT 
112 IF I DAS5BN.lE.0.I G,O TO 11q 
DIS=RDI S' I CPPT -eN) .O E L h V OL N'C F 
IFIDIS.GT.OASS~N) PIS=DASS8N 
OASSN=OASSN+OIS 
C 
IFIDASSN.GT.DPPTNI SO TO Z14 
OASSBN=DASSP.N-OIS 
GO TO 114 
?l4 OASSN=OPPTN 
DA SSBN=OAS SBN- DIS+ DA SSN- DPP TN 
GO TO 114 
CALCULATE PRECIPITATION OF SAL T 
113 [.ASSN=DASSN-SUPN 
DASSBN=DASS8N+SUBN 
CONVERT TO NEW CONCENTRATIONS 
114 VOLN=VOlNN 
VOlS=VOlSN 
VO LIN EO Z 1= VO l S N- VO l T 
DElZINEOll=OEL TZN 
OPPTCNEOll=VOlINED71.Cf'PT.CF 
DPPTN=VOlN*CPPT·CF 
DO 115 IK=ltNEDZ 
115 CCIKI=DASSIIKI/IVOLIIKI.CFI 
CN=DASSN/IVOLN-CFI 
199 CONTINUE 
IP=l 
CAll OUTPUTIIP.NTI 
200 CONTINUE 
STOP 
(NO 
SUBROUTINE INPUT 
COMMON AR EA I 50 I. C I !ll I. DA S SIS 01 ,0 Ell 150 I • OPP TIS 0) • E ISO I • ElC II 21 , 
1 EV P I 1Z I • Fl WI 1Z ,40 I ,G WI I1Z. 40 I, PE YAP 112,40 I • PP T I1Z ,Il 0 I ,p 112 I, 
2 QI SO I, Q IN I 1Z I • SA VE VS 11 ZI • SA V EV N 112 I .S A VEC 150,121 • S. V ECN I1Z Ie 
3 SAVELSI 1Z) ,SAVEL N 112 I. SOBNI lZ1 .SOBS I1ZI • TEV AP NI1Z I. TEVA PS lIZ I. 
4 TFN lIZ I, TFS 112 10 TP PTN 112 I • TPPT SI121 .V Ol I SO I .14 ONT H' 1'Z I. 
5TCNI1ZI.TCSI121. 
4 IDEl T. JF ,JFCE. Jf CW .JFM ,NEDZ, NE OZM,N ITE .NP.N TS. NYR. 
5AREA9.CKQ, CF,CFM.CN.CPPT.OASSBN.DASSBS.DEfPCE.DEEPCW. 
6 DEL T .OE PTH .EE C ,EWC ,F.U: VS .ElEVN .EL MJ 2M ,E PP.Q NE O. GNWO .QSE O. QSWO. 
1ROIS.VOlN.VOLS,VOL T, W.VOlSN~VOLNN.OElTZN.QST 
DIMENSIONGWOIIIOI.TRANSI1Z.I!OI 
READI5.1) NR.NP 
f'ORMATI16I51 
READINR.11 NEOZ.JF,JFCE.JFCw.NTS,IDELT.NYR.NITE 
NE[lZ H=N EOZ-1 
JFH=JF-1 
RfADINR.ZI ElEVS.ElEVN,CPPT.ROIS.VOlS.VOLN,CF.CFH.EEC,EWC. 
$QSEO ,QNEO. QSWO oC Nwe, EPP. W 
REAOINR.ZI CKQ 
2 FORMATI~F10.01 
C - •• INPUT THICKNESS OF EACH LAYERI FEETI 
C 
RE~DCNR.31 IDELZlJI,J=l,NEOZI 
FORH~TC16F~.OI . 
C INPUT DIffUSION COEffCIIENTS I n"ZISEC.1 
RE~OINR.?IIEIJI,J=l'NEOZHI 
••• INPUT SURFACE ARE~ FOR EACH LA Y£R IN SOUTH AR"IACRES I 
REA 0 C NR. ZI ARE A8 , I MEA C J I. J= 1. NE DZM I 
••• INPUT VOLUMES I~CR[-FE[TI 
RE~OINR.ZI IVOLIJJ,J=l.NEOZ~1 
INPUT INITIAL CONCENTRATIONS IN EACH lAYER IG/Ll 
REAOCNR.31 CN.ICIJI.J=loNEDZI 
INPUT INITIAL MASS ON BOTTOM OF BOTH ARMS IMILLION '1ETRIC TONSI 
READINR.ZI OASS8S. "la SS8N 
(' INPUT [lATA FOR WATf~ BALANCE' 
MONTHLY INrlOW IN TYOUSANS OF ACRE FEET 
READINR.'I) IIFUICI.NI.I=1.121.N=1.NYR) 
f'ORMAT!12F5.Q.20XI 
MONTHLY PRECIP TN lNCHES 
RE A 0 C NR. 41 I C P PT I I ,N I • I= 1. 12 I. N= 1. N YR ) 
(' MONTHLY POTENTIAL EVAPORATION IN INCHES 
RE A DC N R • 'I ) I I P EV AP II • N I • 1=1 • I? I. N = 1 ,N YR I 
RE A 0 I N R • I! I I EL C I I I • I = 1 ,121 
r •• - MONTHLY EVAPOTRANSPIRATION IN THOUS~NOS OF ACRr FEET 
READINR.'II IITPANSII.NltI=l.12I,N=l.NYRI 
MONTHlY GROUNDWATER INfLOW FROM DESERT IN THOUSANDS CF ACRE' rEET 
REAOINR.31 (GWOINI,N=l.NYRI 
REAOINR.51 IMONTH'II .1=1.121 
FORMAT! 20AI!) 
,. ... DATA REDUCTION 
CONVERT fROM MnRIC TONS TO GRAMS 
OASSBS=OASSCS.lO •• -12 
OA SC;BN=OASSBN.I0 ••• 12 
C ••• TOTAL INFLOW TO THr LAKE 
00 106 N=l.NYR 
DO 1 US 1=1 .12 
GWI I I. N) = (.0 £,. FL W I J, N I +G WD' N II -1000. 
10 5 Fl W I I. N I = I r L W I I. N I -T R II N S I I, N II -I 000 • + G W I I I, N I 
106 CONTINUE 
DElT=FlOAT( '!OELT I-:>J; DO. 
EL N 011'1= ELEVS -D[l Z I NE 0 1 I 
ROI S =RO lSI el'. 40 o. 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FLOWII.ICT) 
CO~"ON ARE A (50" C I ~ I , DA SS 15 [ll .0 E LZ 15 a I ,0 pr T I 501 • E I '5u I. fLC (1 Z I. 
1 EVP( 121.FlWI12.If 01 .GWI I1Z, 110). PfVAP I1Z.40 I. PPT 112 ,'10 I ,f' 1121. 
201 50 1,0 IN 112 I • <;A VE VS 11 21 ,SA V rv N 1121 • S AVf CIS 0.121 • SAVE CN 112) • 
3 SA VELS lIZ I .5 AV EL N I 17 I • SO B N 112) .S 0 BS 112 I , T EV liP N 112 I , T E VA PS I 1 7 I , 
II TFN I 12 I • TF S I 12 .. TP PT N I 12 I, T PPT S I 121 ,v OL 150 I ,M ONT HI 12 I • 
5 TC N I 1Z I • TC S I 1Z I. 
qIOELT,~F.JFCE.~FCW.JFM.NEOZ.NE"ZM,NITf.NP.NTS.NYR, 
5ARE~n.CKQ, CF,CFH,CN,CPPT.OASSBN.CASSBs.OErpCE.OErpcw. 
6 DEL T. DEPTH .EEC ,E WC .ELE VS .ELEVN .fL ~ ZM.E PP ,0 I'<EO. QNWO ,O~E O. QSWO. 
7ROIS.VOLN.VOLS.VOLT.W,VOLSN,VOlNN.DELTZN,OST 
C - •• INCREMENT I (COUNTER ON MONTH) IF APPROPRIATE 
ICT=ICT+IOEl T 
GO T 0 1116 • 11 5. 1l 6 • 11 6. 11'1 , 11 C. 11 5 • 1 16 011 5 ,I 16 , 116 , 1 1 5 I, I 
11'1 IfIICT.GT.f;121 CO TO 215 
GO TO 117 
115 IfIICT.GT.nOt GO TO 215 
GO TO 111 
116 IFlrCT.GT.74'" GO TO 215 
GO TO 111 
215 SAVEVSI IJ=VOlS 
SAVEVN( IJ=VOlN 
SAVECN( I1=CN 
'"'" t,,) 
VI 
SAVELSI IJ=ELEVS 
SAVELNIII=ELEVN 
SOBSIII=OASSBS 
SOBNII I =OASSBN 
DO 214 IL=1. NEOZ 
214 SAVEClIL.I,=ClILI 
1=1+ 1 
ICT-=IO EL T 
11 7 CONTINUE 
C ___ ESTABLISH AVER ACE CONCENTRATION 
CS=O. 
DO 118 II= 10 NEn? 
118 CS =CS+C III I -IVOLII I I/VO LSI 
GO TO (121,120.121,121.119.121 .120 .121.120.121.121.1201,1 
119 IFlICT.GT. ?361 GO TO 122 
12 2 
120 
123 
121 
124 
... 
125 
_ .. 
ITEt4P=2-I- 1 
GO TO 125 
IT EMP-::2-I 
GO TO 125 
1 F I I CT. G T • 36 0 I GO TO 1 :?3 
!TEMP=2-I-1 
GO TO 125 
IT EHP-::2-I 
GO TO 125 
IFIICT.GT.3721 no 10 124 
ITEHP=2-I-1 
GO TO 125 
ITEI'P=2*I 
BRINE TEHPERATLPE 
TEHPB=12 .5+12. -<"IN 1.262- fLO AT( HEMP 1-3.531 
SPECIfIC GPAVITY 
F=I' 8._TEP1PB-TEHPB •• 2+132416.1 1132432.11.99823 
51 =11.+ .63*CSI 1000.1 .f 
S2=II.+.63.CN/1000.I*f 
A= S2 -S1 
B=ELEVS-ELEVN 
B=B-CKQ·B ••• 6 
C __ • SURFACE AREAS (,F EACH AAH IN FEfT .. Z 
EL S4 =EL EVS-4 00 O. 
ASURFS= 1509380 .-72 6£>.5 -ELS4+3IJ .1625 -E LS4 •• 2-.0 52836-ELS4".* ~ I ·1000. 
S -43560. 
EL N4 =EL EVN -4 00 U. 
ASURFN= 1960910 .-14 BI 4. 8* ELN4+7 4. 310 8. El N4" 2-.1255-EL N4 "31*1000. 
'*43560. 
C *** CALCULATE PRECIPITATION INPUTl CfSI 
APS=PIII*ASURFS 
APN::PII)*ASURFN 
TPPTSII I =TPPTS II 1+'" S. OELT 
TPPTNlIl=TrPTNIII+APN*OELT 
C *** CALCULATE fVAPQRAT:"ON RATElCFSI 
EVAPS=E VP 1I I.ASURf S- ELCCI I, II. -.178.C lNEOZ I It 1000 .-SIII 
EVAP N=EVP I I1_ASURfN.ELC( II-II. -. 778.C Nil 1000. -SZ II 
EVAPN=EVAPN.1.Z 
TEV APS I II::T EVA rs I I )+EV AP S.OELT 
TEVAPNI IJ=TEVArN II )+EVAPN-OflT 
C _ •• FLOW THROUGH CAUSEWAY 
C 
C * •• EAST CULVERT FLOWS BY ITERATION 
Yl =ELEVS-EEC 
YZ=Y1-B 
YL 1:: -6. 3 * Y 2- 5 • PI! * A *Y 1 + 7. 0'3 • Y 1 
Yl2=6.3~hY 2+5. ~ _A.Y 1- 6. 23*Y 1 
If lYL1.l T •• 11 Yll=.1 
If CY l2 • LT •• 1 I YL 2= .1 
crS=13.55.IY1-IYL1+YL211/IYl-Y211-1.02 
C f SP = I 3 .83 • I Yl - I Y L 1+ Y L Z I I /I Y 1- Y2 I I - 1. 1 ~ 
IFICFS.lT •• OIl CfS :: .01 
HICfS.GT.3.m CrS ::3.0 
IFlCfSP.LT •• 011 CF5P=.01 
IFICrSP.GT.3.U) Cf<;P=3.U 
CFSP1=CFSP+l. 
CFS1=CFS+1 
DO 126 IT1=1,NITE 
vsr :: GSEO/IW.YLZI 
CFSO=CFS.VSE/CFS1 GNf. = IY1_YLI_Y L Z_ CFS.VSE •• 2164.41.64.4/CFS1+CFSO*.Z 
IFlQNE.GT.O.1 CO TO 325 
QNr.=O. 
VNf=O. 
GO TO 228 
325 QNE=W.YL1.((~NE ... 5 -{rsol 
IFCQNE.LT.U.1 QNr.=O. 
VN E = Q NE /I W • Y Ll 1 
228 CFSPO=CFSP.VNE/CFsn QSf= C Y2 -YL2 -Y Ll -S 1/SZ -<: F'S P.V NE.' 2/G4 .41.G 4 .4/eFS P1+rr SPO·· Z 
1 F I Q SE. G T .0. I CO T C 3Z 7 
QSr=o. 
GO TO 328 
327 QSf=W.Yl2.1QSE ••• 5-<:rSPDI 
IF (~SE.L T .0.1 G<:E=O. 
3ZS TOT=ABSlQNEO-GNEI+AOSCQSEO-Q5f I 
IFITOT.LE.EPPI GO TO 127 
QS[O=Qsr 
126 QNEO=QNE 
127 IF I Q SE. L T .1. 1 QS E= 1. 
IFIQNE.LT.1.1 GNE=l. 
Yl =fLEVS-£WC 
Y2 =Y 1-8 
YL1=-6. 3*Y2-5. <>4." -Y I+7.09*Y 1 
YL 2 = f; • 3 q • Y 2 + 5 • ')II • A • Y 1- 6 • 23' Y 1 
1 FlY ll.l T •• 1 I Yl1=.1 
IF I Y LZ. L T .. 1 I Yl 2= .1 
crS=(3.55.CY1-CYL1+YL2)J IlYl-Y 211-1.02 
C r S p = n .83 • I Yl - C Y L 1 + Y L 21 II I Y 1:- Y2 I I -1 .1 q 
IFICFS.LT •• Oll CFS =.01 
IfICFS.CT.3.01 rrS =3.0 
1 F I C r S P • L T .. 01 I C f SP = • 01 
IFIcrsp.GT.3.01 CF~"P=3.0 
CFS1=CrS+1 
CfSP l=C FSP+l. 
DO 1 28 IT 1=1 • N IT E 
VSW=QSWOI lW*YL 2) 
CFSO=CFS'VSW/CFS1 GNW:: IYI-YL1- YL2-CFS*VSW •• 2/64.4' .64 .4/CFSl+crSO .. 2 
IFIGNW.GT.O.I GO TO 329 
QNW=O. 
VNW=O. 
GO TO 232 
329 QNW=W-YL1-IQNW" .5-CFSO, 
IFIGNW.LT.O.I GNW=O. 
VNW=QNWII W-YL1) 
232 CFSPO=CF5P-VNW/CF5Pl 
GSW= I Y2 -YL2 -Y L1 .51/52 -<: FS p. V NW" 2/64.4 I -64 .4/CFS P1 + CF 5PO _. 2 
1F(OSW.GT.0.I CO TO 331 
GSW=O. 
GO TO 332 
331 Q~W=W.YL2-IOSW".5-CFSPOI 
IF 1 Q S W. LT. [) • I OS w= o. 
332 TOT=ABSIQNWO-QNWI+If'!SIQSWO-GSW I 
IF ITOT .LE .ESPI GO TO 129 
QSWO=QSW 
128 QNWO=QNW 
129 IFIQSW.LT.1. I G5W=1. 
I F I Q N W. LT. 1.) CN 101= 1. 
01 F=6. 9835 -1675 •• A +1 58 .97. B + 45 53 5. - A_ .2- 377 3.3 .A - B+ 14.01- B •• 2 
S -'I 2'3 07U • - A •• 3. +:! 49 ~ •• A. - 2. _ ~ £.31 • .2 *A - B - - 2. +48.556 - 1'1- -3 • 
s +130 2tJ 0 o •• A. _4 .- 10 S:: 70 •• A- .3.- S- 176 .07- A_B. -3. -5.4593 -8 - -" • + 3352.1 
S-A·-2.-F\--2. 
:I1F = Q1f-69.393f. 
IF 1 Q 1F • L T .li. U I Q 1F =0 • 
Y2F =19.307+24 2.23-A-3S."2~ B-4339.9.h-2.+407.5-A-6 
s +14.332 - B- -2. + 19 021. -A -- 3. -1466. a-A -- 2. -8-45.641- A- B - -2 • 
$-3.P069-B--"3. 
G2F =12.1629+1290. 3-A-113.24 -0-19649.-A"2.-912.81-A-6 
S +1 ~6.1 7 - B -.2. + 1951 [J) •• A- - 3. + 20 '!7 4. - A_ - 2. - B-1861. 6 -~ • B •• 2. 
$ -1 B. ao 2 _ B •• 3 .- 629690 •• A. - 4.- 66 50 2 •• A- .3 •• e+ 308.06.A .n •• 3. 
$-15.181-B •• 4.+2°65.3 .A-.2.-B .. 2. )-1 1.-1 14139.5-ElEVSI/Y2F1 .1.312) 
G2F=nF.69.3936 
I F I Q 2 F • l T • O. I Q? F= O. 
C TOTAL HONTHL Y rL OWS THROUGH fAUSEWA Y 
TFNlll=TFNIII+IGNE+QNW+Q1FI.DELT 
T F S I I ) = TF S I I I + I Q S E +G S W +Q 2 F .. DE L T 
TCNIII=TCNIII+IQNE+QNWI-OELT 
TCSII)=TCSII)+IQS[+QSw).OELT 
•• - NEW VOLUMES 
CS T=QSE +QSW +G2 r 
AQ F= QNE +QNW+ eu F - as E- GS 101-02 F 
VOLNN=VOLN+ I AQF+AP "-EVAPN I-OEL T/43560. 
EL EVN=41S2.5 92+ I VOLNN/1098"3. 23 -224.32)- -.5 
VOLSN=VOLS+ I QINI II +APS-AQF-EVAPS 1-0 EL T 143560. 
EL EV S=4186. 393 + I VOL SN/25 01,).62 -201.2171 --.5 
DEL T ZN= ELEVS -£ LN OZ M 
r: ••• CALCULATE SOUTH TO NORTH FLOW OF THE VARIOUS LAYERS 
DO 130 I.J-::hNEDZ 
130 QIIJI=O. 
••• FILL FLOW 
TOEPT H=OEP TH+D fL Z I NE OZ I 
00 131 IJ=JF.NEOZ 
131 GIIJI=G1r-IOELZIIJI/TOEPTHI 
CULVERT FLC'WS 
TOE=OEEPCE+OEL?INEr71 
DO 132 IJ=JFCE.NEDZ 
132 QIIJI=GIIJI+QNF.IoELZIIJIIToFI 
ToW=OEEPCW+OEL?INEOZ I 
DO 133 IJ=JFCW .NEo 7 
13 3 QI IJ I=Q IIJ) +QN W. I DEL Z I IJ IIToWI 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT( IP .NT) 
COMMON AREA 150 h C (50) • oA SS I SOl .0 E LZ (50) • OPP T I 50) • E 150 I. ELC tl: I • 
1 EV PI 12 I. Fl WI 12.401 .G WI 112.40 I. PE YAP 112.40 I • PPT 112.40 I .r 112 I • 
2GI501.QINI121.SAVEV~112I,SAVfVNI121.SAVFCI50.12"SAVEC"I 112 Ie 
:! SAV(LS 112 I .5 A \I EL N I 12 I • SO BN 1121 .SO BS 112 I. T EV AP N (12 I. TEVA PS I J ? I, 
4 TFNI 121 ,TFS 112 It TP rTN I 121,TPPT 51121 .V Ol 15U) .MONTH 112). 
STCNI121.TCSI121. 
If IOEL T. JF .JfCE. JFCW .JF M .NEO Z. NE OZ M.N IT E. NP.N TS. NYR. 
5AREAB.CKG. CF.CFH.CN, CPPT. DASSBN.DAS56S,DEfPCE ,DErpcw. 
6 DEL T • oEPTH.f EC ,E WC .F L E VS .ElE VN .E L NO ZM • E PP.G NE 0, ON wr • GSE O. Q SW O. 
7 ROI S • VOLN. VOLS • VOL T. W. VOL SN , VOlNN.O EL T Z N. QS T 
IFI1P.GT.OI GO TO ::DO 
WRITEINP.11 
1 FORMATl1H1.25X.'INITIAL CONOITIONS·,II 
WRITEINP.21 
FORMATl1X.'SOUTH AR~·.30X.·NOPTH AR""/I 
WR I TEl N P • :3 I E L [V S • [L E V N • V OL S • VOL N • C N 
3 FORMATllX,·FLEVATION·.F~.2.21X.·ELEVATI(,N·.F9.2./.1X.·VOLU"Ir·. 
$ F9. U .1 x. • AC RE -1'"( E T '. 14 X. 'VO LU'" E' • F9 .0.1)f. • A CR E -FE fT ' • /,4 (J X, • c· • 
$ 13 X. F6. 2) 
DO 101 1=1.NE07 
IPT=NEol-I+1 
"IFIIPT.EG.NEoZI GO TO 102 
WRITEINP,41 IPT.CITPTI.EIIPT)'~lZI IPTI.VOlIlPTI 
GO TO 101 
102 WR~TEINP.51 IPTeCIIPTI.oEl7.(JPTI.VOllIPTI 
101 CONTINUE 
FORMATI/1X.·lAY[R '. I2.1.1X. 'C ·.11X.F6.2.· GRAMS/LITER·,1.1x.·E·,e 
$X.F<J.7,· FT •• 2/sEC'.1.1X.·oELZ',8X.F6.1.· FEfT·,.IX.·VOLUME •• ~ X.F') 
$.O.·ACRE-FEET" I 
5 FORHATl/1X.·LAYfR 'I2./.1X.·C· .11X.F6.2.' GRAMS/LITICR',I.IX. 
S'oELZ·.8X.F6.1,· FEET'.1.1X.·VOlUMf'.3X.F<J.0.· ACRr-FEfT'I " 
GO TO 201 
200 00 107 1=1,12 
TPPTS II I =TPP TS II 1143 56 O. 
TF S I I I = TFS I 1114356 o. 
TCSlll=TCSIII/43560. 
TEVAPSI IJ=TEVAPSII1143560. 
TPPTN II I =TPPTN I I IIIC 560. 
TFNlll=TFNIII/43560. 
TCNII)=TCNIII/Q3560. 
TEVAPNI !)=TEVAPN I I 1143 560. 
SOB5111=SoB5(1)/I0.-.12 
101 SOBNIII=SOBNIII/10.-.12 
OBS=OASSBS/IO.··12 
OBN=OASSBN/10.··12 
WRIHINP,10) NT 
10 FORI1ATl1Hl.1X. 'YEAP' .131 
WRITEINP,ll1 IHONTHIII.I=1.61 
11 FOR"1ATl/.1X.'HONTH'.4X,6110X.A41 I 
WR1TE I NP.121 ISAVEL5fIltI=1.61 
1 2 FOR M AT I 1 X. • SOU TH A PH ' • I. 1 X • • [L EV A T I ON' • 3 X • 6 (II X • F 1 0 • 2 ) ) 
WRITEINP.131 IS"VEV5III.I=1.£1 
13 FORMATI1X. 'VOLUM E' .6X.61,.X.FI0.01) 
WRITEINP.2 2 1IFLWII.NTI,I=1.61 
22 FORMATllX. 'TOT ~ HFLOW' .61 .. X. FlO.It) 
WRITEINP.231 IGWICI.NTJt1=lt61 
23 FORMATllX.'G W INFLOW'.3X.GI,.X.f10.111 
WR I TE I N P ,18 I I TP PT S I I I • 1=1 . 6 I 
18 FORMATCIX. 'P PT ',9X.61,.X.F10.01 I 
WRITEINP.2U (T[VAPSIII.I= I.61 
21 FORMATl1X. 'E VAPO RA TI ON'. 1X.6 14 X. F10.0 I I 
WR I TEl N P .19 I I TF N I 1) • 1=1 .61 
19 FOR~ATCI X .'F LOW NORTH'.2X. 61,.X.FIO.011 
IIRlTEINP.251 CTCNII).I=1.61 
25 FORMATllX,'FLOW NORTH C'. 6 14X.FlO.OII 
WR I TEl N P .2 0 I ITF S II I • I =1 • 6 I 
20 FORMATl1X.'FLOW SOUTH'.2X,61I1X.F1D.oII 
WR I TEl N P .26 I I TC S I II tI::l .61 
26 FORMATIIX. 'FLOW SOUTH C' ,614X, F10.0)) 
WR IT E I N P .1" I 
14 FORMATI1X.'CONC(NTRATIONS') 
DO 105 IL=1.NEDZ 
IP T=NED Z-1L +1 
105 WRITEINP.1S1 IrT"~VECIIPT.!) .1=1.61 
15 FORMATI1X,'LAYEP ',T2.4X.614X,FlO.2)) 
WR T TEl N P .2 II I I SO B S (! I • 1= 1. 6 ) 
24 FORHATIlX,'80TTOM MASS'.1X.614X.FI0.111 
WRITEINP.161 ISAVELNIIJ.I=1.61 
Ie; FORMATl/.1X. 'NORTH ARM'.1t1X.' ELEVATION' .3X .61 4X.F10.21 I 
WRITEINP,131 ISAVEVNIII.1=1.61 
WR IT E IN P ,18 I I TP P TN I I I • 1=1 ,6 I 
WRITEINP,211 ITEVAPNI1ItI=I.61 
WRITEINP,17} ISAVE()jI1ltI=·1.61 
17 FORMATl1X. 'CONCENTRATION'.3X.FlO.2.514X.F10.21 J 
WR I TE IN P .24 I (SO BN II I • 1= 1. 6 ) 
WRITE(NP.lll IMONTHI!) .1=1,121 
WRIT[(NP.121 (SAVELS l1It1=1tlll.ELEVS 
WR I IE (N P .131 I SA VE VS I I It 1= 1.11 I. VOL S 
WRITE I NP .2 21 IFL W I I. NT 1.1=1.12 I 
WRITE(NP.231 ICW1II.NTltI=1.121 
WR1TEINP,181 ITPPTSIII.1=7,121 
WRITE(NP.211 ITEVAPSlllt1=1.12I 
WR I T E ( N P .19 I I TF N (II • 1=1 .12 I 
WRITE(NP.251 ITCN(I1.1=1.1-21 
WRITEINP,20) (TFSIII ,1=7.121 
WR1TEINP.261 ITCSln .1=7.121 
WR IT E I N P .14 I 
DO 106 IL=1.NEDZ 
1PT=NEDZ-1L +1 
106 WRITE INP .151 1PT.1 SA VE CI 1PT. II .1 =1.11 I .C IIPT I 
WR IT E IN P ,2 4 ) I SO 9 S II ) • 1= 1. 11 ), 00 S 
WR1TE(NP.161 ISAVELNII).1=1,1lItELEVN 
WR1TEINP.13) ISAVEVNtIItI=1,1l ),VOLN 
WRITEINP.181 ITPPTNIII.I=1,121 
WRITEINP.2U ITEVAPNIII.I=1.12) 
WR I TE IN P.l 1t I SA VE ()j I I I. 1=.1. 11 I. C N 
WRITEINP.2111 ISDBNIII.I=1.11ltDBN 
201 RETURN 
END 
SAMPLE INPUT 
CARD 1 
5 6 
CARD 2 
5 2 3 73 ( 12 20 15 
CARD 3 
419 '3. 2 
418 O. 
41'37.65 
4183. 
:JI O. 
600. 
• 006 
5. 
91F1 7211 • 
600. 
CARD 4 
.35 
CARD 5 
6. 5. 
URD 6 
5. 5. (" .2 L 
• Dam Of 
CARD 7 
35643. 
.OW 25 .II (J(,?') 
.11 UO 25 .00025 
157(85. 248;?43. 3(,,3654. 3 Slf,lI£, • 
CARD 8 
10811') II. 
CARD '3 
3 4U. 25 S. 
CARD lU 
n. 
CARD 11 
1U1,)538. 13 ':' 256. 1h 29 f,7 U. 
138. E8. 1 38 • 13 -9. 13'1 
7 <; U. 
o 5. II 1 U9 • e 11 7 .1124 .3 111 5. :'162 .U 16 3. II E.6.6 58. ( 
77.7 '31.0 'JU.1 95.1 8 S. 71 115 .::' 181 • lil 60 .11 U 3.3 
P 2.01 07 • 616e .41 8f' .9 e 3. :?2 13 .22311 • 12 58.91 OU. 8 
!l 8. '31 06 .11 11 5 • 81U') .3 n 5. "1. 7'3 .1 2 0 f, • 53 75 • 12 5 U • S 
12 ').5131.2135.71::2.617 U. 11 92.2319.6284.5 71. 5 
1'11.11110.7119.21111.0116.0] 1'3.U151.7 72. q 51.11 
')2.3 83.6 85.11 ')0 .1 " 3 • 01 78 .4 1 911 .4'3 7. U Ill.'? 
Ii 3.0 91. '3 84.4 75.2 n 3. '31 U'3.5 '31.0 2'].7 2'6 . 6 
61.2 73.0 aO.4 77.5219. "I. 58.6 292.1241 .410201 
E 6. 0 88.6 811.2 82.4E5.7 '36 .11119. 2162.2113.6 
6'3. 9105.2 90.8 "2.6 '?5.213.024501325.0327. 5 
31!.9 
37 .1 
313.'1 
117.lJ 
42.4 
40.7 
311.'i 
25.0 
4 2.1 
31.7 
411. 1 
II') 54 UUS. 
5. 
3 I:.? !:7 .E. 
II 1.7 5U.0 
4 3 .3 q 8. II 
62.2 7~.4 
(;!:;.5 81.5 
42. (1 67.0 
35.1 :!'3 .7 
25.8 3e .8 
311.11 B.6 
33. E 5903 
3 q. 3 3 /1.'3 
(; 6. 3 89.61511.51:!'J.11EU.~ 39.0245.e3UU.92117.9 91.f114.71 65.2 
178. 5186. 51B5 • Ul e7 .2 17 2. I.(' 3') • 'H 9 '1.71 30 .4 39.8 36.7 35.7 q5.8 
r 9.8 7'3. ? ')0.'3 9S .4 "'1. ':!. 3U.31G7.U258.6.3 5U.1 92 . 2 87.21(17.5 
1<;6. 41f,3.0162.21~7 .31211. -" '3l.711F . • 9135 .11 21'3 .E' 46. 'J q 5. 2 f, 4.5 
124.11 7[1. 2 182.92113.021 O. ill 55 .84U 6. U2 50 .1122. U 71.8 49.0 56.8 
10. 31 £2 • 8127.42 ::'1 • '31 96. <;111 e • q '14.82 ')7 .4 2 711 031 U 6. 7 'J 1. 2 2 (J.U 
q 6. 8197 .316'3.93 C6 .4 27 1. ~ 2U • <; 510. 24 9LI 0311 II 8.3 238. 310 3 . 22 79. u 
241.9236.0211 7.528::'.2 2'i 5 . r::" 81. 2 113 2 .13 82.72611 .313( . • S 95.p lE· 5.9 
1" 8. 11203.61') S .52 <"2 .771 '3 . 5~ 11 .2 3U 8.93 6f . • S 146.8 9L:.1I 52 .31 5 (1. 3 
CARD 12 
0.33 [1.39 0.52 0.611 0.311 1.10 0.45 D.97 1.1<; 0.26 0. 51 D.73 
0.4 II 1.19 0.57 1.31 II .'3 n U.25 1.28 l'.91 1. 3 11 0.311 0.£ 5 o .7'3 
U.II 5 1.U8 1.11 1.57 [l .4 q 0.09 1.13 2.00 0.33 0.11 2 O.UII O.US 
1.U 5 0.32 U.76 0.10 D .5 ~ 1.5(J 2.39 3.38· 1.6 7. 0.23 0.6e 0.29 
U.11 0.73 1.00 0.55 1.2 .... 1. f,5 1.21 0.11'1 O.U O:: O.U '3 0.32 (1.28 
0.00 O. !l6 0.311 0.82 1.0 U U.79 1.02 1.58 1.14 u.O 7 1.U 6 1.31 
.24 .02 .11 .77 .1 'J. 1.20 .92 .58 .10; .06 .11 <' . 39 
.15 1.12 .32 • UO • <) lJ 1. OJ .5 G .5U .05 .58 .76 1.29 
1.12 .94 .82 .79 1 .2 : 1.3'3 1.8 3 2.09 .51 .611 .21 . 22 
.41 • :?2 .05 .45 .3 ~ • I!'J 2.97 1.15 2.5[1 .0 2 .22 1 .111 
.86 1.09 .11 5 .61 .2 f 1.23 2.08 2.40 2.31 .0.3 .UII .2U 
.53 1.0 13 1.59 .82 .5 .0 .04 1.35 1.58 1.40 .l! 0 1.10 1.7U 
12 3 ~ 447. 
2. 
;,~. 2 1 6U!:; 
15. 
.30 1.10 .80 .10 .70 .50 1.10 1.20 .10 .20 .10 .60 
.50 .70 .70 1.00 .30 • SO 1.70 1.50 3.1U .38 .06 .45 
.78 .33 1.17 .38 1 .2 ~ 1.72 1.82 1.58 1.58 .12 2.68 .22 
1.12 .60 .87 1.52 1.S 1 .1'" 1.07 .16 2.62 .45 .11 .46 
1.15 .34 .86 1.25 .44 • '19 1.59 1.03 1.'13 .54 .27 1.9'1 
1.3'1 1.58 1.1t3 .83 1.2 <;I .56 1.9'3 1.18 1.19 .06 1.10 .73 
1.91 1.16 1.52 .60 .1 r. .7'1 2.48 .03 .40 .05 .18 1.07 
1.83 .97 1.05 1.20 .8 :- 2. U3 1.32 1.09 .53 1.77 .26 2.51 
CARD 13 
5.0 3.3 0.5 0.6 1. l 3.3 7.7 11.1 -11.1 1'1.0 13.1 9.1 
4.6 3.0 0.4 0.0 U. (J 0.9 5. !:. 10 .0 11.0 1~. 8 10. e · 7.5 
'1.5 0.8 0.8 o .9 0.0 3.9 6.6 7.8 12.2 13.5 12.4 8.7 
4.5 0.9 0.3 0.1 1.4 4.1 5.8 7.8 10.3 13.2 12.3 7.8 
4.4 0.9 U.7 0.2 2.4 3.3 5.7 10.5 13.1 14.5 1 2 .5 8.9 
5.6 1.7 1.1 0.7 1. 1 3.9 7.0 8.S 11.6 13.2 11.4 7.7 
4.7 2.2 0.4 .00 0.3 :3 .8 1.1 10.1 13.6 15.0 13.1 '3.3 
4. g 2.5 .4 .2 1. ;: 3.8 7.0 11 .2 1'1.2 14.4 12.0 8.0 
4.6 1.1 .1 .0 
• 4 2.9 1'.2 9.6 11.!; 13.1 13.0 ').2 6.6 2.4 .4 .u 3.1 3.7 4.4 9.6 9.6 14.4 12.9 7.8 
5.3 2.2 .1 .0 .2 .5 5.6 8.S 8.6 14.6 12.6 9.0 
'I. 8 1.7 .8 .'1 
• P 3.1 6.2 8.6 9.9 12.8 10.3 6.6 
4.3 3.1 .4 .1 
• 4 3.7 7.(1 10.5 13.9 15.5 12.7 8.5 4.3 3.0 .4 .2 
• 9 4.1 5.8 8.2 8.2 12.2 12.1 7.7 4.7 2.8 .0 .u 4.8 5.7 8.8 10.8 14.4 9.8 7.9 
4.3 2.0 .2 .4 
• <. 3.3 6.8 11.0 9.8 13.1 13.2 8.9 3.7 2.3 .7 .6 2.2 3.6 6.1 9.6 1Z.3 12.'3 12.8 7.8 
I-' '1.2 2.5 .1 .1 .6 1.3 4.8 8.2 11.1 1301 11.0 8.0 
~ 3.4 1.2 • r 'I .4 5.8 10.1 11.1 13.4 11.5 7.4 4.1 
• 1 2.0 5.~ 9.8 11.7 12.6 12.6 6.9 C~RD 14 
.6 C .66 .65 .65 .65 .61 .61 .61 .65 .65 .65 .66 
rA RO 15 
12.U 6.1 2.1 Z .4 3. ~ 7.'1 13.~ 19.'1 21.4 26.9 22.7 17.0 
11.7 5.~ 2.0 1 • 'I 2. I; 6.3 11.4 18.7 22.0 25.9 23.8 17.1 
12.1 4.7 2.2 2.1 2. f' 7.8 12.9 19.7 23.3 27.0 22.8 17.7 
11.6 4.6 2.0 1 .7 3 ... 8.2 12.3 18.0 21.7 25.'1 23.5 17.0 
11.7 i.4 2.1 2.0 4. e 7.7 1201 21.0 23.5 26.0 24.2 17.2 
12.1 5.2 2.3 ;' .4 3. " 7.6 13 .0 17 .8 23.6 26.2 22.8 16.1 
11. ') ~.4 2.0 1 .8 3. 1 7.'1 12.8 18.8 23.1 27.3 21.'3 17.5 
11.4 5.6 1.9 2.1 'I. ( . 7.7 12.2 18.9 23.8 26.6 23.7 15.2 
11.1 4.8 1.B 1.3 3. !i 6.8 13.5 18.7 22.4 25.9 22.7 17.1 
12.3 5.8 1.9 1 .6 4.4 7.6 11.2 19.8 21.3 2601 23.1t 17.6 
12.LJ 5.'1 1.S 1.9 2. U 5.1 11. 5 18.2 21.0 2701 22.3 16.4 
12.L 5.? 2 .1 1.9 3.7 7 .1 12.7 17.8 21.6 26.0 22.'1 15.0 
12.0 G.l 1.9 1.9 3.5 7.7 10.2 20.2 22.7 27.5 23.2 17.4 
11.1 5.'3 1.8 2.2 4.0 ~ .0 11.3 18.3 21.3 27.0 24.0 17.6 
11.7 6.0 1.6 1.5 3. r. 8.4 11.8 18.5 22.5 26.8 21.7 16.3 
11.6 5.3 1.9 1 • 'J 3. 2 7.4 13 .0 20.7 21.7 26.7 2'1.3 1801 
10.7 5.4 2.2 2.3 '1.4 7.5 11.3 18.9 22.8 26.4 2'1.1 15.8 
10.6 5.7 2.0 2.3 3. " 7.6 12.2 18.7 22.5 26.5 23.9 15.7 
10.7 5.1 1.5 2.1 3. 7 8.7 12.3 19.3 23.0 25.8 23.3 16.2 
12.0 '1.7 1.7 1.5 3.0 7.3 11.9 19.3 22.E 26.1 23.3 16.0 
CARD 16 
8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 7. 7. 7. 7. 8. 9. a • 8. II • 10. 
lU. 10. 9. 10. 
CARD 17 
OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP 
SAMPLE OUTPUT 
yrAR 
MONTH 
50UTH ARM 
f.LEVATION 
VOLUME 
TOTAL INFLOW 
GW INfLOW 
PPT 
EVAPORATH'N 
fLOW NORTH 
FLOIII SOUTH 
CONCENTR A n ONS 
LAYER 
LA Y[ R 
LAYE R 
LAYE R 
LAYER 
80TTO!' MA<:S 
NC~Tl I ARM 
rU:VATIO~ 
VOL U ME 
PPT 
EVAPORATI0N 
C0'lL[NTr ATt ON 
e'lTTO'1 MA,,<; 
MONTH 
50UTH ARM 
ELEVATION 
VOLur1[ 
TOTAL INfLO~ 
GW INFLOW 
pp ... 
'-VAPORATI('N 
FLOoi NORTH 
FL0w SOUTH 
eo~'eE"'TR AT! ONS 
LAY[ R 
LA YE R q 
LA YE" 3 
LA YE ~ 7 
LA Yl < 1 
R:: TTCIo4 MA'- r, 
NOr.TY ARM 
[LEVATIOr-. 
VOLJI'1[ 
PPT 
f VAF'GRATIr'. 
eONC[NTR.ATTCN 
30TTO u MA~ <: 
<:OUTd r.R'1 
ELEVATI ON 4:34 . 3u 
VOLUMl £C :':' lLU . ACPE-~n T 
LAY [R 
e 2 4U.U P GRAMS/L IT[P 
OEU 4. ~ FEE T 
VOL UM<: U '7G 1S'l. II CR E -r [ [ T 
LA YE R 
C ;:4ll.O(, GRAMS /L IT ER 
E .000250r FT •• ;- /': ( C 
DE LZ 5.U FEET 
VO L U M[ lG:3C2U.ACRE-ffET 
L A y[ R 
C 2 qO.OLJ GRAMS/LITER 
E .00o;,~orJ FT .. 7 / SfC 
OE L Z 5 . L' fEE T 
VOL ~ M( 13S3Z5G.ACkE-FrET 
L II YE R 
e 2 q O.0l.: GR AMS/LITER 
E .LJuU 2500 F To02/5[C 
DEll 5 . 1. FEE T 
VOLUM e lU 1 35:8 . ACF:E-rEET 
LA YE R 
e 7 7 R . Ol' GRAMS/L rTER 
E • (JOOOO6J1 FT"Z/SEC 
DELZ £ . L f [E T 
VOLUME 7L9438. aCRE-rEEl' 
OCT ., 0 V ore 
'1194.31 4194.57 4194. '1 4 
<'621271 . :;773714. 68!l05Q1 . 
12994 1', .(' lSSil:' .U :D197Q.O 
1744£. (; :'021:' . 0 20 Q 74 . 0 
~~8E7. ;:' 15"5. 319 e4 • 
84750. 19930 . 4037. 
11 3':;9U . o 7U 2 ~. 108251', • 
2 7497. : 2725 . 35162. 
238 . (;:' :32 . ~9 221',.29 
:~8.21 '33.43 226.93 
238.5E' :33."8 221.£>1 
239.05 23 4.61 228.35 
218.3~ '2 78.1',9 216.e 2 
98~.3 98r.2 ')70.1 
'11 '33.83 4194.03 4194 . 3 e 
3 85044G. 3~Oll~. 3 . 339044'3. 
:3518. 121'51. 1'B54. 
55% 3 . 7£ 3 56. 2651. 
339 . '31 3 38.51', 334.87 
10UO.4 '399.8 996. e 
AP R MA Y JUN 
4196. £ P. 41'3G.5U 41%. 35 
"'7u 251'!. 7E Ul! !lo, . • 75356~5. 
'12136 0 .0 2E3'34[ .0 117G2l . 0 
343(;0.0 7~5 4 E' .U 173?L.0 
45 201 . GSOS . 1(]'3897. 
1512(14. :'IIG5UO. 230422. 
187ZGG . 173(; ° 3 . 140155. 
11730 3 . r 1314. 10411',. 
19£.20 198 .~ G 200.80 
1%.~C:; 19B . E U 200 . '1(J 
197 .71 198. 0 3 201 . 28 
l'3'! . ol ~ 'J~. r. 2 2 U2.(l2 
;:£ 1 . e" c(3 .'"! ? 2c" . ? 5 
925 . 4 9 1:- . ~ 901.3 
'1195.7" 4195 . [," Q135.(4 
437 G12u. II 311 4 <;11;-. to 3 ~ 37?'1 • 
2S7~1. 3 J7f. 631,4 . 
~"4B. 1~ 337c . lIlQ? C -:' . 
32 '3. UC' -3& . 7 7 33" . 'r:: 9 
355 . 7 ?4f.1I "14 : . S 
129 
N:H TH ARM 
[ L( V A T I or. 41'" 3 . GO 
VOLUM[ ' 7'17 0GO . ACRE-FT ET 
C 340.no 
JAN FEB MAR 
4195.46 4195.91 4196.32 
7101811. 1321838. 1521118. 
2F.5£>80 .0 22'3li00.0 319148.0 
24580 .0 221',00.0 31348.0 
51118. 114'19. 1115. 
83<:' '5 . 4384. 1u731. 
123131',. 118111. 159924. 
35 944. 3£>3 39. 42412. 
211.40 2U9 . 8 :> 2 U2.93 
218 . 25 21 0.80 703.1',9 
219.0e 211.61', 2 04.1I£> 
219. 13 212.5£> 205.33 
212.79 2£>9.12 21',4.63 
959.5 949.4 931.5 
4194.82 4195.21 q}95.54 
410£642. 4 227905. 4304880. 
~ 386 9. 411',59. 4485. 
54£> 7. 2832 . 45021. 
330 . 53 326.19 327.2£> 
99(1.G 9 19. 9 961.lJ 
JlJL AUG srp 
Q195.aO 419 5 .1 - 4194.34 
72G18e 4. .98£. 51',3. 68 31062. 
59408 .1I 37640.0 S:1u8.U 
1430n .0 12940.0 134U8.U 
1834 "I . Q219. 17240. 
2'le10 3. 28'1GOlJ . 1861',11. 
120553. 1u18U8 . 8595 1. 
73125 . 1',311',1',. 5371 8. 
210 .43 220.95 226 .81 
209 . 91 220.31 22 6.5£> 
209 . '3~ 220 .1 5 22£> .60 
7 1U.38 2~ U. 53 721 .0 5 
:"14 . 14 717.18 719 .13 
A?~ . 2 8 7 9 .1 810 .1 
41'35 . 13 II 1 ~ 4. Ge; 11194.3Q 
4702395 . ~[;f;L 4u9. 3~% 152. 
lCJ642. ;: 5[;9 . 1U181. 
1:)8~::: • 16::!f29. 1 ~ 2C 18. 
"Q 0.17 ~ 4 0 .1 ,- ~4L . 11 
'3'3:- . 2 1L. SZ . :: len . 3 



